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Abstract
Credit card fraud has emerged as major problem in the electronic payment sector. In
this thesis, we study data-driven fraud detection and address several of its intricate
challenges by means of machine learning methods with the goal to identify fraudulent
transactions that have been issued illegitimately on behalf of the rightful card owner.
In particular, we explore several means to leverage contextual information beyond a
transaction’s basic attributes on the transaction level, sequence level and user level.
On the transaction level, we aim to identify fraudulent transactions which, in terms of
their attribute values, are globally distinguishable from genuine transactions. We provide
an empirical study of the influence of class imbalance and forecasting horizons on the
classification performance of a random forest classifier. We augment transactions with
additional features extracted from external knowledge sources and show that external
information about countries and calendar events improves classification performance
most noticeably on card-not-present transaction.
On the sequence level, we aim to detect frauds that are inconspicuous in the background of all transactions but peculiar with respect to the short-term sequence they
appear in. We use a Long Short-term Memory network (LSTM) for modeling the sequential succession of transactions. Our results suggest that LSTM-based modeling is
a promising strategy for characterizing sequences of card-present transactions but it is
not adequate for card-not-present transactions.
On the user level, we elaborate on feature aggregations and propose a flexible concept
allowing us to define numerous features by means of a simple syntax. We provide a
CUDA-based implementation for the computationally expensive extraction with a speedup of two orders of magnitude compared to a single core CPU-based implementation.
Our feature selection study reveals that aggregates extracted from users’ transaction
sequences are more useful than those extracted from merchant sequences. Moreover, we
discover multiple sets of candidate features with equivalent performance as manually
engineered aggregates while being vastly different in terms of their structure.
Regarding future work, we motivate the usage of simple and transparent machine
learning methods for credit card fraud detection and we sketch a simple user-focused
modeling approach.

Résumé
La fraude par carte de crédit est devenue un problème majeur dans le secteur des
paiements électroniques. Dans cette thèse, nous étudions la détection de fraude basée sur
les données transactionnelles et abordons plusieurs de ces défis complexes en utilisant des
méthodes d’apprentissage automatique visant à identifier les transactions frauduleuses
qui ont été émises illégitimement au nom du titulaire légitime de la carte. En particulier,
nous explorons plusieurs moyens d’exploiter les informations contextuelles au-delà des
attributs de base d’une transaction, notamment au niveau de la transaction, au niveau
de la séquence et au niveau de l’utilisateur.
Au niveau des transactions, nous cherchons à identifier les transactions frauduleuses
qui présentent des caractéristiques distinctes des transactions authentiques. Nous avons
mené une étude empirique de l’influence du déséquilibre des classes et des horizons de
prévision sur la performance d d’un classifieur de type random forest. Nous augmentons
les transactions avec des attributs supplémentaires extraits de sources de connaissances
externes et montrons que des informations sur les pays et les événements du calendrier améliorent les performances de classification, particulièrement pour les transactions
ayant lieu sur le Web.
Au niveau de la séquence, nous cherchons à détecter les fraudes qui sont difficiles à
identifier en elles-mêmes, mais particulières en ce qui concerne la séquence à court terme
dans laquelle elles apparaissent. Nous utilisons un réseau de neurone récurrent (LSTM)
pour modéliser la séquence de transactions. Nos résultats suggèrent que la modélisation
basée sur des LSTM est une stratégie prometteuse pour caractériser des séquences de
transactions ayant lieu en face à face, mais elle n’est pas adéquate pour les transactions
ayant lieu sur le Web.
Au niveau de l’utilisateur, nous travaillons sur une stratégie existante d’agrégation
d’attributs et proposons un concept flexible nous permettant de calculer de nombreux
attributs au moyen d’une syntaxe simple. Nous fournissons une implémentation basée sur
CUDA pour pour accélerer le temps de calcul de deux ordres de grandeur. Notre étude de
sélection des attributs révèle que les agrégats extraits de séquences de transactions des
utilisateurs sont plus utiles que ceux extraits des séquences de marchands. De plus, nous
découvrons plusieurs ensembles d’attributs candidats avec des performances équivalentes
à celles des agrégats fabriqués manuellement tout en étant très différents en termes de
structure.
En ce qui concerne les travaux futurs, nous évoquons des méthodes d’apprentissage
artificiel simples et transparentes pour la détection des fraudes par carte de crédit et
nous esquissons une modélisation simple axée sur l’utilisateur.
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Notation
x
x
X
X

Scalar
Vector
Matrix
Set

p(·)

We use p(·) to loosely refer to probabilities. In case of discrete random variables,
p(·) denotes a probability mass function and in case of continuous variables, p(·)
denotes a probability density function.

Terminology
• Transaction types: We denote card-present transactions by face-to-face or offline
interchangeably and card-not-present transactions by e-commerce or online.
• Data record: We denote a single data record, e.g. one transaction, generically as
record, observation, instance or example.
• Classifier & Model: If not stated otherwise, a classifier refers to the set of algorithms used to estimate parameters from data, perform inference on variables
and convert the inferred values into classifications about data records. In machine
learning literature the term model is considerably overloaded. We use the term
model to refer to the abstract representation of the data which we obtain after
estimating parameters with a classifier under a specific hyper-parameter configuration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Which illustration is printed on the back of a 20e note? - A doorway, a bridge or a gothic
arc? 1 After searching our mental image archive for several seconds we are probably able
to come up with a reasonable guess. Yet, the level of uncertainty about one’s guess might
be unexpectedly high. Given how often and regularly these slips of paper pass through
our hands whenever we withdraw money from an ATM, pay for the delicious meal in
our favorite restaurant or finally purchase that new pair of shoes, we are surprisingly
unaware of details of the legal tender itself. On second thoughts, however, it should not
surprise us too much that we do not pay close attention to these details. If it would be
common to encounter counterfeit money in our daily lives, we would probably doublecheck the change very carefully every time we purchase something to protect ourselves
from getting scammed. Therefore, our lack of knowledge about the 20e note is not so
much a loose oddity as it is a consequence of the trust we have in our society and the
correct functioning of governmental authorities.
With cash we are in direct contact with the legal tender and the entity we exchange
money with. An individual can, in principle, spot any irregularity that might occur
during the act of payment immediately and personally, allowing him to take appropriate measures to prevent financial loss. Cash is not the only legal tender we have
at our disposal. Traditional payment systems also offered negotiable instruments such
as cheques or promissory notes as means to settle financial transactions through the
transfer of monetary value. A payment system supersedes the direct exchange of cash
in order to facilitate and secure international transactions. As parts of any payment
system, banks and financial institutions manage accounts of individuals or legal entities
and offer transactions between these accounts as their major service. In the second half
of the 20th century, with the advent of electronic communication several different payment systems, each with its own standards and protocols, have emerged over the years.
A payment from one bank account to another is realized via an electronic transmission
of transaction information between the two banks without direct intervention of bank
employees. Examples of such modern payment systems are: credit card banking, debit
card banking or internet banking. The legal tender in these systems is a virtual object the digital representation of transaction information. The plastic cards in our wallets are
1

The 20e note displays a gothic bridge. Due to political reasons, it is not an illustration of a real
monument but a hypothetical example of the gothic architectural style in Europe between the 13th and
14th century.

2

1. Introduction

not legal tenders per se but technical tools with the purpose to simplify authentication
against the issuing bank. Unless there are obstructive reasons such as e.g. insufficient
account balance or insufficient credit2 , the issuing bank authorizes the payment and
exchanges information with the acquiring bank via an electronic transaction to finally
settle its debt.
In traditional payment systems, the integrity of the legal tender was guaranteed
through governmental authorities endowing the medium with apparent security features,
and the authentication of the debtor was conducted through personal contact with
either bank employees or the recipient himself. Now in electronic payment systems, the
legal tender is an abstract object: the exchange of information between banks through
secure protocols. And the personal authentication against the issuing bank has been
replaced with an exchange of information between the client, or rather the identifying
data in his exclusive possession, and his bank through secure protocols. The technological
development in the banking economy has effectively cleared the transaction process from
human intervention enabling an acceleration of funds exchange for billions of people on
a global scale and yet being easy to use in our daily lives. However, the individual now
has very little control and even less insight into the transaction process. Instead we are
left to trust in the integrity of banks and financial institutes, trust in the reliability of
IT infrastructure and trust in the strength of cryptographic techniques.
As businesses continue to provide parts or the entirety of their services via the internet, money is increasingly transacted electronically in an ever-growing cashless banking
economy. Even in Germany, a country whose citizens are known to favor cash over
electronic payments, 2018 was the first year the volume of cashless payments exceeded
cash based payments as found by the EHI Retail Institute3 . In this environment, credit
card fraud has become a key concern for modern banking systems. The financial strain
from credit card fraud is turning into a substantial challenge for financial institutions
and service providers, forcing them to continuously adapt and improve their fraud prevention and detection systems. Their efforts are not limited to mitigating direct losses
incurred by fraudulent transactions, but also to ensure that legitimate customers are
not adversely impacted by automated and manual reviews. In the payment industry,
fraud occurs when someone steals information from your card to make purchases without your permission and the detection of these fraudulent transactions has become a
crucial activity for payment processors.
A fraud detection system detects and recognizes fraudulent activities as they enter
the system and reports them to a system administrator. With the widespread usage of
electronic payment systems, businesses face great challenges to seek out the rare but
costly malicious behavior from the vast stream of transactions that is consistently generated by millions of customers from all over the world. Fraudulent acts can be committed
by various groups or individuals such as organized crime, hackers or information buyers
to achieve financial gain on false ground by illegal means. Fraudsters may employ a
wide variety of strategies and technical tools to gather personal information about card
2

The attentive reader might already guess a third obstructive reason.
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article193063435/Zahlungsmittel-Karte-schlaegt-inDeutschland-erstmals-Bargeld.html, Last access: 09.05.2019
3

1.1 Credit-card fraud detection at Worldline

3

holders and their credit card details: Key-loggers, sniffers, site-cloning, false merchant
sites, physical card theft or even generating artificial card information [Akh13].
A typical fraud detection systems is composed of an automatic tool and a manual
process. The automatic tool is based on fraud detection rules. It analyzes all the new
incoming transactions and assigns them fraud scores. The manual process comprises the
expertise and effort of fraud investigators. They focus on transactions with high fraudulent scores and provide feedback on analyzed transactions to update and improve the
automatic tool. Fraud detection systems can be based on expert driven rules, data driven
rules or a combination of both. Expert driven rules aim to identify specific scenarios of
fraud which have been discovered previously by fraud investigators. An example of a
fraud scenario could be: ”A cardholder issues a transaction in country X and, within 2
hours, (s)he issues a second transaction with the exact same amount in country Y.” If
such scenario is detected in the stream of transactions, then the fraud detection system
will produce an alert. Data driven rules are based on machine learning algorithms. They
mine fraudulent patterns from historic data and aim to detect these patterns in the data
stream of new incoming transactions.

1.1

Credit-card fraud detection at Worldline

The following discussion is based on an interview the author conducted with a fraud
detection expert from Worldline 4 . It should be regarded as a first informal illustration
of the various aspects involved in credit card fraud detection from the perspective of
a domain expert who provided us with first-hand information. The literature review in
section 2 will then examine the identified issues and challenges from the perspective of
the scientific community.
Worldline offers merchant services, financial services and mobility services for the
economic and the financial sector on a global scale. In particular they are the leading
company for financial services in many European countries, processing volumes of payment data from companies such as Commerzbank, ABN AMRO, Postbank and many
more. A key asset within their portfolio is fraud risk management which includes services such as data analytics, customer services and rule management. A pan-european
team consisting of several dozens of experts work specifically on financial fraud prevention, fraud detection and fraud containment to mitigate losses for Worldline’s customers
and augment the quality of delivered services. Preventive measures aim to anticipate
hazardous activity based on indications obtained from either the stream of financial
transactions itself or from external sources such as the media, darknet or companies, in
order to block vulnerable cards before any fraud can occur. Detection measures continuously monitor the stream of payments with the objective to raise alerts for individual
accounts in cases when suspicious activity has been discovered. The detection happens
in two stages: A real-time monitoring system which can potentially fully reject a transaction at the time a card holder uses her card at some terminal. And a near real-time
system which monitors already accepted transactions and raises alerts to be further
examined by expert investigators who can possibly contact the respective card holders.
4
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A distinction between these two systems is mostly due to different resource and accuracy requirements. Even though a real-time refusal of a transaction would successfully
prohibit any direct monetary loss through fraud, it would however be utterly inconvenient for legitimate card holders to get their transactions falsely refused. The third
counter-measure against fraud is containment. It aims at limiting the impact of frauds
by blocking compromised cards as early as possible or even blocking entire groups of
cards which became compromised under the same data breach.

1.1.1

Fraud types

Credit card fraud originates either from the obtainment of a physical card or from the
compromise of sensitive information associated with the bank account of a genuine card
holder such as his credit card number, the expiration date or even the card verification code (CVC). There are several common routes by which a fraudster can obtain a
working physical card or obtain sensitive information. In case of a stolen card the card
holder is timely aware and he can quickly report the incidence to the issuer. In contrast,
compromised sensitive information can easily go unnoticed by the card holder for weeks
until the fraudster finally uses the credentials to issue a fraudulent transaction. Only
then can the card holder, the issuer or the merchant possibly spot the fraudulent act
and take measures. The target of any such fraudulent act is always the account of a
legitimate card holder.
Fraudulent behavior in electronic payment systems manifests itself in many forms.
Existing literature contains a multitude of taxonomies, targeted towards characterizing the different types of frauds. The employed categorizations differ in the viewpoint
taken in order to highlight certain distinctive aspects of fraud. These viewpoints can be
based on the environment from where the fraud originates, the fraudster’s behavior or
a mixture of both.
Gosh et al. [GR94] propose six fraud categories which include the types: frauds from
lost or stolen cards, frauds from counterfeit cards, online frauds, bankruptcy frauds,
merchant frauds or frauds from cards that got stolen at the time they were issued to the
cardholder. A more recent taxonomy, introduced by Delamaire et al. [DAP09], is based
on the fraudster’s strategy on committing fraud. The authors distinguish application
frauds from behavioral frauds. Application fraud occurs when fraudsters apply for a
credit card and provide false personal information with the intention of never repaying
the purchases. Behavioral fraud occurs when fraudsters obtain a cardholder’s details and
use them for criminal purposes. Another taxonomy, introduced by Patidar et al. [PSO16],
classifies frauds into three categories, which are, traditional card related frauds, merchant
related frauds and Internet frauds. A more generic categorization was introduced by
Laleh et al. [LA09], who propose the types Offline Fraud and Online Fraud. Offline
fraud refers to frauds committed with an actual credit card, also denoted as card-present
fraud. Online fraud refers to frauds committed with only a credit card’s information, also
known as card-not-present fraud. Even though each of these taxonomies might be valid
in its own right for distinctions in particular scenarios, oftentimes the defined categories
are overlapping, potentially weakening the benefits of structuring fraud types according
to a taxonomy.
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Therefore, we deviate slightly from the categorization of Laleh et al. [LA09] and
Delamaire et al. [DAP09], and present the different types of frauds in terms of the
attack vectors along which a malicious agent could have gotten access to either a physical
card, allowing him to commit card-present fraud (CP), or the sensitive data he requires
to commit card-not-present fraud (CNP). Paths by which someone gains access to a
physical credit card are straightforward. Merchants, issuers and card holders fought
jointly against these types of frauds over decades which led to ever increasing security
standards to be implemented in cards and terminals, higher awareness by customers
and a strengthened data interchange between issuing banks and credit bureaus. As the
European central bank states, ”card-present fraud decreased substantially between 2012
and 2016, falling by 9.5%.” [Ban18]. We know also from Worldline that only 8 % of the
observed credit card frauds are card-present frauds. All remaining 92 % frauds occurred
in card-not-present transactions, which are predominantly e-commerce transactions over
the internet. Attack vectors for card-present frauds are:
Lost & stolen Fraud arises from the lost or stolen route, when someone steals the
physical credit card or acquires it by other means. Either the agent himself or a third
party (organized crime) then uses the card to illegitimately purchase goods or services
on behalf of the rightful card owner. Before stealing a card, the perpetrator might try to
shoulder surf his victim to acquire the PIN number along with the victim’s card. Another
variant within this category was introduced by malicious personnel who intercepted the
outgoing mail after card production. Since banks now require additional authentication
from the recipient before activating the card, this variant is no longer of major concern.
Only 1% of the known frauds encountered at Worldline can be traced back to the lost
& stolen scenario and, as [Ban18] reports, they are primarily coming from lost cards.
Counterfeit Fraud arises from counterfeiting, when someone clones sensitive information and security features from an existing card to reproduce them on duplicate fake
cards, e.g. the magnetic stripe on a card (see figure 1.1). These cards are particularly
used to spend money in countries where authentication via chip, as defined by the EMV
standard5 , has not yet been implemented. Since 2011, the implementation of the EMV
standard is mandatory for card payments in the single euro payment area (SEPA). This
scenario amounts to 7% of known frauds encountered at Worldline. As [Ban18] concludes from responses of its surveyed entities, counterfeit fraud has become an issue of
low priority for European transactions but remains an issue outside SEPA.
Application Fraud emerges from the application at an issuing bank, when someone
applies for a credit card with false identity information. This can be a partly or entirely
synthetic identity, called identity fraud, or someone else’s stolen identity, called identity
5

https://www.emvco.com, Last access: 15.04.2019.
(left) http://freecreditsoftwarez.blogspot.com/2012/01/credit-card-hack-with-validcvv.html, Last access: 17.04.2019.; (middle) https://www.focus.de/digital/computer/chipexklusiv/tid-20321/skimming-anti-skimming-modul-und-tricks-gegen-betrueger_aid_
568511.html, Last access: 17.04.2019.; (right) Provided during a presentation of Worldline on
19.03.2019, Lyon.
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Figure 1.1: (Left) Credit-card number generation tool: Credit Wizard, (Middle) Skimming devices integrated into a fake front panel of an ATM, (Right) Fake PIN-pad on a
POS terminal. 6
theft. Application fraud is a particular instance of identity crime. The key element of
application fraud is the address. It is where the credit card will be sent to and picked
up by the fraudster. Typical counter-measures include cross-matching of application details to discover duplicates [PGLSM05], maintaining and sharing blacklists with other
banks and the consultation of credit bureaus, such as for instance SCHUFA in Germany.
The sources of card-not-present fraud are much more diverse and therefore less clear.
They range from friendly frauds committed by individuals who falsely claim a genuine
purchase as fraud trying to request chargeback, all the way to black markets controlled
by organized crime [Eur12] 78 . Attack vectors of CNP frauds are virtual twins of attack
vectors of CP frauds with the unique property that CNP transactions do not require a
physical card but only the sensitive data associated with an account. The CNP attack
vectors can be distinguished in:

Friendly fraud Friendly fraud occurs when the payer, after having issued a genuine
transaction, contacts his card issuer to claim the transaction as fraud and request a
chargeback. According to [Ban18] this type of fraud has reportedly been growing in
recent years. Which is unsurprising at least for some countries. For instance, in the USA,
according to United States federal law the card holder is held liable only for up to 50$
in case of CP fraud [Com86]9 . Some card issuers even adopted a zero liability policy,
effectively clearing their customers from any responsibilities for fraudulent charges10 .
After discussions with Worldline, we can confirm that fraud investigation processes are
conducted under the policy to trust the customers’ statements unless there is clear
evidence against them.
7
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Identity theft Identity theft covers a broad spectrum of possible attempts to assume
a person’s identity in order to act on his behalf. A clean fraud refers to an instance
of identity theft where someone obtains the complete card details including access to
the registered 3D-Secure device, the CVC and the registered address of the card holder.
Such frauds are virtually unpreventable by a merchant. Another increasingly popular
and effective instance of identity theft is phishing [Ban18]; a scam that tricks card
holders into revealing their personal information to malicious third parties. Such scams
can happen over the phone, email or text messages by luring customers into confirming
and/or completing partly provided account information. Phishing can lead to a complete
takeover of the victim’s bank account, with disastrous consequences for the victim, as
this technique is resilient to blocked or reissued cards11 . Another common source of stolen
identities are database hacks at online merchants or financial institutes who maintain
millions of records of personal information. There are countless examples of identity
thefts of this kind. For instance, the recent data breach at the credit rating agency
Equifax 201712 or the hospitality company Marriott13 .
Checker Starting from stolen incomplete card details or even from artificially generated ones (see figure 1.1), the perpetrator repeatedly tests combinations of credit
card number, expiration dates and CVCs in transactions of small amount at an online
merchant with low security measures. If the transaction is processed successfully, the
perpetrator has verified the validity of the card information. To avoid attracting the
card holder’s attention and to avoid draining the credit limit, the purchased item is
immaterial and of low monetary amount. It is up to the merchant and his acquiring
bank to implement an upper limit on unsuccessful reentries. The validated card details
can then be used directly or sold on underground ”dump” shops14 with prices ranging
from 1-5$ up to 40-50$ for ”fresh” cards with high validity rates15 . A ”dump” is a set of
card records stolen during a particular hack or skimming attack. Prices depend on the
recency of the dump, the location where the cards have been skimmed, the ratio of successfully validated cards within the dump and the first six digits of the card numbers.
The first six digits correspond to the bank identification number (BIN) which allows
perpetrators to guess the types of transactions that go undetected and the ones that
will lead to blocking.

1.1.2

Fraud prevention and detection

In Worldline’s fraud risk management unit, the real-time system can be considered as a
fraud prevention system that analyzes transactions at the time they are issued from a
11

https://blog.credit.com/2015/09/what-hackers-want-more-than-your-credit-cardnumber-124442/, Last access: 17.04.2019.
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https://www.ftc.gov/equifax-data-breach, Last access: 17.04.2019.
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terminal. Its objective is to either authorize or decline a transaction without introducing
a noticeable delay in the payment process. Therefore, the available time budget during
real-time decision making is limited to approximately 100 ms. Consequently, the active
detection mechanisms are predominantly expert-driven matching rules that act on a
reduced version of the card holder’s payment history. The design of the rule set follows a
conservative blocking strategy to avoid, as much as possible, falsely declined transactions
and instead decline only the ”obvious” fraudulent cases. A fictitious example of such rule
is:
IF amount > 300 AND country == ” China ” AND merchant == ” noea ” AND uid != 5099
THEN decline ( )

In case of a declined transaction, the terminal (an ATM, a POS terminal or an online
shop) refuses the payment and displays an error message. The real-time system stores
transactions and rule responses for later in-depth analysis and performance evaluation.
The near real-time system processes already authorized transactions with the objective to raise alerts on suspicious accounts. The near real-time system can be considered the actual fraud detection system which has access to the full payment history
and features strong analytic capability due to small resource constraints. It relies on a
combination of complex expert-driven rules and statistical data-driven rules. Complex
expert-driven rules are similar to the rules used in real-time but they contain even more
specific conditions and they rely on information from longer card holder or merchant
payment histories. Data-driven rules can be the outputs of classification algorithms,
cluster analysis or behavioral profiling methods. Once the near real-time system raises
an alert, the internal fraud investigation team can take one or several actions: Block the
card temporarily, contact the card holder via phone, SMS, etc. or adapt the real-time
system. The fraud investigator then reviews the recent transactions together with the
card holder, identifies fraudulent cases, labels the transactions and organizes chargebacks. Depending on the review, the investigator either permanently blocks the card
and reissues a new one or unblocks the card. Since fraud investigators are in direct contact with customers, they are the main source of knowledge when it comes to identifying
new fraud patterns, updating rules and changing related systems. Based on their observations, they develop fraud scenarios and propose rules to the rule management unit
which then creates simulations for the new fraud scenarios and files evaluation reports.
Both expert-driven and data-driven rules are embedded in a rule management life cycle
which continuously assesses the detection performance of individual and combinations
of rules to maintain a highly effective set of rules at all times.
At the moment of writing, Worldline manages several hundreds of real-time rules and
several thousands of near-real time rules. This pool of active rules changes drastically
from one month to the next, making the rule life cycle management a key component
in their system.

1.2 Issues and challenges
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Issues and challenges

The problem of fraud detection is inherently coupled to several peculiar characteristics
that hinder a straight-forward application of some well-known prediction methods and
thus deserve closer attention. These characteristics are not necessarily specific to credit
card fraud detection but their effects are particularly observable in businesses that encounter a high transaction volume issued at high frequencies by many different entities
and the goal is to spot costly rare events in a vast realm of legitimate activity.
Imbalanced classes The predominant portion of incoming transactions is legitimate
and only a very small fraction has been issued by fraudsters. It’s not unusual that
this fraction amounts to only 0.5 % of all transactions. For learning algorithms this
imbalance between the majority class and the minority class can prevent the algorithm
from learning a proper model of the data, in the sense that the algorithm is not able
to discover patterns within the minority class or even that it completely ignores the
minority class.
Feature engineering As in any modeling task, we are looking for a set of independent
variables that best explain the dependent variable by using the labeled data set as proxy
for the real phenomenon under study. Although transactions are characterized along
several variables, there is no prototypical concept of ”a fraudulent” or ”a legitimate”
transaction. Neither can we as humans tell a-priori what constitutes a credit card fraud
nor can we be certain that any fraudulent (legitimate) act can be uniquely attributed to
the values associated with the transaction. Furthermore, the class variable may depend
on one or several independent, or even unknown latent, variables in a complex way and
it is up to a thorough analysis to create, select and encode features that unravel this
complex dependence.
Sequence modeling In contrast to many static prediction problems, a transaction
is just a single event within a sequence of consecutive events and all these events are
localized in time. It might very well be possible that there exist certain unknown dependencies between transactions in the sequence which render the occurrence of one event
more or less likely whenever some other events have happened before. Likewise might the
legitimacy of a transaction be influenced by the sequential context it appeared in. Since
transactions represent interactions between customers and merchants it is also not clear
at which granularity level such sequence would provide sufficient context for a transaction. Is it the globally ordered stream of transactions, the recently issued transactions
of a customer or the recently received transactions at the merchant’s end?
Concept drift and online learning Fraudsters constantly change their tactics and
some fraud strategies go out of date, because the detection risk increased or because the
efficiency of the method dropped due to security changes in the payment process. Other
fraud strategies may emerge from technological advancements or from banal changes
of customers’ habits. These changes of fraudulent behavior are implicitly reflected in
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the sequences of fraudulent transactions. Just as changes in fraudulent behavior affect
fraud patterns, changes in the lifestyle of customers affect their spending patterns. The
lifestyle itself may exhibit various notions of periodicity and vary in intensity over time,
influenced by both personal habits and general trends (inflation, political stability, etc.).
Detection systems require the capability to update their models regularly and efficiently
as new observations arrive.
Performance measures and misclassification cost Measuring detection performance reliably is a vital necessity not only for sustaining scientific and technological
progress but also for successfully transferring results from development to production.
Most importantly, we have to define which aspect of a detection system we actually
care about such that the aspect’s quantification through some metric accurately reflects
the system’s performance. Moreover, different types of errors may induce different costs
which require the definition of a realistic cost structure and a reasonable fusion between
the quantified aspect and the associated error costs.
In the following chapter, we review related work from literature which specifically addresses these challenges. Later throughout this thesis, we revisit these problems and
develop some existing solutions further in the hope to provide useful contributions to
the domain of credit card fraud detection.

1.3

Contributions

The goal of this thesis is to analyze and develop machine learning based methods that
can be used for raising alerts on suspicious transactions and potentially integrated into a
data-driven fraud detection system. In particular, we make the following contributions:
• To mitigate the consequences of working with a proprietary data set, first we
provide a statistical analysis of the credit card transaction data set we have at
our disposal. As far as confidentiality concerns allow, we expose details about the
volume, attributes and their distributions. Due to their different properties, all
further analyses are carried out separately for card-present transactions and cardnot-present transactions. We report the classification performance of a random
forest classifier on the data set as a baseline such that we can compare it against
other approaches developed in this thesis. We show the influence of varying majority class undersampling ratios on the prediction performance and illustrate empirically that prediction on future transactions (forecasting) is more difficult than
prediction on the same time period.
• We augment transactions with additional features derived from domain knowledge
and external knowledge. We integrate domain knowledge by making use of wellestablished feature aggregation strategies and we exploit external knowledge by
extracting country and time related information from public data sources. We add
simple demographic and holiday features as well as complex semantic features
which we extract from a text corpus and a semantic knowledge graph. The results
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show that external features improve the detection performance most noticeably
on card-not-present transactions when used in conjunction with feature aggregates
(see publications [JGS16] and [ZCG+ 17]).
• We model a user’s transaction sequence with a Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)
network. The results show that integrating previous transactions by means of an
LSTM improves the prediction performance on card-present transactions while
there is no improvement on card-not-present transactions. Moreover, frauds detected with an LSTM are consistently different from the frauds detected with a
sequence-agnostic random forest classifier (see publication [JGZ+ 18]).
• We build on existing definitions of feature aggregates and provide a simple and
yet flexible definition of these features to alleviate fast feature extraction through
massive data parallelism. A feature selection study reveals that, aside from the
aggregates defined in literature, many user-centric feature aggregates yield similar
performance while differing from the known ones. Merchant-centric aggregates do
not provide a similar performance boost.

1.4

Structure

We have introduced the problem of credit card fraud detection and its inherent challenges
within this Chapter 1. Chapter 2 revisits the highlighted challenges from the perspective
of related work by elaborating on how researchers in the domain address these challenges.
In chapter 3, we introduce the data set, discuss appropriate evaluation metrics and cross
validation principles and present results of a random forest classifier which will serve
as performance reference throughout this thesis. In chapter 4, we examine different
techniques for linking publicly available external data to the labeled transaction data
set and analyze empirically the usefulness of such external knowledge for fraud detection.
In chapter 5, we exploit the sequential nature of transactions and compare two methods
that allow us to incorporate historic transactions in the decision about a transaction. In
chapter 6, we exploit these findings and search the space of feature aggregates from a
user and merchant point of view in a greedy manner with the goal to select discriminative
feature subsets. Finally, in chapter 7, we motivate future work by outlining the potential
of very simple probabilistic models that scale to millions of users while, at the same time,
offering secondary advantages over raw detection accuracy. A final summary concludes
the thesis.

Chapter 2
Related Work
Besides the interest of financial institutions in mitigating financial losses, credit card
fraud detection has become an attractive test-bed for data mining researchers to study
a broad range of intertwined challenges that rarely arise altogether in a single application domain. These challenges include imbalanced classes, feature engineering, sequence
modeling, concept drift, online learning and problem-specific misclassification cost structures. Likewise, a plethora of methods from supervised learning, unsupervised learning
(anomaly detection) and ensemble learning lend themselves to address individual or
several of these properties.
In their fraud detection survey, Phua et al. [PLSG10] reviewed 51 articles from 1995
to 2004, covering home insurance fraud, automobile insurance fraud, credit card fraud
and telecommunication fraud. The authors found that the studied data sets used in
credit card fraud research typically comprise between 10 to 60 attributes (6 out of 11
articles), their volume rarely exceeds 5 million transactions (2 out of 11) and the fraud
ratio is rarely below 1% percent (1 out of 5).
Recently, Abdallah et al. [AMZ16] published a survey about credit card fraud,
telecommunication fraud, health care insurance fraud and automobile insurance fraud.
They identify concept drift, skewed class distributions, the large data volume and realtime detection as central issues in fraud detection. According to their analysis, among
38 articles published in the domain of credit card fraud detection between 1994 and
2014, 13 of them addressed concept drift, 13 addressed imbalanced classes, 6 addressed
the large data volume and 6 articles focused on issues in online learning. They conclude
that most fraud detection systems across the reviewed areas use supervised approaches
with decision trees and neural networks ranking among the most popular techniques.
In a meta-study from 2011, [NHW+ 11] reviewed 49 journal articles published on
subjects around financial fraud detection between 1997 and 2008. Their comparisons
revealed that classification methods are the most frequently used applications of data
mining techniques1 to fraud detection, accounting for 61% of all articles. The authors also
note: ”Given that outlier detection is a significant method of fraud detection, which has
characteristics that confer comparative advantages over other techniques, more attention
should be paid to it in future research.” [NHW+ 11][p.563]. In our own literature research
we could also not observe a great surge of interest in rigorously modeling genuine or
1

Data Mining application classes were defined as: Classification (61%), Clustering (8%), Prediction
(6%), Outlier-detection (2%), Regression (20%) and Visualization (2%).
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fraudulent patterns with generative models (HMM, Boltzmann Machines, etc.) and in
using them as proxies for anomaly detection.
Whereas fraud prevention systems take countermeasures a-priori to prevent frauds
from being committed, a fraud detection system implements methods to identify frauds
as they enter the company’s area of responsibility. Throughout the years, researchers
have proposed a large variety of approaches for automating fraud detection using data
mining techniques. These approaches make use of a set of (labeled) observations from
the past, apply some data mining technique to identify discriminative or class-specific
patterns in the data and finally use the extracted patterns to decide upon the legitimacy of future observations. Some systems use only the transactional information while
others consider sequences, entire accounts of card holders or merchants, hand-crafted
features and even information extracted from external sources. In order to provide a useful overview over these problem-tailored systems, we follow the categorization of David
Hand and Martin Crowder [HC12] and align the proposed systems along the data mining paradigm they follow: Rule-based, supervised learning and unsupervised learning
(including outlier detection and anomaly detection).
Rule-based
Systems in this category are rather traditional and closest to manual decision making.
They rely on expert knowledge about known fraudulent behavior in order to define
characteristic signatures of frauds. Any other behavior is considered as legitimate. They
utilize pre-defined rules, statistics or adequate heuristics to indicate the occurrence of
a suspicious activity. Examples include the work of Deshmukh and Talluru [DT98] who
developed a rule-based fuzzy reasoning system for assessing the risk of management fraud
or Rosset et al. [RMN+ 99] who discover sets of decision rules by means of a modified C4.5
decision tree algorithm from both customer-level attributes and behavioral attributes
to improve churn prediction on telecommunication records.
Supervised learning
Supervised learning methods explicitly model the differences between fraudulent and
legitimate transactions. They have access to a wide variety of supervised classification
algorithms, e.g. logistic regression, random forest, support vector machines, neural networks, etc. Supervised learning methods treat fraud detection as a binary classification
problem and they aim to model the conditional distribution over the two classes fraud
and genuine given training data. In a systematic review of 49 journal articles [NHW+ 11]
showed that decision trees, neural networks, logistic regression and support vector machines have been the methods of choice among the many available methods.
Bhattacharyya et al. [BJTW11] compared the predictive accuracy of logistic regression, random forests and support vector machines on a real-world credit-card fraud data
set under varying proportions of fraud in the training set, finding that random forests
demonstrated an overall higher precision at low recall levels.
Carneiro et al. [CFC17] developed a general fraud detection system and deployed
it at the site of an online retail merchant. They put particular focus on combining an
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automatic data-mining stage with a manual revision stage. They cast the problem as
a binary classification task and compare the performance of logistic regression, support
vector machines and random forests on around 500.000 observations. They employ target
encoding on categorical variables, min-max standardization on continuous variables, use
temporal cross-validation with fixed train-validation-test splits and report results in
terms of the receiver-operator characteristic curve (ROC) and the precision-recall curve
(AUCPR). They achieved the best performance both in terms of ROC and AUCPR
with the random forest classifier. The deployed system makes use of the entire set of
historic orders, updates its model once every week and integrates a manual revision to
determine a fraud score threshold.
Lucas et al. [LPL+ 19a] showed, that probabilistic models can serve as proxy for
deriving anomaly features for credit card fraud detection. They modeled genuine and
fraudulent expenditure sequences with a hidden markov model and then quantified the
normality of test sequences with the genuine and fraudulent likelihood function to create sequence based features. These features are then used in conjunction with the raw
transactional data in a random forest classifier.
Overall, there is an abundance of studies applying and comparing different off-theshelf binary classifiers on fraud detection tasks. Starting from neural networks [GR94,
SYY02, MTVM02, YhL09] over bayesian networks [MTVM02, EN96, YhL09], support vector machines [ZS15, DCL+ 14] and decision trees [MD15, YhL09] or random
forests [BJTW11, DCL+ 14]. Researchers have also explored meta learning strategies
such as boosting [VDD04], bagging [SFL+ 97] and stacking [CFPS99] to further improve
the detection accuracy.
Unsupervised and semi-supervised learning
As we have seen, supervised learning techniques make use of the assumption that genuine
and fraudulent patterns learned from past data carry over to the future. However, when
the customers’ or fraudsters’ behaviors change, the learned patterns and their relations
to each other might no longer admit accurate decisions. In this context, unsupervised
learning techniques devise behavioral profiling methods, which are used to create models
of the involved entities’ spending activities and they monitor these models for departures
from the norm. These methods typically incorporate expertise from research fields such
as clustering, anomaly detection - also referred to as outlier detection or novelty detection
- or peer-group analysis. Anomaly detection methods typically learn a model of normal
instances, i.e. genuine transactions, and then identify those transactions as anomalous
which do not conform to the model.
These methods require the definition of a suitable anomaly score to quantify an
instance’s degree of abnormality. Depending on the method, researchers have derived
anomaly scores in different ways: In the Isolation Forest algorithm [LTZ08], the average path length from root nodes to leaf nodes is used as outlier score. Breunig et
al. [BKSN00] proposed Local Outlier Factor, a method that estimates the local density around an instance and derives an outlier score from the ratio of the local density
around one instance and the densities around neighbouring instances. Hemalatha et
al. [HVL15] use low-support frequent item sets obtained via Association Rule Mining to
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flag instances with infrequent attribute combinations as outliers. Conceptually similar,
Zhang et al. [ZZQ17] proposed the Local Outlier Mining algorithm, that uses particle
swarm optimization to find subspaces of low-density and then flags instances in these
regions as outliers. In general, density based clustering algorithms lend themselves to
outlier detection either because the concept of an outlier is built-in such as in the DBSCAN [EKS+ 96] algorithm (i.e. noise point) or because they are based on probabilistic
models that provide direct access to an estimated joint distribution, e.g. the family of
EM-clustering algorithms.
In the approach proposed by Juszczak et al. [JAH+ 08], each user has its own behavioral model together with an associated decision threshold above which any transaction
is deemed fraudulent. Their results show that the one-class (anomaly) approach performs
slightly worse than a regular two-class classification approach, but with an increasingly
large gap between the training period and the test period, the performance of the classification approach deteriorates more quickly than the one-class anomaly approach.
Bolton et al. [BH01] and later Weston et al. [WHA+ 08] explore peer group analysis.
They aim to detect individual accounts that begin to behave in a way distinct from
accounts to which they had previously been similar. Each account is selected as a target
account and is compared with all other accounts in the database in order to identify the
target account’s active peer group. Then, an account is flagged anomalous if it deviates
by more than some defined threshold from the mean of its active peer group.
Carcillo et al. [CLBCB18] approach credit card fraud detection under the active
learning paradigm. They address the real-world situation in which a manual investigation process is constrained by a fixed budget that does not allow more than a few
cards to be investigated per day. The authors use active learning to repeatedly select
and propose subsets of unlabeled transactions to the investigation process such that a
subsequent classification algorithm can build its model from a more informative labeled
subset than the overall imbalanced and noisy population of all transactions. The authors compare several unsupervised and semi-supervised (exploratory) active learning
strategies for selecting transactions and querying their labels to maintain an up-to-date
subset of highly informative labeled training instances. In addition, they study several
combination functions for devising card risk scores from transaction risk scores.
In the following sections, we provide an overview of solutions proposed by researchers
to specifically address the issues raised in Section 1.2.

2.1

Imbalanced classes

As Chawla states, ”a data set is imbalanced if the classification categories are not approximately equally represented” [Cha09]. With increasing interest in applying machine
learning algorithms to real-world problems, the effects of imbalanced data have become
apparent. In particular, since discriminative methods do not incorporate a notion of class
prior explicitly, the decision boundary they represent is solely determined by minimizing
an error measure between the true class and the predicted class. With few minority-class
instances, minimization of the error is governed predominantly by minimizing misclassifications on majority-class instances which can lead to an insufficient fit of the boundary
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in regions where minority-class instances appear side-by-side to majority-class instances.
Moreover, imbalanced classes exhibit different (and unknown) extends of sample bias
making it difficult to correct for by means of adjusted misclassification costs. Obviously,
evaluating the performance of a classifier on imbalanced data in terms of accuracy is
not appropriate but instead other performance measures are required (see Section 2.5).
Researchers have developed solutions to mitigate these issues by either adopting sampling techniques for balancing the data before any algorithm is applied or by adapting
the learning algorithms themselves.
The sampling strategies aim to determine the correct distribution for a learning
algorithm. Empirical evidence suggests that the natural distribution might not always be
the best for learning a classifier [WP01, Cha03]. Researchers reported a negative impact
of imbalanced data on learning decision trees [JS02, VR05], neural networks [VR05]
and support vector machines [YLJH03]. The most common strategies for artificially
balancing data are: majority class undersampling, minority class oversampling or a mix
of these two extremes [JS02].
Majority class undersampling keeps all minority class examples but discards as many
majority class examples at random or according to an heuristic until some desired class
distribution is met. The obvious shortcoming of undersampling is the removal of potentially important examples. Pozzolo et al. [DPCB15] analyzed the interaction between
the undersampling ratio, the induced warping of the posterior distribution and the increased variance of the classifier and how these factors relate to the ranking error of
the posterior probability. They find that a beneficial impact of undersampling strongly
depends on the original degree of imbalance, the class separability and the variance of
the classifier and, as a consequence, is therefore very much task dependent. Kubat and
Martin [KM97] and Zhang et al. [ZM03] propose several nearest neighbour based heuristics for selecting majority class examples close to the decision boundary and discarding
those examples that are far away from the boundary.
On the other hand, minority class oversampling leaves the majority class examples
untouched, but repeatedly draws minority class examples at random with replacement.
This strategy duplicates minority class examples which adds no additional information
but increases the misclassification cost of the minority class examples and, finally, may
lead to overfitting on the few artificially duplicated examples. Oversampling lends itself
naturally to synthetic data augmentation techniques that try to create similar but yet
distinct minority class examples artificially.
Chawla et al. [CBHK02] propose SMOTE, an oversampling technique that creates
new artificial examples of the minority class by interpolating between nearby minority
class examples, to effectively populate the feature space in regions where minority examples are located. The authors evaluate the technique for a C4.5 decision tree where
it outperforms naive random oversampling. By interpolating the minority class examples with synthetic examples, they effectively reduce the number of disjuncts in the
induced tree which leads to a better generalization as opposed to the specialization effect emerging by randomly duplicating minority class examples. Since then, the method
has inspired further research and extensions [CLHB03, HWM05, HYGS08] and has also
been used to balance classes in credit card fraud detection [Dal13].
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Just as sampling methods address class imbalance on a data level, meta learning
methods address imbalance on an algorithmic level. In an attempt to overcome the disadvantages of over-fitting on minority class examples or missing out on important majority class examples, Liu et al. [LWZ09] proposed EasyEnsemble and Balance Cascade,
Wang et al. [WTY09] proposed UnderBagging and Chawla et al. [CLHB03] extended
SMOTE to SMOTEBoost. EasyEnsemble creates a set of balanced but independently
sampled subsets via undersampling and fits them with an ensemble of weak learners
with the AdaBoost algorithm. As a variant, Balance Cascade trains the weak learners
iteratively and uses the weak learners’ predictive accuracy to withhold already correctly
classified majority examples from entering the next subset. UnderBagging uses bagging
to combine the predictions of classifiers trained on independent balanced subsets via majority voting. SMOTEBoost uses the AdaBoost algorithm but runs SMOTE as an inner
loop to create additional synthetic minority class examples in each round of boosting,
thus increasing the overall weight of the minority class.
Later in Section 2.5, when we review common performance measures, we discuss costsensitive learning which introduces instance-specific costs to penalize misclassification
errors unevenly according to some cost-matrix.

2.2

Feature engineering

In credit-card fraud detection, a fraud is supposedly not exclusively a property of the
transaction itself but rather a property of both the transaction and the context it appeared in. While a transaction might arouse suspicion if, for instance, the spent monetary amount is very high and it takes place at a particular type of merchant at a certain
time of day, such fraud detection strategy considers transactions in isolation from each
other. Neither the historic purchases of the customer nor other transactions from the
merchant he interacted with are taken into consideration. It might very well be possible
that a certain mutual occurrence of transactions is a better indicator of fraud than any
transaction on its own, e.g. the co-occurrence of video games and shoe store merchants
in the same account). Two transactions occurring in geographically distant locations at
almost the same time are often considered as suspicious patterns (”collisions”). Also, it
may be that the volume of transactions per time (in an account) is more indicative of
fraud than the absolute attributes of any transaction [WHJ+ 09]. In order to go beyond
transaction-level detection, it is crucial to choose a suitable transaction context and
extract relevant features from it.
Most feature engineering work in credit card fraud detection follows transaction
aggregation strategies such as the ones described by Whitrow et al. [WHJ+ 09]. The
idea is to characterize the spending pattern in an account, the so called activity record,
by accumulating transaction information over time. Through exploratory data analysis,
the authors identified several salient aspects of transactions as being relevant to fraud
detection, such as the number of recently issued transactions and the total monetary
value of these transactions. Their activity record incorporates the number and the total
value of various transaction types aggregated over fixed time windows, spanning 1, 3
and 7 days. The authors point out that the possibilities for creating other statistics,
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such as the variance of amounts or maximum difference between successive amounts,
are endless. Any combination of attribute values can be considered a transaction type,
e.g. the occurrence of shoe store merchant and authentication via signature or a cash
withdrawal in England during night hours. It is important to note that aggregates do not
require any label information and, therefore, are entirely unsupervised. While aggregates
function as account-level features, they can be turned into transaction-level features by
updating the activity record with each new transaction. Most commonly, the statistics
from the activity record are simply added as supplementary features to the basic feature
set when training a fraud classifier. Their experiments show that, across many different
classifiers, the prediction accuracy significantly increased as the aggregation spanned
more than a single transaction – with random forests clearly performing best. This
aggregation strategy was found to work well in commercial applications and it is also
an integral part of research in the academic field with broad usage in a number of
studies [BJTW11, JGC12, BSAO13, SBD13, DCL+ 14].
Since then, the proposed aggregation strategy served as generic template for developing new features. For instance, Jha et al. [JGW12] and Bahnsen et al. [BASO16] do
not aggregate over specific transaction types but instead on those transactions whose
attribute values are identical to the current transaction. This difference is subtle but it
has severe implications for the semantics of the aggregated value. For example, Whitrow
et al. [WHJ+ 09] calculate the number of transactions issued in the last 24 hours at a specific merchant (e.g. ”MyFancyShoeStore”) for all transactions in the dataset. The value
of this aggregate is probably zero for most transactions of most users but its semantic
is consistent across all transactions. The aggregates defined in [JGW12, BASO16] calculate the number of transactions issued in the last 24 hours at the same merchant as
the current transaction. If the current transaction was issued at ”MyFancyShoeStore”,
the semantic of the aggregate is identical to the one above. Otherwise, the aggregate
represents the user’s recent activity at whatever merchant he just interacted with.
In general, most studies seem to agree that the Recency - Frequency - Monetary Value
(RFM) framework provides the necessary information for discovering frauds. Recency
refers to the time since the last transaction, frequency captures the volume of transactions per time interval and the monetary value corresponds to the total money spent
within the interval. Some studies consider only frequency and monetary value [Kri10],
whereas others also integrate the time difference [VBC+ 15, BASO16]. From this perspective, aggregations are convenient because they allow to condition the RFM statistics
on transaction types. It should be noted that there is no consensus on how to choose
the most suitable time intervals. Usually, researchers apply reasonable rules of thumb
and compute aggregates over days, weeks or months.
Fu et al. [FCTZ16] propose trading entropy, a feature that is supposed to quantify
the amount of information added to a user’s purchase history when he issues a new
transaction. As an example, they define the feature based on the amount spent and
the merchant. In a user’s history, they consider all but the most recent transaction and
calculate how the total amount is distributed over the merchants. They quantify the
uncertainty in this distribution by means of the Shannon entropy. The trading entropy
is then the difference between the entropy of this distribution and the distribution they
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obtain after adding the most recent transaction to his history.
Another interesting approach for extracting expressive features is discussed in [VBC+ 15].
Apart from the detection system the authors maintain a bipartite graph in which nodes
correspond to merchants or card holders and edges correspond to transactions between
these entities. The edge weight is determined by the volume of transactions exchanged
between a card holder and a merchant, and it decays exponentially with time. With a
page-rank style algorithm the authors propagate the fraud label of a transaction to directly connected or transitively reachable card holder and merchant nodes. The authors
extract network features from the graph which measure the current exposure of each
node to fraud. These features include a score for the card holder, the merchant and the
transaction, aggregated over short, medium and long time periods.

2.3

Sequence modeling

Anomaly detection in sequential data is an active field of research but it is more popular
in other domains such as intrusion detection, DNA sequence analysis or navigational
path analysis on websites [CBK12]. The approaches in this domain can be categorized
in similarity-based, counting-based and model-based techniques.
Similarity-based techniques define a similarity measure on sequences and then threshold the similarity to derive anomaly scores for test sequences. For instance, Bolton et
al. [BH01] measure the similarity of two sequences with the euclidean distance between
embedded versions of the sequences whereas Chandola et al. [CMK08] measure similarity in terms of the normalized longest common sub-sequence. Counting-based techniques
maintain a dictionary of fixed-length normal sub-sequences and then derive an anomaly
score of the entire sequence by counting the proportion of known normal sub-sequences.
The t-STIDE method [WFP99] and its variants have been applied successfully to intrusion detection. Model-based approaches assume explicitly a sequential dependence
between consecutive data points. In its simplest form such model could be a Markov
chain defined on the data points. However, in many applications of practical interest
the sequential dependency is presumably more evident or useful as a sequence of latent,
so called hidden, states that control the sequence of observed data points. Since these
states act as a kind of memory of the past, a decision about a sequence of data points
can be reduced to a decision based on the states.
There are different types of hidden state architectures. Within the family of probabilistic models, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are one of the most popular representatives of generative models. They can be used to perform unsupervised learning of normal
or abnormal succession patterns in sequential data. When HMMs are used to perform
anomaly detection, a typical use-case is to run a new transaction sequence as query
against the model and compute the sequence’s likelihood of having been generated by
the normal or abnormal HMM. The likelihood is then used as a score to flag anomalous
sequences [IMJ+ 11, Dho12, DCP13]. An alternative hidden state architecture is the
Conditional Random Field (CRF) [PLM01]. Such a model is trained discriminatively
with labels in order to directly learn the conditional distribution over classes given a
sequence of data points. However, we could not find any application to fraud detection.
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Srivastava et al. [IT13] maintain one HMM for each card holder which models his
succession of transaction amounts. They use k-means clustering to transform continuous
transaction amounts to discrete expenditure symbols. A transaction/sequence is classified as fraudulent if the likelihood of the most recent m−1 transactions together with the
newly arriving transaction falls below the likelihood of the most recent m transactions
by a fixed margin. Robinson et al. [RA18] follow a similar approach, but they model the
transaction amounts from the merchants’ perspectives using the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions represented by the ”old” HMM and its updated version
as a measure of anomaly. Lucas et al. [LPL+ 19a] add another perspective to this general approach by additionally distinguishing between card-present and card-not-present
transactions. And instead of relying on some fixed threshold, they use the sequence likelihoods under a genuine and fraudulent HMM as features for a subsequent binary fraud
classifier.
Although conceptually similar, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a hidden state
architecture from the family of neural networks. The connectivity between hidden states,
so called nodes in neural network terminology, also satisfies the Markov assumption.
RNNs are trained discriminatively to predict the label of a transaction given the sequence of transactions from the past. Graves et al. [Gra12] give a detailed introduction
to RNNs and their variants. More recently, one of the variants, Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM), received much attention due to its capability to learn long term
dependencies in sequences. This advantage led to broad success in practical applications such as speech recognition and machine translation [GJ14, SVL14a]. The usage of
LSTMs for fraud detection is rather limited. Bontemps et al. [BCMLK16] used them for
modeling normal network traffic to subsequently detect denial-of-service attacks. Wiese
et al. [WO09] used LSTMs to classify genuine and fraudulent transaction sequences for
credit card fraud detection. We will extend this work in Chapter 5.

2.4

Concept drift detection and system adaptation

Fraud detection operates in a dynamic environment. Customers may change their purchase habits on a global or local scale, fraudsters may abandon strategies and instead
adopt more effective strategies or it is simply the overall transaction volume that undergoes seasonal changes. As we observe the environment only through records of transactional data, this data is more naturally regarded as a data stream than a finite and static
data set. In this stream, groups of patterns - commonly referred to as concepts - are
constantly drifting, new concepts may emerge and others may disappear. Researchers
refer to this phenomenon as concept drift [WK96, ABBL04, GFHY07, MTRAR+ 12],
whose facets we are going to discuss in more detail in Section 3.4. Since data mining
techniques are supposed to leverage prevalent patterns in the data to later turn the
extracted knowledge into decisions, they need to adapt dynamically to the changing
environment. In this context it is important to preserve the previously acquired knowledge as well as to adjust it in the light of new observations. Concepts from the past
may re-occur at some later time while others may vanish entirely. A detection system
needs to respond to the changing data distribution, while ensuring to retain relevant
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past knowledge. Thus, two major questions arise: How to detect concept drift and how
to adapt the detection system to new observations?
Following the categorization of Klinkenberg et al. [KRA99], different types of indicators can be monitored to detect concept drift: (i) Performance measures of the current
classifier such as accuracy, precision or recall, (ii) properties of the classifier such as the
average path length in decision trees or the number of support vectors in SVMs, (iii)
properties of the data such as the distribution over dependent and/or independent variables or the rank of discriminative attributes. Drift detection is closely linked to drift
adaptation although one can implement adaptation mechanisms to anticipate unfavorable performance degradation without explicitly detecting or quantifying the extent of
concept drift. Both concept drift detection and concept drift adaptation mechanisms
typically process the stream in batches of data at some fixed temporal resolution (e.g.
daily). An adaptation to changing data distributions can be implemented by (i) using
a time window of fixed or adaptive size on the training data or (ii) by weighting the
training examples or parts of the classifier (e.g. base learners in an ensemble) according
to their age or utility for the classification task.
In their FLORA framework and its variants, Widmer et al. [WK96] use the accuracy
and coverage of a set of boolean rules as indicators to dynamically adjust the window
size from which new rules are extracted in the subsequent iteration. Klinkenberg et
al. [KRA99] monitor accuracy, precision and recall together with the sample standard
errors on a window covering several fixed-size batches. They decrease the window size
whenever the most recent indicator values fall below the lower end of their confidence
interval and increase the window size as long as the recent indicator values stay within
the confidence intervals. Wang et al. [WFYH03] do not aim to detect concept drift but
maintain an ensemble of classifiers, where each of them is trained on one of the incoming batches. They propose to weigh the classifiers’ predictions inversely proportional
to an estimate of the classification error calculated on the most recent batch. Gao et
al. [GFHY07] pursue a similar direction and propose to retain all minority class examples
while dropping the majority class examples from all but the most recent batch. They
train an ensemble of classifiers on bootstrapped samples drawn at a fixed class-ratio
from the global set of minority class examples and the most recent set of majority class
examples and report the ensemble’s mean posterior probabilities as final scores. Pozzolo
et al. [DCL+ 14] compared these two concept drift adaptation mechanism to a static
approach on a credit fraud detection data set, finding that both adaptation mechanism
are superior to the static scenario over a range of hyper-parameters such as the number
of consumed batches, updating frequency and re-sampling method.
Lucas et al. [LPL+ 19b] introduced a technique to detect and quantify the extent
of concept drift between transactions from different days. For each pair of days (a, b),
they collect all transactions from these days D = Da ∪ Db and label the transactions
according to the day they came from. They partition the set and train and evaluate a
classifier on a hold-out test set from D. Through manual inspection and after clustering,
the authors can show that low ”day distinguishability performance” clearly corresponds
to calendar clusters of weekdays, Sundays and work holidays or Fridays and Saturdays.
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Three peculiarities have guided the choice of performance measures for evaluating fraud
detection systems: The resource limits of an obligatory manual investigation process,
the imbalance of classes and the asymmetry between false positive and false negative
errors.
Since the fraud investigation team can only review a few hundred suspicious cases
each day, we are not so much interested in a strict 0/1 classification as it does not permit
any ranking from more suspicious to less suspicious examples. Therefore, we typically
consider continuous fraud scores that are based on the posterior probability as assigned
by a classifier. We want the positive examples (frauds) to rank at the top of such a sorted
prediction vector while all negative examples (genuine transactions) should rank at the
very end of the vector. Moreover, when the negative examples largely outnumber the
positive examples, a suitable performance measure must factor in this non-uniform prior.
And finally, classifying a positive example as negative may result in higher business costs
than classifying a negative example as positive2 . It’s even worse than that. The cost of a
classification error not only depends on the class but also on the example itself. Missing
out on a 1000e fraud is most likely more expensive than missing out on a 100e fraud.
Falsely rejecting ATM transactions while the customer is on vacations may create more
inconvenience than it would during any other time of the year. Even within a particular
business context, it might not be clear what the relevant costs are and how they can be
determined.
The research community has largely abandoned simple measures such as accuracy,
misclassification rate or the true positive rate and instead adopted the area under either the receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC) or the precision recall curve (PR)
to summarize the performance of a system over a range of decision thresholds under
imbalanced classes [PLSG10]. Beyond the bare classification performance, researchers
have explored several criteria to measure different notions of cost [HWA+ 08]. Whitrow
et al. [WHJ+ 09] provide a detailed example together with the necessary reasoning about
possible factors that might influence the design of a suitable cost matrix. A common
strategy is to set the misclassification cost proportional to the available credit limit
on the card in order to place more weight on the first frauds in a sequence. Sahin et
al. [SBD13] and Bahnsen et al. [BAO15] inject an amount-based cost in decision trees
via a modified splitting criterion that minimizes the sum of misclassification costs. Mahmoudi et al. [MD15] use Fisher Discriminant Analysis for credit-card fraud detection and
they account for the dynamic misclassification cost by adding an expenditure-dependent
weight in the computation of the classes’ sample means. Beyond the difficulties that revolve around proper definitions of mislcassification costs, Hand & Crowder [HC12] point
out that there is a selectivity bias in the fraud detection rates when comparing a new
detection system against the system that is currently in operation. This bias tends to
favor the existing system and it arises from the fact that the active system gets to trigger
account investigation and labeling whereas the proposed system does not.
2

In fact, the reverse might be true as well, since companies typically have insurance plans to cover
their chargebacks while they need to maintain a team of investigators.

Chapter 3
Dataset and Baseline
Payment data contains very sensitive private information about individuals and businesses and access to such data is highly restricted to only the data owners and the
companies that manage the data. Which is the reason why there is no publicly available
data set that would sufficiently reflect the magnitude and variety of real-world card
payments and that could therefore be considered as a basis for studying the many interesting challenges present in this domain. During a research project with Worldline
we had access to real-world credit card payment data and corresponding ground truth
labels. Most of the work presented throughout this thesis is based on this data set. The
only alternative we were able to find was a small sample of 280.000 transactions with
PCA-transformed features1 published alongside a study which was conducted jointly together with the exact same payment service provider [PCJB15]. This scarcity of publicly
available real-world data is problematic for the research community, since it compromises transparency, comparability and reproducibility of published findings. Therefore,
we decided to include a dedicated chapter about the data and its intrinsic properties
with the hope to disclose as much relevant information as possible to the reader without
compromising the privacy of individuals.
As listed in Table 3.1, transactions are characterized by several attributes. We can
broadly categorize them into attributes characterizing the transaction itself, attributes
characterizing the card holder/card that issues a transaction and attributes characterizing the merchant who receives the transaction. Out of the 34 attributes, 15 are
transaction related, 16 are card holder related, defining his declarative profile or the
card, 2 are merchant related and 1 attribute is the fraud label. In addition, each card
holder and each merchant is assigned a unique identifier. In our context, the merchant
refers to exactly one specific terminal and not the company. For instance, when you pay
the bill in a restaurant by card, the waiter will bring a small card reading device to the
table, you plug your card in and issue the transaction. The reading device is called a
terminal and it has a globally unique ID. We call such terminal the merchant since we
do not know the higher-level identifier of the restaurant itself.
The fraud label is binary and it indicates the authenticity of a transaction. The label
was assigned by human investigators after consultation with the card holder. The label
takes the value 0 in most of the cases. Only when a transaction has been identified as
having been issued by a third party and not the rightful card holder, is the label set to
1

https://www.kaggle.com/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud, Last access: 10.05.2019.
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Category

Attribute

Description

Transaction

Time

Date and time of the transac- weekday,
tion in Belgium time.
hourOfDay,
timestamp
The kind of transaction is- ecom,
sued. A real payment (e.g. e- 3DSecureACS
commerce) or a virtual transaction (3D-secure ACS).

Type

Card holder

Feature(s)

Authentication

The kind of authentication ex- emv,
perienced by the card holder: authentication,
Chip-based PIN check, signa- 3DSecure
ture, 3D-secure.

Entry mode

The interaction modality be- cardEntryMode
tween the card and the terminal: e.g. contactless, magentic
stripe, manual entry.

Amount

The transacted
value in Euro.

Declarative profile

Several attributes describing userCountry,
the card holder such as his age, gender
country of residence, age or
gender.

Card

Several attributes describing
the credit card such as the
credit limit, card type or expiration date.

monetary amount

creditLimit,
cardType,
expiryDate

Merchant

Declarative profile Two attributes describing the terminalCategory,
terminal: The merchant cate- terminalCountry
gory code assigned to the terminal (e.g. shoe store, ATM,
etc.) and the country the terminal is registered in (e.g. Belgium, Germany, etc.)

Internal

Fraud label

The manually assigned label fraud
indicating whether a transaction was a fraud.

Table 3.1: Transactions are described along four groups of attributes: Transaction related, card holder related, merchant related and internal attributes. Underlined attributes are in fact collections of several attributes. Examples of attributes in the collection are listed in the description. Due to confidentiality reasons we can not expose
the full list of attributes and their names but we list the most important ones for this
thesis with pseudo-names in the last column.
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Fraudulent

Genuine

Total

Fraud ratio (%)

ECOM
F2F

72,240 21,702,272 21,774,512
11,429 25,926,906 25,938,335

0.333
0.044

Total

83,669 47,629,178

0.176

47,712,847

Table 3.2: Number of transactions partitioned into card not present (ECOM) and card
present (F2F) transactions.
1, which flags the transaction as fraudulent. Throughout the thesis we will refer to the
label as the fraud label or the class of the transaction.

3.1

Distinction between card-present and card-notpresent transactions

The data set comprises transactions from a period of 92 days, starting from 1st of March
2015 to 31st of May 2015. As Table 3.2 shows, the overall proportion of fraudulent
transactions amounts to 0.176 % in the entire data set, confirming the severe class
imbalance which is characteristic of fraud detection problems. The fraud ratio in faceto-face (card-present) transactions is by almost one order of magnitude smaller than in
e-commerce (card-not-present) transactions, which is a first hint that these two scenarios
require separate treatment.
In total, the data set comprises transactions issued between 3.5 million card holders
and 2.3 million terminals. The number of transactions per card holder roughly follows
a power law distribution with 99% (50%) of the users having issued less than 79 (8)
transactions. Similarly 99% (50%) of the merchants have received less than 269 (2)
transactions. We call the collection of transactions from a user or merchant a sequence,
because the transactions are localized in time and hence exhibit a natural ordering.
Figure 3.1 displays the sequence length distribution from the perspective of users
(left) and merchants (right). As expected, in both the e-commerce and face-to-face
scenario there are few ”power” users who issue hundreds of transactions within the
three months while the vast majority stays below one hundred (Note: log-scale in the
figure).
When we view the number of transactions issued per hour over the course of three
months, we observe a clear weekly and daily periodicity in both the e-commerce and faceto-face scenarios (see Fig. 3.2). However, there are some peculiarities that distinguish
the two scenarios: (i) The nightly activity in face-to-face is consistently smaller than
in e-commerce, (ii) the activity in face-to-face peaks during the afternoon whereas the
activity in e-commerce is more spread out across the hours of a day and (iii) the hourly
volume of face-to-face transactions increases consistently throughout a week until it
reaches its maximum on Saturdays. In contrast, the fraudulent activity does not show
any obvious regularity, neither in face-to-face nor in e-commerce. We note, however, that
maximums in fraudulent activity tend to appear during the night.
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Figure 3.1: Frequency of transaction sequence lengths when transactions are grouped by
e-commerce/face-to-face (top/bottom) and card holder/terminal (left/right).
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the number of transactions per hour displayed over three
months. Top: e-commerce; bottom: face-to-face. Weekends are highlighted in bold. Tick
marks and grey vertical lines correspond to midnight.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of transaction amount per day displayed over three months. Top:
e-commerce; bottom: face-to-face. Weekends are highlighted in bold. Tick marks and
grey vertical lines correspond to midnight. Shaded regions enclose different percentile
intervals as indicated by the legend.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution over merchant countries, sorted by frequency in the genuine set.
Top: e-commerce; bottom: face-to-face. Values of the class conditional relative frequencies are measured on the left axis, attribute conditional fraud ratio is measured on the
right axis.
We denote the monetary value transferred via a transaction as the transaction
amount. It is recorded in Euro currency. Regarding the distribution of amounts over
time, we can not observe such a crisp periodicity as with the sheer transaction numbers. Based on Fig. 3.3, we highlight the following central observations: (i) Throughout
the three months, the median of daily transaction amounts is consistently lower in ecommerce (25.01±3.10 ) than in face-to-face (59.48±4.99 ), (ii) a subtle weekly periodicity
suggests the occurrence of higher amounts in e-commerce during the beginning of a week
but during weekends in face-to-face and (iii) fraudulent amounts exhibit a smaller median with less variation in e-commerce (32.16±14.19 ) than in face-to-face (173.50±107.58 ).
As in the transaction numbers, a periodicity on a monthly basis is not noticeable.
In e-commerce, the largest fraction of genuine transactions was issued at merchants
with terminals registered in Luxembourg, Belgium, Great Britain or France. In contrast,
fraudsters tend to favor terminals in Great Britain and the US with more than 50% of
the observed frauds being recorded in these two countries (see Fig. 3.4, top). In faceto-face, 80% of all genuine transactions have been issued at terminals in Belgium or
France whereas more than 60% of all frauds have been recorded in the US. Regarding
the proportion of frauds within each country (see Fig. 3.4, right axis), it is apparent
that some countries exhibit a fraud ratio that is by one order of magnitude higher than
the overall base fraud ratio according to table 3.2: These are the US, China, Singapore
and Cyprus.
Even though we can not identify the company a merchant belongs to, we have access
to a merchant category code (MCC). The MCC is defined in an international standard2
2

https://www.iso.org/standard/33365.html, Last access: 13.05.2019.
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that classifies businesses by the type of goods and services they provide for the purpose
of implementing restrictions, fees, cash back reward programs or tax reporting for payments at particular merchants. The MCC is a 4-digit number and the standard allocates
different number ranges to different merchant types. Some number ranges are left unallocated thus leaving space for banks to define their own categories. Figure 3.5 shows that
genuine e-commerce transactions occur most often in record shops, direct marketing or
travel agencies and hotels. Among the merchant codes that exhibit above average fraud
ratios are: Car rental services, generic business services, video game, electronic sales
and clothing stores. Within face-to-face transactions, restaurants, grocery stores, ATMs
and hotels are among the most common MCC codes. Here, video amusement game supplies, money wire transfers, mobile home dealers, fast food restaurants and drug stores
are among those with the highest fraud ratio. This is in line with publicly available
information about high-risk merchant categories as identified by merchant consulting
agencies3 .
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Figure 3.5: Distribution over merchant category codes, sorted by frequency in genuine
set. Top: e-commerce; bottom: face-to-face.
In the figures presented here, we used a MCC mapping table4 which had been ex3
4

https://chargebackhelp.com/mcc-code-list/, Last access: 13.05.2019.
https://github.com/greggles/mcc-codes, Last access: 13.05.2019.
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tracted from US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) specifications. Since not all MCC codes
are globally defined and banks are free to assign their own meaning to certain code
ranges, this mapping is not necessarily correct for rare MCC codes. However, with this
particular mapping table we found a curiosity in the data set which is worth sharing.
When looking at the MCC codes with the highest fraud ratios in Fig. 3.6, the descriptions associated with e-commerce merchant codes bear a peculiarity. First, they
are very specific - rather do they correspond to names of individual businesses but to a
broad business category. Second, most of the names seem to represent major car rental
businesses. After a little bit of research, many names deviate from the suggested original
company name by subtle spelling mistakes:
TILDEN TENT-A-CAR vs. TILDEN RENT-A-CAR, ALTRA AUTO RENTAL vs. ALTA AUTO
RENTAL, AVCAR RENT-A-CAR vs. ACAR RENT-A-CAR, INTERENT RENT-A-CAR vs. INTERRENT.
All these merchant codes in Fig. 3.6 (top) contain between 2 to 21 transactions.
The consistency in the types of businesses the names refer to and the high fraud ratios
leave us to believe that we are witnessing a very bold fraud strategy, where fraudsters
managed to register bogus companies, with names that are very similar to major brands,
to cover up their scam. Since we can’t know for sure whether our MCC mapping table is
correct and since we don’t know the real businesses behind these transactions, it is only
a guess. However, we thought it might be interesting to share this suspicion to point
out that it might very well be possible that some merchants, either in terms of MCC
codes or terminal IDs, are entirely compromised or at least subject to surprisingly high
fraud rates.
We end our exploration of the dataset’s properties with an analysis of the temporal succession patterns of transactions. Each transaction occurs as an event between
a card holder and a merchant. The events are localized in time as given by the time
stamps of transactions. For a given pair of card holder and merchant, the set of timelocalized events forms as sequence and we are interested in the elapsed time between
two consecutive events in such sequence - the inter-arrival times. Since we observe only
very few transactions for each card holder-merchant pair, it is prohibitive to analyze
the inter-arrival times on such fine granularity. Instead, we analyze inter-arrival times
of sequences centered on the card holder only, ignoring the identities of the merchants,
and sequences centered on the merchant only, ignoring the identities of the card holders.
In particular are we interested in the relationship between the two inter-arrival times
in triplets of three consecutive transactions. For each transaction in a sequence, we form
a triplet of the transaction time stamps denoted as (t−2 , t−1 , t0 ), where t0 is the time
stamp of the transaction of interest, t−1 is the time stamp of its immediate predecessor
and t−2 is the time stamp of the predecessor of the immediate predecessor. We denote
the inter-arrival times between these three events as dt−1 = t−1 − t−2 and dt0 = t0 − t−1 .
Figure 3.7 shows 2D histograms of pairs dt−1 , dt0 , in which the three transactions are
either all genuine or all fraudulent.
A general observation is that fraudulent transactions appear predominantly in very
short temporal succession with most of the probability mass being concentrated within
24 hours. This is slightly more pronounced in the face-to-face scenario. The merchant
centered triplets follow in shorter temporal succession than user centered triplets. When
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Figure 3.6: Distribution over merchant category codes, sorted by proportion of frauds.
Top: e-commerce; bottom: face-to-face.
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Figure 3.7: 2D histogram of inter-arrival times of user/merchant-consecutive transactions
in e-commerce (a, b, c, d) and face-to-face (e, f, g, h). For all triplets of three consecutive
transactions with timestamps (t−2 , t−1 , t0 ), the figures show dt−1 = t−1 − t−2 plotted on
the x-axis against dt0 = t−1 − t0 on the y-axis. A point at (24, 48) corresponds to all
transactions that occurred 24 hours after their predecessors and 48 hours before their
follow-up transactions. The color represents the relative frequency at each point.
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we compare succession patterns of genuine e-commerce transactions with genuine faceto-face transactions, we notice that the probability mass has maximums on 24 hour
cycles. Within e-commerce the mass is more spread out as in face-to-face. Also in faceto-face, the clusters around 24 hour cycles are not exactly circular but skewed in the
direction (dt−1 , −dt0 ), which is expected when we consider that merchants usually have
fixed opening hours. If the last transaction was a little longer ago than 24 hours, we
would expect the next one to occur in a little less than 24 hours or multiples of it. Or
in other words, if we want to predict the time to the next transaction, we need to know
the current time.

3.2

Feature encoding

Most learning algorithms can not handle categorical variables with a large number of
levels directly. Both supervised [KZP07] and unsupervised methods [LWW15] require
preprocessing steps to transform them into numerical features. In this section, we discuss
several common solutions for encoding categorical attributes such that they can be used
in learning algorithms.
Integer Encoding The most direct encoding of categorical attributes with K different
values is to create discrete variables x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. For instance, when an observation
of a variable with K = 4 states takes on the k-th state, we encode the observation as
x = k. Depending on the learning algorithm, integer encoding might not be adequate to
represent categorical attributes. The distance on integers typically does not reflect the
distance on the attribute’s values and would cause misleading results in distance-based
algorithms.
1-of-K Encoding (also known as One-Hot Encoding) The K values of discrete nominal attributes correspond to distinct categories with no relation to each other, e.g.
different states of a system, countries or payment modes. Although there are various
ways to encode these variables, the 1-of-K encoding scheme is particularly convenient
and commonly used in machine learning literature [Bis06]. A categorical variable is
represented by a K-dimensional vector x, in which one element xk is set to 1 and all remaining elements are set to 0. For instance, if we have a variable with K = 4 states and
we want to encode one observation where the variable assumes state x2 , we represent
the observation by x = (0, 1, 0, 0)T . This encoding scheme is related to but not to be
confused with dummy variables used in statistics, where for a categorical variable with
K factors, we define K − 1 indicator variables to indicate the presence of any of K − 1
states with the K-th state being implicitly determined when all indicators equal zero.
Likelihood Encoding (also known as target or label encoding) The value of a nominal
attribute is encoded by its relative frequency of showing up in the positive class in a
training set. If the k-th state of a nominal attribute appears np times in the positive
np
class and n − np times in the negative class, the state gets assigned the value xk = n−n
.
p
This type of encoding requires class labels and it assumes that the nominal values’
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representation in both classes provides sufficient information to distinguish the values.
Therefore, we consider this technique rather as a feature engineering method than an
actual encoding technique.
Vector Embeddings The values of categorical attributes may not always be orthogonal as suggested by a 1-of-K coding scheme but they rather exhibit some notion of
similarity relevant to the prediction task. For instance, an attribute like the terminal’s
country can be endowed with different notions of similarity based on geographical locations, economic alliances or cultural backgrounds. It is common practice in machine
learning to account for such expert knowledge through purposefully encoded attributes.
Even if the main motivation is not an integration of a-priori knowledge, categorical attributes with many different levels partition the set of examples into many small sets
for which it might be challenging to obtain reliable parameter estimates.
Vector embeddings are the outcome of unsupervised encoding techniques with the
aim to embed the values of a categorical variable in a continuous valued vector space. The
role of unsupervised methods is thereby to estimate a map c : X → V d from categorical
values X to points in a d-dimensional vector space V d such that distances between
points reflect some sought notion of similarity between categorical values. We keep this
superficial description of vector embeddings because there is an abundance of techniques
by which such maps can be created, each with its own definition and interpretation of
c and V . For instance, the rows and columns in a tf-idf - matrix [Jon73] in information
retrieval, the projections on the first d principal components in dimensionality reduction,
the mixture coefficients in probabilistic models with mixture distributions [BNJ01] or the
weights in neural networks [MDK+ 11]. Similar to the likelihood encoding, the continuity
in the embedding space is assumed to permit reasonable interpolation between otherwise
distinct categorical values.

3.3

Performance measures

Throughout this thesis we will construct classifiers on a range of different features and
with several methods such as decision trees, neural networks and logistic regression.
The question naturally arises as to which set of features or method is best or better
than another for our particular problem. There is no simple answer to this question,
because the notion of best depends on many factors. Factors that we have to define in
the light of peculiarities in the domain. Since we cast credit card fraud detection as a
binary classification problem, we have to decide on criteria for evaluating, illustrating
and comparing the performances of binary classifiers. As with the methods themselves,
researchers have defined and used an abundance of such criteria including misclassification rate, likelihood ratios, the receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curve, precision
and recall and many others [Pep03].
Ideally, we choose the criterion such that it reflects our aims. Our aims are threefold and we can motivate them from different perspectives. First, there is a practical
requirement from a business point-of-view: Predictions from data-driven approaches are
used to raise alerts for a subset of transactions which got assigned high fraud scores. Since
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Figure 3.8: A contingency table displaying the four possible outcomes of a binary decision
(colored boxes) and an excerpt of measures that quantify different properties of the
decision maker in terms of ratios of these outcomes. Type 1 errors (false positives) and
type 2 errors (false negatives) are shaded in gray.
the validity of each alert must be checked by human experts before blocking a credit
card, the number of alerts to be raised per day is limited and determined by the experts’
efficiency. A high confidence in the validity of raised alerts is more important than raising
alerts for every possible fraudulent observation. Secondly, there is the requirement of
being able to inspect the prediction properties of different classifiers over the whole
range of operating points. Many classifiers output scores that can be turned into binary
decisions by choosing an operating point - a threshold. The choice of threshold is nontrivial and we seek a criterion that factors in these different choices. And finally, there
is necessity to compare the performances of different classifiers by means of a concise
single-valued measure. The measure must be objective such that given the predictions
there is no additional parameter to be specified.
In consideration of these requirements, we briefly recap some basic measures for
assessing the performance of a binary classifier at some fixed decision threshold. The
measures are defined on the four elementary outcomes of a binary decision, which we
summarized as a contingency table in Fig. 3.8.

Accuracy Accuracy quantifies our intuitive interpretation of the degree of correctness
of a classifier as the number of correct decisions over all decisions taken. It has a range
of [0, 1], approaches 1 when all decisions are correct and is invariant to the error types.
The complementary measure quantifies the ratio of incorrect decisions over all decisions
and it goes by the name misclassification rate. Accuracy is defined as:
α=

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
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Precision In contrast to accuracy, precision quantifies the degree of correctness within
one single type of prediction. It is the ratio of correct decisions in favor of one class over
all decisions that have been made in favor of that class. It relates the number of correct
decisions for a class with the type 1 error. The range is again [0, 1], it approaches 1 as
all decisions in favor of the class are in fact correct. In binary classification, precision is
defined on the positive class:
TP
π=
TP + FP
True Positive Rate (Recall) While precision measures correctness relative to the
number of decisions that have been made in favor of a class, recall measures correctness
relative to the number of elements in a class. It relates the number of correct decisions for
a class with the type 2 error. The range is [0, 1] and it approaches 1 when the decisions
for all elements of a class are correct. Precision and recall together fully determine the
proportions of outcomes in the confusion matrix. In binary classification, recall is defined
on the positive class as:
TP
TPR =
TP + FN
False Positive Rate Similar to recall, the false positive rate is measured relative
to the number of elements in a class. However, it is the ratio of incorrect decisions
over all elements of a class. The range is [0, 1] and it approaches 1 when the decisions
for all elements in a class have been made in favor of the same but incorrect class. In
binary classification, the true positive rate and the false positive rate characterize the
proportion of positive decisions in the positive class and the negative class, respectively.
The false positive rate is defined as:
FPR =

FP
FP + TN

Given our aims, we can already rule out accuracy as a performance measure since it
does not distinguish the two kinds of errors. In our setting we want to avoid unnecessary
manual effort. Therefore it is acceptable to miss out on several frauds, as long as the
ones we flag positive are in fact frauds and not falsely reported genuine transactions.
The measures described above are defined on one set of decision outcomes. However,
many classifiers output scores which express some form of affinity towards one or the
other class. It is up to us to define a threshold in the range of scores to turn the scores
into binary decisions. Each choice of threshold gives rise to a different confusion matrix
and different values of the measures accordingly. Since it is impossible for us to specify
precise values for parameters such as the misclassification costs, we opt for an aggregate
measure that combines measures of performance under different thresholds.
One aggregate measure that is commonly used to compare binary classifiers is the
area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUCROC). The receiver operator
characteristic is a pair of TPR and FPR, calculated at a particular threshold. Evaluated
at all thresholds, these pairs form a curve which is typically displayed by plotting the
TPR values against the FPR values. Since TPR and FPR are invariant to the number
of elements in each of the two classes, a random decision oracle with a fair chance of
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p = 0.5 to predict positive produces a ROC curve that lives on the diagonal. The more
the curve is bent away from the diagonal and tends towards the corners (0, 1) or (1, 0),
the more can we support the hypothesis that the decisions are in fact not random. This
intuitive interpretation is compromised if the classes are severely imbalanced. In our
case, the baseline random oracle has a chance of around p = 0.001 to predict positive.
Such oracle produces a ROC curve which is already heavily bent towards the corner
(0, 1). Consequently, the ROC curve of any genuine non-random classifier is visually
indiscernible from the curve of the adequate random baseline. It is common to report
a single-valued summary of the ROC curve by calculating the area under that curve.
However, as Hand [Han09] notes, the area under the ROC curve as a measure to compare
different classifiers has a fundamental weakness. He shows that, ”[...] instead of regarding
the relative severities of different kinds of misclassification costs as the same for different
classifiers, the area under the ROC takes these relative severities themselves to depend
on the classifier being measures. [...] It is as if one chose to compare the heights of two
people using rulers in which the basic units of measurement themselves depended on
the heights.”
An alternative aggregate measure is the area under the precision recall curve. The
precision recall curve displays explicitly the quantities we are interested in: the precision
plotted against the recall for every choice of threshold. It allows us to read the expected
accuracy of a classifier in the early retrieval range (low recall) directly from the curve
(see Fig. 3.9). For any level of recall, the precision varies with class imbalance. This
is a desirable property because a system might perform well on a balanced datatset
while it performs poorly on an imbalanced dataset. In a ROC curve we can not see such
difference, because the proportion of true positives over false positives is not explicitly
displayed. Further details about the intricacies in interpreting ROC curves versus precision recall curves have been discussed in [SR15] and [DG06]. Although the interpolation
between points requires special care, the area under the precision recall curve (AUCPR)
can serve as a single-valued aggregate measure of a classifier’s performance [Han09].
In Fig. 3.9 we illustrate several measures that can be derived from a precision recall
curve. The most important ones for us are the area under the entire curve (AUCPR)
and the area in the early retrieval range (AUCPR@0.2):
Precision at K (P@K) The proportion of true-positives in the set of K transactions
with the highest scores. Each choice of K corresponds to a specific level of recall on the
x-axis.
Area under the precision recall curve (AUCPR) The integral of precision over
all levels of recall over the interval [0, 1]. The range of AUCPR is [0, 1], where the
maximum is achieved when all fraudulent transactions got assigned higher scores than
all genuine transactions.
Area in the early retrieval range (AUCPR@0.2) The integral of precision over
recall levels from 0 to 0.2. Instead of reporting precision at several values of K, we use
this early retrieval range to reflect the application-specific focus on high precision in the
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Figure 3.9: Top: Precision recall curve and precision at K, indicated by grey lines.
Bottom: Area under the precision recall curve and area in the early retrieval range,
calculated only over the interval [0, 0.2].
range of low recall. The range of AUCPR@0.2 is [0, 0.2] and the maximum is achieved
when at least 20% of all fraudulent transactions got assigned higher scores than all
genuine transactions.

3.4

Forecasting and data set shift

After having defined which aspect of performance we are going to measure, we now
turn our attention to how we are going to do that. Many learning algorithms, that have
been derived in statistical learning theory and then later applied in the field of machine
learning, rely on the assumption of observations being independently and identically
distributed. Although these two assumptions rarely ever hold in practice, we want to
illustrate briefly why these assumptions are important in terms of the implications they
have for prediction and model validation.
We generically denote by D = {(xi , yi )}1≤i≤n ⊂ X ×Y, with xi being a feature vector
of observation i and yi being the corresponding label, the set of observations (sample)
we recorded from some broader phenomenon of interest (population). The assumption
is that all pairs (xi , yi ) are independent and identically distributed under the same but
unknown probability distribution p(y|x)p(x). The assumption of identically distributed
observations is what makes learning useful. In supervised learning, we aim to learn a
model of p(y|x), which we call hθ (yi |xi ), and we assume such a model exists - there is
a single parameter vector θ∗ such that the conditional distribution over any yi given
xi can be approximated sufficiently with hθ∗ (yi |xi ). As a consequence of the identically
distributed assumption, we can re-use our feature-conditional model hθ∗ for prediction,
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since yi depends on i only through xi , regardless of the identity of i. As long as each xi
contains all the information we need to have in order to reason about the corresponding
yi under the same model hθ∗ , we can also do so for yet unseen observations.
The consequences of the independence assumption are more extensive. When modeling y given x we can go down two major routes. One is called discriminative modeling
and the other one is generative modeling. In discriminative modeling we proceed as described above by modeling p(y|x) directly as a (parameterized) function hθ (y|x). Such
models are typically called classifiers in machine learning with logistic regression, decision trees or neural networks being examples. Here, the independence assumption is only
a conditional independence assumption on the yi ’s given xi ’s and we generally do not
make assumptions about the distributions over xi ’s themselves. In generative modeling,
we specify a model for the joint distribution p(y, x), typically in terms of a product of a
class-conditional distribution hθ1 (x|y) and a marginal distribution hθ2 (y). Then we use
Bayes’ formula to derive the classification model hθ1 ,θ2 (y|x). The naive Bayes classifier
is the canonical example for devising a classifier under a generative modeling approach.
The assumption made in generative modeling is typically that the pairs (xi , yi ) are
independent and identically distributed. In the end, whichever modeling approach we
choose, the independence assumptions are used to derive learning methods such as, for
instance, minimizing the empirical risk or maximizing the likelihood function. They
also give rise to scalable learning algorithms because independence allows to decompose
the joint distribution over observations as a product of observation-specific independent
factors.
One central question in statistical learning is whether the learning method eventually
results in a model that is close to the true distribution p(y|x). Absolute answers to this
question are given by learning theory, which characterizes consistency, bias and variance
of estimators in the limit of infinite sample sizes. It also provides error bounds and confidence intervals for estimates obtained from limited data. Since, in practice, the true
p(y|x) is unknown and i.i.d. assumptions might not fully hold, a relative assessment
of the quality of a model is often preferred in applied machine learning. In practical
applications, it is of great value to obtain this relative assessment of the performance
of a model which can then be compared to others. Estimates of assessment scores are
computed empirically by repeatedly splitting the data set into training and test data
sets. A principled approach to obtain estimates of model performance is cross-validation.
Throughout this thesis, all model assessments are computed empirically. If the assumptions are wrong, we can thereby at least create a comparison between several wrong
models and then select the one that is still most useful according to the performance
measure and the test data set.
When we treat individual transactions in credit card fraud detection as the elementary observations, the i.i.d. assumption is broken in many ways. First, the data is
inherently grouped on card holders with multiple transactions observed for each card
holder. It is likely that the transactions from a card holder are dependent on the identity
of that card holder. The question we should have in mind is whether knowing the ID of
the card holder would change our belief about the variety of different transactions that
are likely to occur compared to our belief when we would not know his identity. The
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answer is likely positive, at least for card holders whose card usage style deviates from
the expected general card usage style. This line of reasoning applies in equal measure to
merchants. Knowledge of the identity of a merchant is likely to change our belief about
the variety of transactions we are likely to see. Merchants sell different types of goods
and services, have different ranges of opening hours or simply restrict certain payment
modes, all of which render some transactions more likely than others. Throughout the
thesis, we absorb the violation of independence within groups to some extent by explicitly adding information about card holders and merchants to the feature vectors. It
would not make sense to add the card holders’ IDs directly because in the end our goal
is to choose a model that generalizes to unseen transactions/card holders and not just
remember the compromised card holders from the training set.
Apart from the within-group dependency we might also encounter a dependency
of transactions across time. The transactions appear sequentially as events localized
in time. Therefore, they are naturally ordered on the time axis which may make all
variables to depend on time. This is particularly problematic in our scenario as we aim
to use a model which we fitted on data from some time period to predict the class labels
of transactions that we encounter in the future. Such ”abuse” of model-based prediction
for temporally successive data is, more accurately, called forecasting.
Even if we had a model that perfectly fits p(y, x) for a certain time period, it might
be wrong in the future due to time-dependent changes of the reality p(y, x). In supervised classification, we can, to some extent, account for the time dependence of y
by adding time specific features to x but we can’t, without further assumptions, account for p(y, x) itself changing arbitrarily. Even though this problem goes under many
different names [WK96, QCSSL09], we follow the terminology used by Moreno & Torres [MTRAR+ 12] who refer to the problem generically as dataset shift and further distinguish different kinds of shift. They propose a taxonomy based on the direction of
inference and thereby based on which roles the individual factors take in the factorized
joint distribution over covariates and class labels
p(y, x) = p(y|x)p(x) = p(x|y)p(y).
Covariate shift and prior probability shift refer to discrepancies in the marginal distributions between the distribution of the train set ptrain and the distribution of the test
set ptest . If the inference direction is from known feature values to class labels x → y,
they call the train/test discrepancy
(ptrain (y|x) = ptest (y|x)) ∧ (ptrain (x) 6= ptest (x))
covariate shift. If the inference direction is from class labels to feature vectors y → x,
they denote the train/test discrepancy
(ptrain (x|y) = ptest (x|y)) ∧ (ptrain (y) 6= ptest (y))
as prior probability shift. A concept drift appears in situations when there is a discrepancy in the conditional distributions between the training and the test set, thus
when either
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ptrain (y|x) 6= ptest (y|x)
or
ptrain (x|y) 6= ptest (x|y)
changes while its corresponding marginal remains unchanged. The consequence of any of
these discrepancies is that the decision boundary induced by the classification model is
no longer optimal for data that has been generated by the test distribution. It depends on
the application whether such degradation of predictive performance is still acceptable.
Customers’ payments are likely to exhibit both within-group dependencies and temporal dependencies. And the problem of data set shift is a vast topic in its own right,
which, if one aims to address it adequately, involves the study of stochastic processes and
their properties. We want to highlight that the methods developed in the area of time
series analysis are mostly concerned with the analysis of realizations from discrete-time
stochastic processes but our problem naturally lives in continuous time. One example of
modeling continuous-time event sequences with stochastic processes for item recommendation can be found in [DWHS15] and related papers from the same research group. In
this thesis, we do not address the problem of data set shift. We bluntly assume that all
transactions within the period covered by our data set are independent and identically
distributed under some fixed but unknown distribution. This is equivalent to assuming
the non-existence of data set shift.
Even though we ignore the potential violation of independence assumptions and
instead employ standard classification algorithms for fraud detection, we aim to make the
models’ generalization performances across groups and across time periods transparent.
Therefore, we are going to discuss two kinds of model evaluation in the next section.

3.5

Availability of labels and model evaluation

Credit card payments are naturally grouped by card holders and ordered in time. As we
have discussed in the previous section, we do not account for these structural traits during modeling but we provide performance estimates of our models along two directions.
We determine empirically one estimate of predictive performance when the classifier is
trained on data coming from one set of card holders and then tested on a second disjoint
set of card holders. The second estimate is determined by training the classifier on a certain time period and then testing it on a subsequent time period. In this evaluation we
make use of the complete set of card holders but only shift the time window for training
and testing. The two directions of evaluation are necessary to determine the source of
error for which we did not explicitly account for during modeling. Is it because the style
of payment of new users appearing in the test set is different from the styles seen in the
training set or is it because the payment style of card holders changes across time? We
determine the group-based and time-based performance estimates with cross-validation
over several splits, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
There is another application-specific peculiarity we have to be aware of. After consulting the card holders, fraud investigators label a subset of transactions as fraudulent
or genuine. But they only label those which have been brought to their attention, either
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Figure 3.10: Cross validation strategies for model evaluation on temporal sequences.
Top: Cross validation across groups of sequences. Each sequence corresponds to one
card holder and the elements of that sequence are transactions issued by that card
holder. Bottom: Cross validation across time periods. Here, we use transactions from all
card holders during training and testing but the time periods differ between the training
set and the test set.
by the active detection systems or by the card holders themselves. The vast majority of
transactions never undergo a manual inspection but get labeled as genuine by default.
This labeling process rarely produces false positives but it might, as we suspect, produce many false negatives. If some label indicates fraud, the corresponding transaction
is most likely truly fraudulent. However, if the label indicates legitimacy, we can not
have the same confidence in the correctness of that label. Unfortunately, estimating the
proportion of false negatives is prohibitive as it requires recovering truly honest and
correct feedback from a subset of card holders about all their issued transactions. Under
these circumstances we simply have to assume that all fraud labels assigned to transactions in the data set are correct. The data set is considered the ground-truth and a
representative sample of both genuine and fraudulent credit card transactions.
When we estimate the forecasting performance, i.e. the predictive performance for
transactions that appear after the training period (see Fig. 3.10, bottom), we introduce
a gap of several days between the end of the training period and the beginning of the test
period. In the real-world detection scenario, the labeling process takes several days and
only at the end of it are the ”true” labels available for further analysis. Although there
are incidences when the ”true” labels become available much later, Worldline informed
us that, in practice, a delay of one week is considered sufficient to expect the majority
of incidences to be settled. In order to avoid overly optimistic estimates, we follow this
rule of thumb and set the gap between the training period and the test period to one
week.

3.6

Random Forest: A baseline for fraud detection

Much work in credit card fraud literature focuses on supervised learning methods and,
in particular, on decision trees or random forests [BHPB02]. Pozzolo et al. [DCL+ 14]
compared several frequently used supervised learning algorithms, namely support vector machines, neural networks and random forests, for the task of credit card fraud
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detection. They found that random forests generally rank highest in terms of predictive
performance measured as average precision and area under the ROC curve across different training set sizes. In order to establish a baseline of the predictive performance
of supervised classification methods on our data set, which we can refer to throughout
this thesis when we discuss alternative approaches for fraud detection, we use a random
forest as baseline classifier. A random forest is a particular instance from the family
of meta-learning algorithms, called Bagging, which averages the predictions of a set of
decision trees.

3.6.1

CART decision trees

Before we introduce random forests, we briefly present the fundamentals of decision
trees and, in particular, the algorithm for induction of classification and regression trees
(CART).
A decision tree is a non-parametric supervised classification model which consists of
a set of cascaded if-then rules extracted from a set of labeled observations. The set of
rules (i.e. their boolean conjunction/disjunction) can be represented in form of a tree
structure with each node corresponding to an if -clause and each branch corresponding
to a then-clause. An if -clause within a node compares the value of a feature with a
parameter that was assigned to that rule. If the statement evaluates to true, we descend
the tree along the branch in the then-clause to reach a child node. The child node again
has an associated rule that checks some feature’s value. We proceed traversing the tree
recursively in this fashion until we eventually reach a leaf node. Instead of an associated
rule, a leaf node contains class counts that have been recorded during training. The class
counts in a leaf node represent the number of observations from each class for which the
set of rules along the path that lead to the leaf node evaluated to true. A majority vote on
the class counts then determines the predicted label of a new, yet unseen, observation.
Since each path in the tree represents a conjunction of boolean feature value based
comparisons, observations that trigger all rules along the path end up in the same leaf
node. Ideally we would want to create paths such that only observations from the same
class end up in the same leaf node. Then, the majority vote in the leaf node most likely
yields the correct label for a new observation.
Therefore, inference for a test observation in a given decision tree means traversing
the tree from the root node to a leaf node while following an observation-specific path
that is dictated by evaluating the rules along the way. The more interesting question is
how we can create such a tree or, equivalently, the set of rules that produce accurate
classifications for unseen observations. The creation of a classification or regression tree
from a set of observations is called tree induction. Research around decision trees has
produced a lively collection of tree induction algorithms differing in their assumptions,
employed heuristics and pursued objectives. Among the most commonly used methods
are CART [BFOS17], ID3 [Qui86] and C4.5 [Qui96, Qui14].
As before, we consider a generic set of training observations
D = {(xi , yi )}1≤i≤n ;

xi = (xi,1 , . . . , xi,d )> ∈ Rd , yi ∈ {1, . . . , K}

where xi is the feature vector of observation i and yi is the observation’s associated
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Figure 3.11: Top: Illustration of a 2-dimensional feature space with exemplary partitions.
The partitioning in the top left corner can not be represented with a binary decision tree
whereas the partitioning in the top right corner can. Bottom left: The binary decision
tree corresponding to the partitioning in the top right corner. Bottom right: The function
represented by this tree. Each leaf node, or equivalently the partition in the feature space
R, has an assigned constant value which is the decision value for all samples falling into
that region. The figure is taken from Hastie et al. [HTF09].
discrete label. CART partitions the feature space into M disjoint axis-aligned regions
(R1 , . . . , RM ) and fits a constant model to each region. As an illustration, see Fig. 3.11
for a regression problem with continuous y and a two-dimensional feature space. Tree
induction for a classification problem can be illustrated in the same way except that the
value assigned to regions in the bottom right figure would have K levels, one for each
of the classes.
The tree induction algorithm should both find a partition of the feature space
(R1 , . . . , RM ) and estimate parameters
p̂m,k =

1 X
1{y =k}
nm xi ∈Rm i

for each region m, where we denoted the number of observations per region by nm =
PN
i=1 1{xi ∈Rm } . Parameters p̂m,k are the proportion of observations of class k falling into
region m. If the regions and parameters were known, the classification of a generic x
would then be given by
ŷ(x) = argmax
k

M
X

p̂m,k 1{x∈Rm }

(3.1)

m=1

However, finding the globally best partitioning in terms of a classification error meaP
sure, such as for instance the misclassification rate ι(D) = 1 − n1 i 1{yi =ŷi } , is computationally infeasible. Therefore, the CART algorithm proceeds with a greedy strategy
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that, given some region, finds the locally best axis-aligned binary partitioning of that
region.
Let Dm = {(xi , yi ) ∈ D : xi ∈ Rm } be the set of observations falling in region Rm .
To each region in the feature space we associate a node in the tree, where the entire
feature space corresponds to the root node. For any region Rm , consider the tuple (j, s)
of a splitting feature indexed by j ∈ {1, · · · , d} and a split value s ∈ {xi,j }1≤i≤n . The
tuple (j, s) induces a binary partitioning of Rm into the two half-planes
RmL = {xi ∈ Rm : xi,j ≤ s} and RmR = {xi ∈ Rm : xi,j > s}
and correspondingly, a partitioning of the set of observations Dm into the set of
observations associated with the left child node DmL and the set of observations associated with the right child node DmR of parent node m. Since we are interested in the
tuple (j, s) that induces the best partitioning of region Rm in terms of minimization of
some classification error, we first need to define what these error measures could be. In
the terminology of classification trees, the error measures are commonly referred to as
impurity functions ι(Dm ) due to their purpose of quantifying how well the probability
mass of p̂(y|Rm ) is concentrated on one single class. Different impurity functions can be
considered:
• Misclassification rate:
ι(Dm ) = 1 − max p̂m,k
k

• Gini index:
ι(Dm ) =

K
X

p̂m,k (1 − p̂m,k )

k=1

• Entropy:
ι(Dm ) = −

K
X

p̂m,k ln p̂m,k

k=1

Since we are seeking a tuple (j, s) that minimizes the impurity of both child nodes,
the local objective function to be minimized in node m is given by
(j,s)
(j,s)
argmin(nmL ι(Dm
) + nmR ι(Dm
))
L
R
j,s

(j,s)
To emphasize the dependence of the sets Dm
on (j, s), we indexed them with the
·
tuple (j, s).
Thus, the two essential mechanics in tree induction are the search for a split that
minimizes the impurity measure in each recursion step and the assessment of a split
by means of said measure. In practice, the minimization problem is solved by either
exhaustively searching or heuristically probing combinations of features j and split values
s. One such naive heuristic is to randomly select only a subset of features to consider and
then minimize the local objective function w.r.t. the constrained feature set. After having
found the minimizer (j, s)∗ , we can create the two child nodes mL , mR , associate them
(j,s)∗
(j,s)∗
with the corresponding regions RmL , RmR and the set of observations Dm
,Dm
and
L
R
finally apply the algorithm recursively to the nodes mL and mR . Thereby, the recursive
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partitioning defines the branching structure of the tree and the combination of feature
j and threshold s defines the decision rule within each node of the tree. The recursive
splitting process is repeated until some stopping criterion is met. Such stopping criteria
include purity of a node, the maximum depth of the tree, a maximum number of leaves
or a minimum number of observations per leaf node. Any node that runs into one of the
stopping criteria becomes a leaf node and its parameters p̂m,k serve as constant model
for making classifications for all points within the entire region Rm covered by that leaf
node. A classification for one test observation can be obtained by first traversing the
tree from the root node to a leaf node along the path dictated by the node-specific rules
evaluated on the test observation. Then, the classification for that test observation is
derived from the leaf node’s parameters according to Eq. (3.1).
The drop in impurity, incurred by splitting the parent node into its child nodes, is
called impurity reduction
∆ι(Dm ) = ι(Dm ) −



nmL
nmR
ι(DmL ) +
ι(DmR )
nm
nm



(3.2)

where nmL and nmR are the number of observations associated with the left and the
right child node, respectively. After tree induction, the impurity reductions can be used
to quantify the importance of a variable for classification. In case of the Gini index, the
importance measure is called the Gini importance of a variable j and, for instance, in the
machine library sklearn5 it is defined as the weighted sum of the impurity reductions
induced by all the nodes M (j) in the final tree, which split on variable j:
d
GI(j)
=

X

|Dm | · ∆ι(Dm )

(3.3)

m∈M (j)

These importance scores are then normalized over all variables such that they sum
to one:
d
GI(j)
d
k∈{1,...,d} GI(k)

GI(j) = P

(3.4)

Decision trees are non-parametric statistical models and thereby inherently prone
to overfitting the observations in the data set. Clearly, the stopping criteria are what
turns decision trees into useful models for predictions. If we were to grow the tree to full
depth such that each observation has its own dedicated leaf node, the tree collapses to an
efficient index structure for the data set it was trained on but no longer exhibits useful
potential for generalization to new observations. Therefore, researchers have studied
decision tree pruning, a strategy for preventing overly specific sub-trees, to ameliorate
this deficiency by integrating pruning heuristics either during or after tree induction.
See [BFOS17, ch. 10] or [HTF09, ch. 9-10] for an introduction to pruning in decision
trees.
A related characteristic of decision trees is that they are unstable in the sense that
they exhibit high variance. Due to the hierarchical structure, a small change in the data
can lead to very different trees. The effect of a particular choice of split point at the
5

https://scikit-learn.org, Last access: 31.05.2019.
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top of the tree is propagated down to all subsequent splits. Therefore, the set of rules
or equivalently the decision boundary represented by the decision tree can vary largely
under slightly different sets of training observations. The smaller the tree the smaller
its variance but also the weaker it is as accurate predictor. Pruning is one strategy for
controlling the variance via regularization. We do not further pursue this direction but
instead make use of bagging as an ensemble technique that counters the high variance
through averaging the decision boundaries of many different decision trees, which gives
rise to the random forest classifier developed by Leo Breiman [Bre01].

3.6.2

Random Forest classifier

A commonly used technique in machine learning for creating a robust (low variance)
predictor is to build an ensemble of predictors and then average their predictions. Besides Boosting and Stacking, Bagging is an ensemble method for creating a low-variance
predictor by averaging the predictions of several base learners that have been induced
from bootstrapped samples of the available data. If all base learners in the ensemble are
of the same kind, the ensemble is called homogeneous. A particular instance of Bagging
where all base learners are de-correlated decision trees has been coined a random forest
classifier [Bre01].
The predictive performance of an averaged predictor is usually better than that of
any single one of the base predictors. To that end we require access to several samples
from the population, but since this is typically not the case we use bootstrapping to
randomly draw B data sets {Db }1≤b≤B with replacement from the training data D, with
each Db having the same size as the training data set. Then we learn a predictor ŷb (x)
on each of these B data sets and average their predictions. For classification trees, an
average over the predicted classes is not meaningful, therefore a typical choice consists
in collecting the votes from all trees and then predict the class the majority of trees
have voted for:
B
1 X
ŷbag (x) = argmax
1{ŷ (x)=k}
B b=1 b
1≤k≤K

!

(3.5)

The distinguishing characteristic between a ”bag of decision trees” and a random
forest lies in the additional effort to de-correlate the predictions of the B trees by
randomizing their construction. This randomization is introduced in the tree induction
process by randomly choosing a set of m ≤ d features to consider in each split. Note that
this is different from inducing the entire tree from only m features. Here we randomly
choose m candidate features at each split and then search for the best splitting feature
and split value among the m candidates. The random forest algorithm, as summarized
by Hastie et al. [HTF09], is given in Algorithm 3.1.
A convenient by-product of decision trees and thereby also of random forests is the
implicit assessment of each feature’s importance in terms of the decrease in impurity
when using this feature for splitting the data set. At each split in each tree, the improvement in the split criterion induced by the splitting feature counts towards the
importance of that feature. These importance scores are accumulated over all trees in
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Algorithm 3.1 Random Forest Classifier
1. For b = 1 to B:
(a) Draw a bootstrap sample Db of size |D| from the training data D.
(b) Induce a random forest tree ŷb from the bootstrapped data, by recursively
repeating the following steps for each terminal node of the tree, until some
stopping criterion is reached.
i. Select m variables at random from the d variables.
ii. Pick the best variable/split-point among the m.
iii. Split the node into two child nodes.
2. Return the ensemble of trees {ŷb }1≤b≤B .
To make a prediction for a new observation x, use Eq. (3.5).
the forest separately for each feature to yield overall feature importance scores over all
trees.
Throughout this thesis, whenever we present results of a random forest classifier, we
used the implementation in the Python machine learning package sklearn.

3.7

Experiments

Since random forests are very robust classifiers with typically strong performance on
many tasks [HTF09], including the task we are dealing with in this thesis [DCL+ 14],
while at the same time being easy to train and tune, we present in this section the
baseline predictive results obtained with random forests. In particular, we address the
following three questions:
• RQ1: What is the average difference in predictive performance between predictions
on transactions from different users when the time period of train and test is the
same versus predictions on transactions from the same users when the time period
of train and test is different?
• RQ2: How much does the predictive performance vary under training sets with
different class imbalance ratios?
• RQ3: Is the forecasting performance more strongly influenced by the forecasting
horizon or by the identity of any specific day?
To answer these questions, we used the group-wise and temporal cross-validation
strategy as described in Section 3.5 and measure the predictive performance by means
of the AU CP R and AU CP R0.2 as described in Section 3.3. To address the questions
related to the forecasting scenario, we used 3-fold temporal cross-validation over the
validation period 07.04.2015 - 30.04.2015 for model selection and 17-fold temporal crossvalidation over the evaluation period 08.05.2015 - 31.05.2015 for model evaluation. In
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each iteration, the training and test window was shifted by 7 days in case of model
selection and shifted by 1 day in case of model evaluation.
To address the questions related to predictions over groups of users within a common fixed time period, we considered the entire time period 01.03.2015 - 31.05.2015 for
model selection and evaluation but we applied 5-fold group-wise cross-validation and
the training sets consisted of transactions from 100,000 randomly sampled users. In
both scenarios, we used random search to find the best hyper-parameters of a 300-tree
random
√ forest classifier within a grid spanned by max depth : [4, inf], max features :
[1, 3, d], min samples leaf : [1, 10, 20]. These three hyper-parameters serve as stopping criteria during tree induction. max features denotes the maximum number of
features to be evaluated during split point selection. Whenever a node runs into one of
either max depth or min samples leaf, the node is not further partitioned. Thereby,
max depth denotes the maximum number of nodes on a path from the root node to a leaf
node and min samples leaf denotes the minimum number of observations associated
with a node such that it still qualifies as a leaf node. We used AU CP R0.2 averaged over
the cross-validation splits to score the grid points and we finally selected the grid point
with the highest score to train and evaluate a random forest classifier.
In order to address question RQ2, we design a simple resampling strategy for creating
training data sets with different class imbalance ratios. Each transaction has an ID that
identifies the card holder’s account. Any account that contains at least one fraudulent
transaction is considered compromised and all other accounts are considered genuine. By
fixing some maximum number of accounts G and a desired resampling ratio r ∈ [0, 1], we
sample r ·G accounts from the set of compromised accounts and (1−r)·G accounts from
the set of genuine accounts. Thereby, we obtain a training set consisting of transactions
from G accounts, of which r · 100% are compromised. In the following figures we display
the resampling ratio as account proportions. For instance, a ratio of r = 0.1 will be
denoted as 10 : 90. In the experiments we set G = 1, 000, 000.

3.7.1

Results: Account-based resampling

As motivated in section Section 3.1, we report the results on card-present (F2F) and
card-not-present (ECOM) transactions separately. Table 3.3 summarizes the results.
Looking at Table 3.3, a first observation is that the predictive performance on ecommerce transactions is overall much higher than on face-to-face transactions. This
effect is more pronounced in the forecasting scenario (TIME), where we predict on future transactions. We hypothesize that this discrepancy comes mostly from the fact that
the fraud ratio is about one order of magnitude larger in the e-commerce data set.
Secondly, in the prediction scenario (GROUP) the scores are generally higher than
in the forecasting scenario (TIME) on both e-commerce and face-to-face transactions,
despite comparable fraud ratios. This effect is especially pronounced on face-to-face
transactions, which suggests that generalization over time is much more difficult for
face-to-face transactions. Thirdly, account-based resampling had minor influence on the
predictive performance across all scenarios. There is a slight tendency to obtain better
predictive performance when we use a moderate resampling ratio.
Based on the results, we can already provide an answer to questions RQ1. The aver-
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age difference between the mean GROUP scores and mean TIME scores is ∆AU CP R =
0.0504 (∆AU CP R0.2 = 0.0064) in e-commerce and ∆AU CP R = 0.1034 (∆AU CP R0.2 =
0.0473). This amounts to a relative difference of 22% (0.05%) in e-commerce and 64.9%
(43.5%) in face-to-face. We conclude that generalization over time is more difficult than
over accounts. Regarding question RQ2, we state that, given the large standard deviation, we can not conclude that any particular choice of resampling ratio applied to
the training set yields clearly better results than any other resampling ratio in terms of
predictive performance. Throughout the remainder of this thesis we fix the resampling
ratio to a moderate 10:90 proportion.

3.7.2

Results: Forecasting

In this evaluation we study the influence of data set shift on the predictive performance.
As discussed in Section 3.4, our prediction problem is slightly more difficult than in other
domains, such as image or text classification, where the influence of temporal shift on the
target concept can be safely ignored. The predictive performance of a classifier learned
on a certain period of time may deteriorate when we use it for predicting the labels
of transactions from the future. However, in practice, the sole purpose of an automatic
fraud detection system is forecasting, i.e. the prediction on observations from the future
and not on observations from the training period. We are particularly interested in
the performance gap faced when switching from the regular prediction scenario (same
time period during training and testing) to our use-case of forecasting (testing period
after the training period). We carry out this analysis by considering several forecasting
horizons which we define as the number of days between the end of the training period
until the beginning of the test period. If data set shift is a relevant source of error in
the short time periods we consider in this thesis, we should be able to identify it by
recording the prediction scores for one particular test day under varying forecasting
horizons. Or vice versa, we would expect one forecasting horizon to yield a performance
that is consistently higher compared to performances of any other forecasting horizon regardless of the identity of the test day.
For this evaluation we consider an overall evaluation period of 23 days, starting from
8th of May until 30th of May. Repeatedly, we split the data set along the time axis in a
60-days training set and a 7-days test set. Then we fit a random forest classifier on the
training data and evaluate its predictive performance on each of the seven test days.
Then we shift the entire train-test window by one day and repeat the process. Since
each test day participates in up to seven test sets, in the roles of being the 8th up to
the 14th day after the training period, we can observe how its prediction score changes
as the forecasting horizon increases.
Assuming the data distribution changes gradually over days, we would expect closeby forecasting horizons to be positively correlated and distant forecasting horizons to
be negatively correlated in terms of the ranks of their performances. Let us consider the
following example: A 8-th day forecast might result in the highest scores on all test days
and a 9-th day forecast might result in the second highest scores on all test days, because
the data distribution has only changed slightly since the end of the training period. As
the forecasting horizons become increasingly disparate (e.g. 8-th day vs. 14-th day), we
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of predictive performance across test days at an undersampling
ratio of 10:90. Each point represents the AU CP R0.2 obtained on a particular day, when
that day is the X-th day after the end of the training period. Top: e-commerce; bottom:
face-to-face.
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would expect one horizon to exhibit high scores on all test days and the other one to
exhibit relatively low scores.
However, as Fig. 3.12 illustrates, there is no consistent ranking of the forecasting
horizons over the test days. On some days, the shortest 8-th day horizon yields the
highest AU CP R0.2 , on other days it yields the lowest. The variation induced by the
identity of a test day is much larger (ECOM SSB = 0.0392, F2F SSB = 0.1647) than
the variation induced by different forecasting horizons (ECOM SSW = 0.0008, F2F
SSB = 0.0049). Therefore, we answer question RQ3 by concluding: The predictive
performance on a test day is more strongly influenced by the day’s identity than by the
forecasting horizon. This is by no means a general statement about the presence of data
set shift in credit card transactions and fraud, but an indication that gradual data set
shift on a daily basis should not be considered the primary source of error in short-term
forecasting.

3.8

Summary

In this chapter we introduced the credit card transaction data set as provided by Worldline. We motivated the importance of separating the detection of e-commerce frauds from
the detection of face-to-face frauds. We discussed suitable measures for assessing the predictive performance of classification models on our task and introduced group-wise and
temporal cross-validation techniques to derive estimates of the predictive performance
from hold-out test data. We evaluated the predictive performance of a random forest
classifier, which will serve us as a baseline throughout this thesis. The experiments revealed that forecasting is much more difficult than prediction, account-based resampling
of the training set has minor effect on the performance and the size of the forecasting
horizon is less important than the identity of each individual test day.
Since our primary interest is the prediction of frauds on future, yet unseen, transactions, from now on we will focus on the forecasting scenario. Therein, we fix the training
set resampling ratio to a moderate 10:90 proportion at a total of G = 1, 000, 000 user
accounts.
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Dataset

Evaluation

Sampling

AUCPR (µ̂, ŝ)

ECOM

TIME
n+ =
r+ =

original
10:90
20:80
30:70
40:60
50:50

0.193
0.225
0.216
0.263
0.213
0.256

± 0.020
± 0.016
± 0.017
± 0.009
± 0.018
± 0.011

0.118
0.127
0.125
0.128
0.122
0.127

± 0.009
± 0.004
± 0.004
± 0.005
± 0.005
± 0.006

GROUP
n+ = 5902.40 ± 168.90
r+ = 0.00448 ± 1.3 · 10−4

original
10:90
20:80
30:70
40:60
50:50

0.250
0.290
0.287
0.288
0.282
0.271

± 0.027
± 0.029
± 0.029
± 0.027
± 0.031
± 0.029

0.130
0.133
0.132
0.132
0.130
0.128

± 0.016
± 0.017
± 0.017
± 0.016
± 0.018
± 0.016

TIME
n+ =
r+ =

original
10:90
20:80
30:70
40:60
50:50

0.149
0.167
0.165
0.158
0.155
0.162

± 0.019
± 0.021
± 0.021
± 0.019
± 0.020
± 0.019

0.101
0.113
0.112
0.109
0.108
0.110

± 0.013
± 0.014
± 0.014
± 0.012
± 0.013
± 0.012

original
10:90
20:80
30:70
40:60
50:50

0.273
0.272
0.261
0.264
0.258
0.248

± 0.030
± 0.019
± 0.015
± 0.014
± 0.015
± 0.015

0.160
0.159
0.155
0.156
0.156
0.151

± 0.013
± 0.008
± 0.009
± 0.008
± 0.009
± 0.009

F2F

5187.35 ± 363.77
0.00383 ± 2.1 · 10−4

709.24 ± 39.58
0.00040 ± 2.8 · 10−5

GROUP
n+ = 924.80 ± 74.88
r+ = 0.00052 ± 4.2 · 10−5

AUCPR0.2 (µ̂, ŝ)

Table 3.3: Classification performance of a random forest classifier evaluated across time,
groups and varying sampling proportions of the training set. Scores are averages over
17 temporal splits (TIME) or 5-fold cross validation splits (GROUP). n+ denotes the
average number of frauds and r+ the average ratio of frauds in the test sets. The maximum mean score within each scenario is marked in bold; standard deviation is given in
± notation.

Chapter 4
Data Augmentation
Parts of the work presented in this chapter have been published and presented
at an International and an European conference.
The work on injecting semantic background knowledge in fraud detection
classifiers (Section 4.2) was published in the proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Enabling Technologies [ZCG+ 17].
The study of robustness of word embeddings against post-processing methods
(Section 4.3) was published in the proceedings of the European Conference
on Information Retrieval [JGS16].

The goal of data augmentation is to increase the value of existing data by adding information derived from internal or external sources. Augmentation can be performed on
a record level or on a feature level. In data-driven applications, the quality of the data
determines the usefulness and success of the applications that are built upon it. Being
the most valuable asset, data is usually also a scarce resource. Record level augmentation aims at enriching the base data with records obtained under the additional effort of
collecting more first-hand data or by consulting third-party sources. For instance, in image classification, augmentation often refers to the task of artificially duplicating images
by applying transformations such as rotation, translation or cropping to the original
images - or by adding different levels of random noise to the pixels. Such artificial duplication can be performed easily on image data without having to worry too much about
whether the transformations will eventually compromise the semantics of the scenery
and the objects displayed in the image. In our domain it is virtually impossible to create
artificial but yet valid genuine or fraudulent transactions, as we have no simple means to
tell which transformation would create valid records while at the same time preserving
the transaction’s semantics in terms of its fraudulent character.
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Therefore, feature level augmentation appears to be a more promising strategy for
credit card fraud detection as it enables us to probe the fraudulent or genuine character
of transactions directly by including either manually crafted or automatically derived
features in the classification pipeline. Additional information can help provide more
in-depth insight for humans but likewise enhance accurate classification if the added
information permits discrimination between the classes. Features, derived in an unsupervised fashion, can reduce the manual intervention required to develop meaningful
indicators. Moreover, if we can extract features that are useful for fraud detection from
task-independent external public sources, we are able to provide additional insight into
the business data and we effectively transfer knowledge between domains.
In the first section of this chapter we introduce feature engineering strategies as they
have been proposed in related work for the domain of credit card fraud detection over
recent years. After manual inspection of the dataset and after consulting Worldline we
can confirm that such hand-crafted features cover well the known fraudulent activity as
observed by fraud investigators. The design of these features is driven by the motivation
of maintaining an activity record for a card holder’s account which aggregates his recent
purchases over some fixed time interval. As we shall see shortly, features which encode
some notion of temporal co-occurrence are reliable indicators of fraudulent activity.
In the second part of this chapter, we investigate another set of feature candidates.
Instead of manually designing features for our task, we aim to leverage publicly available
knowledge sources by linking them to our transactional data set through features. In our
study, we review sources containing statistics about the social and economic status of
countries as a direct means for augmenting our dataset. In addition, we consider a text
corpus and a semantic knowledge graph as sources that contain highly unstructured and
structured complex knowledge, respectively. The integration of this external knowledge,
requires the identification of possible connecting attributes and the representation of the
external knowledge in form of features. To that end, we will discuss the representation
of complex external knowledge, such as text and semantic concepts represented in the
knowledge graph, by making use of vector embeddings, a well-established vehicle in
natural language processing for transferring knowledge about semantic concepts from
one domain to another. In this chapter we address the following questions:
• RQ1: Regarding the feature engineering strategies proposed in literature, what is
the performance increase we can expect from these features on our dataset?
• RQ2: Which attributes are suitable candidates to link external data to and which
external sources can we exploit?
• RQ3: How can we represent implicit knowledge contained in complex external
sources (text, semantic knowledge graph) in form of features?
• RQ4: Can features extracted from external sources improve the fraud detection
performance?
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4.1

Domain knowledge

Due to international reporting standards in the financial sector, the set of raw transaction features is similar across multiple studies and several studies use only these raw
features for conducting their analyses [BLH99, MN16b, SVCS09]. However, as we have
seen in related work (see Section 2.2), a characterization of the interplay between a
transaction and its temporal neighborhood seems to be a promising strategy. Especially
for the detection of behavioral frauds, which are unsuspicious in terms of a transaction’s
attributes but become suspicious when contrasted with the card holder’s recent activity,
the card holder’s transaction history seems to be the appropriate context. In this regard,
we define the following card holder level features:
Time Delta Based on our discussions with experts from the domain and the temporal
succession patterns presented in Fig. 3.7, we aim to capture the closeness of two consecutive transactions in time. Since frauds tend to appear in bursts of several transactions
within a short time window, the time difference between consecutive transactions seems
to be a promising indicator of fraud. Let (xt )t≥1 be the temporally ordered sequence of
transactions from a single account (card-holder) indexed by t. We denote the value of a
(Time)
particular variable in a transaction by superscript, e.g. xt
is the time stamp associated with the t-th transaction xt . Then, for any two consecutive transactions xt−1 and
(Time)
(Time)
xt with their time stamps denoted by xt−1 and xt
we define the tdelta-feature
of the t-th transaction as:
(Time)

tdeltat = xt

(Time)

− xt−1

(4.1)

Feature Aggregates An elegant way to extract information from a card holder’s
history is to aggregate the values of a variable along the transaction sequence. The
value of the new feature is computed with an aggregation function applied to a subset
of the most recent transactions. For constructing such feature aggregates, we follow the
procedure that was recently proposed by Bahnsen et al. [BASO16]. The calculation of
one feature aggregate consists in grouping the transactions made during the last given
number of hours, first by account, then by transaction type, merchant group, country
or any other categorical variable, followed by counting the number of transactions or
the total amount spent in these transactions. Since the feature aggregate is defined
relative to a single pivot transaction, the value of the aggregate is specific to that pivot
transaction. This simple and yet powerful procedure can be considered the state of the
art of feature engineering in credit card fraud detection. To each transaction, we add
several such feature aggregates differing in the time window over which we aggregate and
the choice of categorical variables. Several feature aggregates together form an activity
record of an account where the activity record gets updated with each new transaction
from that account. In most of the studies, the activity record does not accumulate
information from the account’s entire history but only from the most recent past, such
as the past 24 hours. The hope is that by having both an up-to-date activity record and
the raw features, it is easier to determine whether the current transaction is abnormal
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with respect to the recent activity within the account.
However, as Bahnsen et al. note, there is a downside to these features: ”When implementing this framework on a production fraud detection system, questions regarding
response and calculation time of the different [aggregation] features should be addressed.
In particular, since there is no limit on the number of features that can be calculated,
a system may take too long to make a decision based on the time spent recalculating
the features with each new transaction.”[BASO16, p. 8]. We are going to address this
problem in Chapter 6.
Based on a single pivot transaction xk , we select a subset of transactions from the
past th hours according to the sets of categorical variables {}, {A} or {A, B}:
{}

(T ime)

Sk = {xi |hours(xi
Sk

{A}

= {xi |(hours(xi

{A,B}

= {xi |(hours(xi

Sk

(T ime)

, xk

(T ime)

, xk

(T ime)

, xk

) < th }

(T ime)

) < th ) ∧ (xi

(T ime)

) < th ) ∧ (xi

(4.2)

(A)

= xk )}

(A)

(A)

= xk ) ∧ (xi

(A)

(B)

(B)

= xk )}

The function hours(·, ·) takes two time stamps as arguments and returns the time
difference between them in hours. Each set Sk contains all transactions from the previous
th hours before xk , where all categorical variables assumed the same value as in xk . The
categorical variables and the time horizon th can be seen as constraints imposed on the
subset. For instance, if we define A := Country, B := M erchant and th = 24, the subset
{A,B}
Sk
contains all transactions from the past 24 hours which were issued in the same
country and at the same merchant as transaction xk . Likewise, we can employ other
categorical variables by adding further identity constraints to the boolean conjunction.
Now we can calculate an aggregate on Sk . There are many aggregation functions that
we could apply to Sk . And we can think of many choices for the constraint variables
A, B - or consider even more than only two constraint variables and also all their combinations. All these choices might be equally valid, however, for now we restrict ourselves
to the setup proposed in the cited work [BASO16], which uses up to two constraints and
the number of transactions as well as the total amount spent as aggregation functions:
sumSk =

X

x(Amt)

(4.3)

x∈Sk

countSk = |Sk |

(4.4)

Each choice of a set of categorical variables, a time window and an aggregation
function yields a feature aggregate. We calculate the count-feature aggregate and the
sum-feature aggregate for each element in power set of {country, merchant code, card
entry mode}, except for the case where all three variables form a constraint. As in the
original paper, we fix the time horizon th to 24 hours. Finally, we append the resulting
14 feature aggregates to the feature vector of transaction xk .
By design, these features are inherently account-specific and up-to-date in terms of
the user’s most recent activity. Due to the identity constraints (see Eq. (4.2)) they are
also transaction-specific in the sense that the aggregation applies only to those transactions in the past which are identical to the current one in terms of the specified
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categorical variables. This selection of past ”matching” transactions is related to a nearest neighbor search around the pivot transaction with the difference that we don’t select
a fixed number k of neighbors under a generic distance measure but instead we select
an arbitrarily large set of neighbors whose boolean conjunctions in Eq. (4.2) evaluate
to true. Thereby, the definition of one feature aggregate determines both the terms in
the boolean conjunction responsible for selecting a neighborhood and the aggregation
function applied to transactions in the neighborhood.
Results In order to evaluate the influence of domain knowledge features on the fraud
detection performance, we define the following feature sets:
• BASE: The set of raw features
• TDELTA: The set of raw features plus the tdelta feature
• AGG: The set of raw features plus the feature aggregates
• AGG + TDELTA: The AGG feature set plus the tdelta feature
As experimental setup we used the random forest classifier and a training set resampling ratio of 10:90 as discussed in the previous chapter. The evaluation scores
are cross-validated averages over five successive temporal splits of daily AU CP R and
AU CP R0.2 scores. The results are summarized in Table 4.1.
We can notice a small improvement of the predictive performance after adding the
time delta feature to the raw features in both the e-commerce and the face-to-face
scenario. As expected, feature aggregates improve the predictions by a large margin in
e-commerce. In face-to-face we can not observe any difference compared to only adding
the time delta feature alone.
AUCPR (µ̂, ŝ)

AUCPR0.2 (µ̂, ŝ)

Dataset

Feature Set

ECOM

BASE
TDELTA
AGG
TDELTA + AGG

0.2277
0.2616
0.3977
0.4068

± 0.0158
± 0.0161
± 0.0183
± 0.0180

0.1294
0.1355
0.1585
0.1602

± 0.0031
± 0.0025
± 0.0025
± 0.0033

BASE
TDELTA
AGG
TDELTA + AGG

0.1639
0.2090
0.2030
0.2095

± 0.0169
± 0.0158
± 0.0062
± 0.0079

0.1095
0.1299
0.1162
0.1155

± 0.0115
± 0.0116
± 0.0070
± 0.0095

n+ =
r+ =

5098.00 ± 470.24
0.00376 ± 2.7 · 10−4

F2F
n+ =
r+ =

706.33 ± 48.03
0.00040 ± 1.0 · 10−5

Table 4.1: Classification performance of random forest classifier evaluated across time
and over different choices of feature sets. Scores are daily AU CP R/AU CP R0.2 averaged
over five temporal splits along time. n+ denotes the average number of frauds and r+
the average ratio of frauds in the test sets. The train set resampling ratio was set to
10:90. The maximum score within each scenario is highlighted in bold.
Given this magnitude of improvement, the explicit summary of a transaction’s immediate past in form of feature aggregates seems to contain valuable information for
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discriminating fraudulent e-commerce transactions from genuine ones. The summary
of a transaction’s immediate past is order-agnostic, meaning that exchanging any two
transactions in the neighborhood does not change the value of the feature. In Chapter 5,
we will discuss an alternative approach for deriving an activity record by means of latent
states of a recurrent neural network.

4.2

External knowledge

Most of the attributes of a transaction have clear and seemingly rich semantics, such as
the gender of a card holder, his country of origin or the type of merchant the card holder
interacts with. Since most attributes are also of categorical type, their values have to
be treated as if they would be entirely independent and not exhibit any relation to one
another. However, this is definitely not the whole truth. As humans, we can easily equip
genders or country names with associations to other semantic concepts based on our real
life experience. Different genders might have different preferences for purchasing certain
goods and services and different countries might very well be geographic neighbors
that share the same currency, legal standards or cultural traditions. Any classification
algorithm would implicitly group such seemingly different values if the response variable,
i.e. the indicator whether a transaction is fraudulent, is constant over all elements in
these virtual groups and thereby encode some notion of similarity between categorical
attribute values.
By extracting features from external knowledge bases, we aim to provide a more
reasonable encoding of similar categorical values a-priori with the hope to improve the
fraud detection performance. For that purpose, we first identify possible entry points
for external data and then discuss the created features in subsequent sections. The
attributes of a transaction can broadly be categorized into the following three categories
and we select one entry point in each category:
Card holder location: The account attributes can be distinguished into descriptive
attributes of the card holder and the card itself. Card-specific attributes such as the
credit network, e.g. VISA or MasterCard, the credit limit or the issuing bank are less
interesting for augmentation simply because it is difficult to obtain public data that
could be linked to these attributes. Hence, we consider attributes that describe the card
holder as a more promising route on which we might be able to find external data in
public sources. Card holder attributes constitute a coarse-grained demographic profile
of the card holder including his age, sex, address and preferred language. The address is
further subdivided into country, city and zip code but both city and zip code are rather
noisy and would require manual alignment of their values. Due to the clear semantics as
given by the ISO country code tables, we consider the card holder’s country as promising
entry point, such that we can augment transactions with external data.
Merchant location: Similar to the account attributes, we also have access to a few
attributes that describe the merchant. Unfortunately, apart from the ID of the terminal,
we only have access to the merchant category code and the country where the merchant
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is registered in. As shown in Section 3.1, there is no global complete definition of all
MCC codes but rather each bank enjoys a certain level of freedom in assigning merchants
to their own proprietary MCC code tables. Therefore, we follow the same reasoning as
with the card-holder’s country and select the merchant’s country as entry point for
augmentation with external data.
Time: Each transaction has an associated time stamp and there are no missing values
in this attribute. The time stamp is the time in Belgium when the transaction enters
Worldline’s processing pipeline. Time is a convenient attribute to link data to because of
its unique semantics and the abundance of temporally indexed publicly available data.
Basically, many kinds of calendar events can serve as indicators of abnormal purchase
behaviour and may therefore be useful predictors of fraud. For instance, seasonal sales,
release dates of popular products or public holidays are likely to bear valuable information about the spectrum of purchases we are going to see. In our analysis, we consider
the date as entry point for time-based external data.
So far, we identified the card holder’s country, the merchant’s country and the date
as potential entry points for information from external sources. By external sources or
external knowledge bases we refer to any publicly available data that does not have any
direct connection to credit card transactions or fraudulent behavior.
We aim to exploit basic demographic statistics about countries themselves and measures of how these countries are related in terms of the usage of the country’s name in
a corpus. We call the basic demographic statistics explicit knowledge because they can
be used directly in form of additional features and we call the measures of relatedness
implicit knowledge because we need to mine the relations by means of a representation
learning method before we can then use the representations as additional features. To
this end, we encode countries as points in a continuous feature space such that the distances between points reflect semantic similarities in terms of the word co-occurrences.
A central question is: Why would basic demographic statistics about countries or
representations of countries be useful features for classifying transactions? The country
is a categorical variable with more than a hundred levels. The levels of the variable
are encoded as integers, however the assignment of levels to integers is arbitrary. The
classifier then needs to figure out how one country is related to all other variables and
finally how the combination of all these variables can best predict the classes. The
choice of classification algorithm determines the functional form of this combination - a
linear combination, a composition of non-linear transformations in neural networks or
piecewise constant functions in decision trees. The family of functions of a particular
form is indexed by a parameter vector. And learning means estimating a particular
choice of parameters such that the corresponding function minimizes some error criterion
between the data and the function evaluated at the data points. Since the variable
is categorical, there are disjoint subsets of parameters assigned to the levels of the
variable. The parameters of each of these levels can only be estimated from those data
points where the variable assumes that level. If some levels occur rarely in the data, the
estimates of their parameters can be poor.
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When we now ”encode” the levels of the country variable with demographic statistics
such as the size of its population, the gross domestic product, etc., we effectively create
new variables that are at least ordinal and thus permit reasonable groupings of countries
with similar demographic statistics. The parameters of countries within the same group
can then be estimated from data points that exhibit any one of the countries from
the group, which leads to better estimates of the parameters and hopefully to a better
generalization on a hold out test set. We do not group or discretize the new demographic
variables explicitly but leave it up to the classification algorithm to figure out some sort
of implicit grouping that is suitable for the task. Certainly, the additional features can
only then be beneficial for fraud detection if groups of countries with similar demographic
statistics result in groups of transactions with higher similarity regarding other variables.
Since a reasonable ordering of countries is more important for us than having highly
accurate absolute demographic statistics, we collected different types of data from several
online sources.

4.2.1

Demographic statistics

We extract the following country-based features from databases provided by World Bank
(worldbank.org), Transparency International (transparency.org) and the crowd-sourcing
platform Numbeo for wordwide living conditions (numbeo.org). The features can be
linked to both location entry points: the card-holder’s country and the merchant’s country.
Population: The total population in a country measured in millions of people. It is
based on the de facto definition of population, which counts all residents regardless of
legal status or citizenship1 .
Gross Domestic Product: The gross domestic product measured in billions US
dollar. The GDP at purchaser’s prices is the sum of gross value added by all resident
producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included
in the value of the products2 . The dollar figures are calculated using single year official
exchange rates.
Crime Index: The Crime Index is an estimation of the overall perceived level of
crime in a given country measured on a scale from [0, 100], where higher numbers represent higher perceived levels of crime. The data comes from visitors of the platform
numbeo.org and it is collected in form of surveys in which participants are asked to
express their agreement towards statements such as the safety at night, worries about
robberies, drug abuse, etc on a 5-point scale from [−2, 2]. The exact details regarding
the design of the survey and the calculation of the index are available on the website3 .
Due to crowd-sourcing and the lack of a review panel, the data might exhibit a strong
1

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL, Last access: 30.06.2019.
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD, Last access: 01.07.2019.
3
https://www.numbeo.com/crime/rankings_current.jsp, Last access: 01.07.2019.
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unknown bias. We use the data anyway because we are more interested in a global
ranking of countries and less in perfectly accurate absolute numbers.
Cost of Living Index: The Cost of Living Index is a relative indicator of consumer
goods price, including groceries, restaurants, transportation, utilities and rent in the city
compared to New York City4 . Similar to the crime index, the data comes from surveys
answered by visitors of the site and should be treated with the same care.
Quality of Life Index: The Quality of Life Index is an estimation of the overall
quality of life including estimations of purchasing power, pollution, house price to income
ratio, cost of living, safety, health care, traffic commute time and climate5 , measured on
a scale [0, 100]. Similar to the crime index, the data comes from surveys answered by
visitors of the site and should be treated with the same care.
Corruption Perceptions Index: The Corruption Perception Index is a country’s
or territory’s score that indicates the perceived level of public sector corruption on a
scale from 0 (highly corrupt) to 100 (very clean)6 . The score draws on data sources from
independent institutions specializing in governance and business climate analysis such
as the World Economic Forum7 , Bertelsmann Foundation8 and IHS Global Insight9 . The
full list of data sources is available from Transparency International’s website10 .
All these features are numerical and we standardize them to zero mean and unit
variance.
Apart from the country-based features we also add a time-based feature. More specifically, we add a public holiday feature that links the country of a transaction to the date
of the transaction. Public holidays are interesting in the context of credit card fraud
detection, because the card holder’s behavior is expected to change on public holidays.
Therefore, knowing if a transaction takes place on a public holiday or not could be an
informative feature for our classification task. In this context, we assess the performance
gain induced by the new feature:
Public Holiday in a Country: A boolean attribute indicating whether the transaction date is a public holiday in a given country. We extract the respective information
from 83 publicly available calendars provided by the Thunderbird and Mozilla Foundation11 . Due to the coarse resolution of locations based on countries, the holiday feature
is not very precise but has high recall: The holiday feature is set to true whenever there
is any holiday at that date in the entire country. Different regions within a country can
4

https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/, Last access: 01.07.2019.
https://www.numbeo.com/quality-of-life/rankings.jsp?title=2015,
Last
access:
01.07.2019.
6
https://www.transparency.org/cpi2015/#results-table
7
https://www.weforum.org/reports, Last access: 01.07.2019.
8
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/de/unsere-projekte/sustainable-governanceindicators-sgi/, Last access: 01.07.2019.
9
https://ihsmarkit.com/industry/economics-country-risk.html, Last access: 01.07.2019.
10
https://www.transparency.org/cpi2015#downloads, Last access: 01.07.2019.
11
https://www.thunderbird.net/en-US/calendar/holidays/, Last access: 01.07.2019.
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Figure 4.1: Occurrence of public holidays over all days in the data set. Holiday rate is
the fraction of transactions that occur in a country where the day is a public holiday.
For instance, a card holder holiday rate of 0.9 at a particular day means that 90% of
all transactions of that day were issued by card holders who’s country happens to be on
holidays on that day. The fraud rate is the fraction of fraudulent transactions over all
transactions of a day.
have different holidays. We did not account for these difference but instead collected all
holidays and treated them as if they were country-wide holidays.
All the above-mentioned features were linked to both the card holder’s country - the
registered address of the card holder, and the merchant’s country - the registered address
of the merchant, leading to a total of 2 · 7 = 14 explicit external features. As mentioned
in Chapter 3, the merchant’s country is actually the country where the POS terminal is
registered. Unfortunately, this is not necessarily the same. Both in face-to-face and in
e-commerce, the company can be registered in one country whereas their terminals can
be registered in various other countries due to the company’s internal business units’
structure. We bluntly ignore this discrepancy in our analysis and hope that most of the
terminals are registered in the same country as the operating merchant.

4.2.2

Word embeddings derived from knowledge bases

In the following sections, we explore possibilities to encode the levels of a categorical
variable with features derived from knowledge bases. Our goal is to find compact representations of countries which encode the semantic concept of a country. Since the
country’s name is only a distinct identifier that does not incorporate any notion of
relatedness to other countries, we aim to create a more meaningful set of features by
encoding not the name of the country but the country’s semantic concept. For instance,
the country name ”Germany” is only one of many properties of the semantic concept
<Germany>. Since the semantic concept covers the entire spectrum of agreed meaning,
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it has various relations to other semantic concepts. We could think of relations to semantic concepts like <Europe>, <Currency>, <BMW>, <Politician>, <SecondWorldWar>.
Semantic concepts and their relations are typically structured in form of ontologies with
strictly typed classes. However, since we are not interested in inference over concepts
but only in the encoding of concepts, knowledge sources with less structure might also
serve as sufficiently accurate proxy for learning about semantic concepts. The usage
of words in natural language and, in particular, the co-occurrence with other words
frames the agreed meaning of words - their semantic concepts. In information retrieval
or linguistics such co-occurrence statistics have been exploited ever since to transition
from surface forms of words to their semantic concept. In a more general sense, this
discrepancy is also known as the semantic gap. We can imagine that a compact cooccurrence based encoding of the semantic concept provides a much richer description
of a country than an integer encoding of its name. We shall see in this and the following
sections an unsupervised method that allows us to encode the semantic concept behind
a word by mapping it to a point in a real-valued ”semantic” vector space. The method
embeds all words from a corpus in the semantic space in such a way that distances
in the space reflect similarities of semantic concepts. By encoding a country with the
coefficients of its word embedding vector, we hope to observe similar effects on the predictive performance in fraud detection as by adding explicit demographic statistics. In
computational linguistics, generating count-based language models has been an active
research area since decades. The most common approach involves three parts: Collecting
co-occurrence statistics of words from large text corpora, transforming (e.g. tf-idf, Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)) the counts to derive word association scores and finally
applying a dimensionality reduction method (e.g. PCA, SVD). Dimensionality reduction is used for both smoothing sparsity and reducing the overall amount of parameters
in order to obtain a low-dimensional and dense embedding matrix [TP10]. Advances in
recent years gave rise to new techniques [BDVJ03, CWB+ 11a, MH08, HSMN12], that
implicitly model word co-occurrences by predicting context words from observed input
words. Instead of first collecting co-occurrences of context words and then re-weighting
these values, predictive approaches treat the word vectors as parameters and estimate
them directly to optimally predict the contexts in which the corresponding words tend
to appear. In an extensive evaluation, Baroni et al. [BDK14] conclude that embeddings
from predictive models are superior to their count-based counterparts on word similarity
tasks.
Embedding is a collective name for a set of models and feature learning methods
where any object is mapped to a vector of real numbers in a low-dimensional space.
Methods for embedding words have been studied extensively in literature [BDVJ03,
CWB+ 11a, MSC+ 13, PSM14]. In the following sections we focus on the Skip-gram
method which is part of the Word2Vec toolkit [MCCD13, MSC+ 13, MYZ13]12 , a group
of algorithms for creating embeddings of words from large corpora.
Embeddings computed with the Skip-gram method have the convenient characteristic to exhibit linear structure which makes it possible to conduct analogical reasoning
on words via simple vector arithmetic. In their evaluations, the authors could show
12

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/, Last access: 01.07.2019.
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Figure 4.2: A two-dimensional PCA projection of 1000-dimensional Skip-gram word
vectors of countries and their capitals calculated on the Google News corpus [MSC+ 13].
that additions and differences on word vectors accurately reflect semantic and syntactic
operations on words [MSC+ 13]. We chose to use these word representations in our experiments, since they encode a variety of language related information. Figure 4.2 shows
a low-dimensional projection of Skip-gram vectors and illustrates the model’s capability to organize words and their relationships based on textual appearances. Since the
method is unsupervised it relies solely on a corpus of sequentially arranged objects, e.g.
words or names of semantic concepts. Skip-gram repeatedly draws two kinds of pairs
randomly from the corpus: Pairs of objects that co-occur within some neighborhood in
the corpus and pairs of object that do not co-occur within some neighborhood in the
corpus.
The method does not postulate a language model per-se but rather an objective
function whose optimization leads to ”good” embeddings. There is no clear definition
of what makes ”good” word embeddings, but a widely accepted description seems to be
that two words that co-occur with the same set of surrounding context words should
get assigned similar word vectors [GL14]. This hypothesis originates from work in distributional semantics where John Rupert Firth popularized the expression that ”a word
is characterized by the company it keeps” [Fir57].
The original Skip-gram paper is rather cryptic in its motivation for the proposed
objective and why the optimization leads to good embeddings. Consequently, several
researchers tried to unravel the underlying rationale and work out the connections to
well-known parameter estimation techniques [Dye14, LG14, GL14]. The basis of Skipgram is a model p(c | w; θ) of the conditional probabilities of context words c given
pivot words w. The goal is to estimate θ so as to maximize the likelihood of a data set
of word-context pairs D = {(w, c)i }1≤i≤N under the model. Here, a context word is any
word that appears no more than a fixed number of words before or after the pivot word
w in the corpus. Two relaxations on the definition of the pivot word’s context make the
estimation procedure particularly efficient. First, the context words are chosen from a
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small (usually between 5-10) window to the left side and the right side of a single pivot
word. And secondly, the model ignores the order of context words around the pivot,
which is an unreasonably strong restriction for holistic language models but is sufficient
for learning word representations. The likelihood function for the skip-gram model is
given by:
LL (θ; D) =

Y

p(c | w; θ)

(w,c)∈D

And the word-context model itself is defined using the soft-max function:
>

p(c | w; θ) = P

evc vw

c0 ∈C

(4.5)

>

evc0 vw

where vc , vw ∈ Rd are parameter vectors for words c and w, respectively. The entire collection of all parameters θ includes the coefficients from both all pivot word
vectors vw , ∀w ∈ V and context word vectors vc , ∀c ∈ C. The word vocabularies
V = {1, 2, . . . , NV } and C = {1, 2, . . . , NC } are usually identical but the parametrization
of their word vectors is different. The log-likelihood is then:
LLL (θ; D) =

X



vc> vw − log

(w,c)∈D

X v> v 
c0 w

e

c0 ∈C

|

{z

Zθ (w)

}

The partition function Zθ (w) is expensive to compute as we have to marginalize over
the entire context word vocabulary for each pivot word w in the corpus. For making the
computation of Zθ (w) more tractable, Mikolov et al. introduce the negative sampling
objective:
LN egSam (θ; D) =

X
(w,c)∈D



log σ(vc> vw ) +

k
X

log σ(−vc>0 vw )



(4.6)

i=1,n∼q(w)

where k is some fixed number of negative samples drawn from a re-scaled version of
the empirical unigram distribution q(w)13 .
As Levy & Goldberg showed [LG14], the parameters found by maximizing the
negative-sampling objective no longer correspond to a model of p(c | w) but rather
some quantity related to p(c, w). Negative sampling was presented as a variation of
Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [GH10]. As Chris Dyer showed [Dye14], negative
sampling is equivalent to NCE when k = |C| and q(w) is uniform, which is typically
not the case. Finally, all we can say is the following: The negative sampling objective
is related to the NCE objective but it is not the same. The maximizer of the negative
sampling objective is not the maximum likelihood estimate of the language model described in Eq. (4.5). Nonetheless, the objective in Eq. (4.6) tries to increase the quantity
vc> vw for word-context pairs that actually appear in the corpus and decrease it for wordcontext pairs that do not appear in the corpus. Intuitively, this means that words that
share a similar set of context words get assigned similar word vectors. Even though the
13

The authors note in their article that raising the unigram distribution to the
re-normalizing it, resulted in the best performance.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the Skip-gram algorithm for the sentence ”the quick brown fox
jumps over the lazy dog” with a symmetric context window of size 3. The calculations
of the algorithm are illustrated for the single training pair (jumps, lazy) and three
negative samples.
connection between the language model and the negative sampling objective is not completely clear, the word representations obtained from the negative sampling objective
capture a broad spectrum of linguistic properties of words and they have been used with
great success as features in downstream classification tasks [CWB+ 11a, BDK14]. In our
experiments we use the highly optimized Skip-gram implementation available from the
python package gensim (see Appendix B).
Even though Word2Vec and the Skip-gram model were initially developed for computing textual word representations, since then researchers used the method for creating
embeddings of other types of objects. In particular, the method was used extensively
to create embeddings of nodes in graph structures, for instance in DeepWalk [PARS14],
Node2Vec [GL16], Rdf2Vec [RP16] and the Doser framework for entity linking proposed
by Zwicklbauer et al. [ZSG16]. At their core, these works rely on the Skip-gram method
but they motivate different sampling strategies for extracting paths from the graph. The
nodes on the path are then treated as if they were words in sentences and fed to the
Skip-gram algorithm. For our experiments, we selected embeddings derived from the
following two knowledge bases:
• Google News articles: The corpus is a collection of news articles from Google
consisting of one billion words. The corpus itself is not publicly available, but
the word embeddings were published along with the paper that introduced Skipgram 14 .
• DBpedia: DBpedia is a general-domain knowledge base extracted from Wikipedia
content and converted into the Resource Description Framework (RDF) data
14

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/edit?usp=sharing, Last
access: 04.07.2019.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of entities and relationships in the DBpedia graph. The entity
dbr:Germany has a property dbo:capital with the value dbr:Berlin and a property
dbo:currency with value dbr:Euro. The entity dbr:Euro is shared by both Germany
and France, which links the two countries via their common currency.
model. Based on Wikipedia articles and disambiguation pages, DBpedia describes
structured information such as info boxes, geo-coordinates, category information,
re-directions and external links in form of machine-readable subject-predicateobject statements about resources. DBpedia comes with its own OWL-based ontology which imposes semantic structure on the RDF resources and relationships
between resources. Specifically, each Wikipedia page is an entity within DBpedia’s
ontology and it is connected to various other entities through semantic relationships.
Figure 4.4 shows an excerpt from the ontology for a small example. The collection
of entities and relationships represents a labeled and directed graph. Since entities
with the same concept inherit the same properties and relationships, there are
many paths connecting entities through shared properties. The motivation for
creating embeddings of nodes is similar as for words in sentences. Nodes that occur
together on the same paths are connected via semantic relations and therefore they
should get assigned similar embedding vectors. Embeddings of DBpedia entities
were published by Ristoski & Paulheim [RP16]15 .

15

http://data.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/rdf2vec/models/DBpedia/2015-10/8depth/
skipgram/DB2Vec_sg_200_5_5_15_4_500, Last access: 04.07.2019.
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Robustness of word embeddings

Before using the Skip-gram word embeddings in the fraud detection task, we study their
robustness against multiple post-hoc parameter reduction methods in terms of the loss
of accuracy on linguistic analogy tasks. The work was published in the proceedings of
the European conference on Information Retrieval [JGS16].
The natural language processing (NLP) community has been successfully exploiting
word embeddings over the last years, see for instance [CWB+ 11a, BDK14]. However, the
gain in task-accuracy brings the downside that high-dimensional continuous valued word
vectors require a large amount of memory. Moreover, the dimensions of embeddings and
likewise the total number of parameters are fixed a-priori. Further, there is no natural
transition to more memory efficient embeddings, by which one could trade accuracy for
memory. This is particularly limiting in NLP-applications on resource limited devices
where memory is still a scarce resource. An embedding matrix with 150,000 vocabulary
words can easily require 60-180 Megabytes of memory, which is rather inconvenient to
be transferred to and stored in a browser or mobile application. This restriction gives
rise to contemplate different types of post-processing methods in order to derive robust
and memory-efficient word vectors from a trained embedding matrix.
The word embeddings we use in our experiments were obtained from Mikolov’s SkipGram algorithm [MCCD13]. As was shown shortly after the method was published, the
algorithm factorizes an implicit word-context matrix, whose entries are the point-wise
mutual information of word-context pairs shifted by a constant offset [LG14]. This PMImatrix M ∈ R|V |×|V | is factorized into a word embedding matrix W ∈ R|V |×d and a
context matrix C ∈ Rd×|V | , where |V | is the number of words in the vocabulary and d
is the number of dimensions of each word vector. The context matrix is only required
during training and usually discarded afterwards. The result of optimizing the SkipGram’s objective is that word vectors (rows in W ) have high similarity with respect
to their cosine-similarity in case the words are syntactically or semantically similar.
Besides that, the word vectors are dense and have significantly fewer dimensions than
there are context words - columns in M . With sufficiently large d, the PMI-matrix could
be perfectly reconstructed from its factors W and C, and thus provide the most accurate
information about word co-occurrences in a corpus [BDK14]. However, increasing the
dimensionality d of word vectors also increases the amount of memory required to store
the embedding matrix W . When using word embeddings in an application, we do not
aim for a perfect reconstruction of the PMI-matrix but for reasonably accurate word
vectors that reflect word similarities and word relations of language. Therefore, a more
memory-efficient, yet accurate version of W would be desirable.

4.3.1

Memory reduction with post-processing

More formally, we want to have a mapping τ from the full embedding matrix W to
Ŵ = τ (W ), where Ŵ can be stored more efficiently while at the same time its word
vectors are similarly accurate as the original vectors in W . For the vectors in Ŵ to
have an accuracy loss as low as possible, word vectors in W must be robust against
the mapping function τ . We consider W robust against the transformation τ , if the
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Figure 4.5: Three methods for post-processing a word embedding matrix: PCAReduction (top), Pruning across all Bit-planes (left) and Truncation of the least significant Bits (right).
loss of τ (W ) is small compared to W across very different evaluation tasks. A memory
reduction through τ can be induced by reducing the number of dimensions, the amount
of effective parameters or the parameters’ Bit-resolution. Accordingly, we employed three
orthogonal post-processing methods that can be categorized into dimensionality-based,
parameter-based and resolution-based approaches:
Linear Transformation via Principal Components Dimensionality-based approaches
assume that points are not uniformly scattered across the embedding space but exhibit
certain directions of dominant variations. If there is some kind of structure in the data,
it should be possible to exploit it by means of representing the same data with fewer
dimensions. If the discarded dimensions only accounted for redundant information, we
would obtain basis vectors that describe the word embeddings equally well but with
fewer parameters. Since our evaluation tasks rely on vector arithmetic and cosine similarities, we do not use nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods as these operations
would be meaningless on the transformed embeddings L̂ produced by a nonlinear mapping. Therefore, we used the PCA-solution as a linear transformation to obtain lower
dimensional embeddings.
Random Parameter Pruning With Pruning we refer to a parameter-based method
that discards a subset of the values in the embedding matrix by setting them to zero.
With λ ∈ [0, 1] we denote the Pruning level. Our naive pruning strategy is agnostic
to word vectors since it determines a global threshold value pλ from the whole matrix
in such a way that λ ∗ 100% of the matrix’s values are greater than the threshold. All
values wij below that threshold |wij | < |pλ | are set to zero. As a result of the pruning
operation, we obtain a sparser embedding matrix with a degree of sparsity equivalent
to 1 − λ. Sparse matrices can be compressed more easily and thus require less memory
than dense matrices. The rationale for using Pruning as reduction strategy arose from
the observation that on normalized word vectors, pruning gradually projects points
onto their closest coordinate axis. As we increase the pruning level, more points have
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coordinates that are aligned with the coordinate axes. Due to the normalization, this
alignment gradually affects some but not all dimensions of individual word vectors. We
hypothesize that up to a certain pruning level, the inaccuracy induced by Pruning has
no qualitative effect on word vector arithmetic and word similarity computations.
Bit-Truncation Besides a plain reduction of parameters by means of projection on
fewer principle components, we explored a rather memory-focused approach that leaves
the embedding dimensions untouched but migrates continuous word embeddings to discrete ones. The motivation is that in distributed embeddings the factors on all dimensions partially contribute to the meaning of a word. Thus, there should exist some degree
of contribution which makes the meaning shift from one notion to another whereas for
smaller contributions, the meaning is unaffected. We can exploit this relationship between the proximity of the embeddings’ values and their similarities in meaning for
purposes of memory efficiency by imposing resolution constraints on the value range
along each coordinate. The Skip-Gram algorithm is defined on continuous valued word
vectors which assumes each dimension to be real-valued. Figuratively, continuous embeddings allow for arbitrary positioning of a word’s embedding in embedding space up
to the precision of the datatype used. With Bit-Truncation we rasterize the embedding
space uniformly by subdividing the range of values on each coordinate axis into distinct
groups. Thus, all the factors of a distributed embedding still contribute to the meaning
but only up to some pre-defined precision.
For the Bit-Truncation method, we adopt the approach described in [CPARS13]
with slight adaptions. To reduce the resolution of the real numbers that make up the
embedding matrix, first we shift the values to the positive range. Then we re-scale the
values to the interval [0, 1] and multiply them by 2B , where B is the number of Bits we
want to retain. Finally we cast the values to a 32-Bit Integer datatype. After casting
to Integer, each coordinate axis has a resolution of r = 2B non-overlapping equallyspaced intervals. Consequently, the number of distinguishable regions in embedding
space R> = rd is exponential in the number of dimensions d.

4.3.2

Experimental setup

Evaluations of word embeddings are published whenever new embedding methods are
proposed. Besides manually inspecting 2D-projections of word vectors (e.g. t-SNE [VH08],
principal component analysis), it is difficult to associate meaning to individual dimensions. In language modeling, authors have traditionally employed perplexity to evaluate
their models. In recent years, the common approach shifted towards testing the embeddings on various word similarity or word analogy test data sets [BDK14, MYZ13]. In
this domain, the work of Chen et al. [CPARS13] is the closest one to ours. Therein,
they include a short section about information reduction capabilities of embeddings
with limited experiments on other types of embeddings. We were particularly interested
in preserving the linear structure in word2Vec-embeddings under limited memory
conditions.
In all experiments we used word vectors estimated with the Skip-Gram method of
the word2vec-toolkit from a text corpus containing one billion words. The corpus
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was collected from the latest snapshot of English Wikipedia articles16 . After removing
words that appeared less than 100 times, the vocabulary contained 148,958 words, both
uppercase and lowercase. We used a symmetric window covering k = 9 context words
and chose the negative-sampling approximation to estimate the error from neg = 20
noise words. With this setup, we computed word vectors of several sizes in the range
d ∈ [50, 100, 150, 300, 500]. After training, all vectors are normalized to unit length. To
evaluate the robustness and efficiency of word vectors after applying post-processing,
we compare PCA-reduction, Pruning and Bit-Truncation on three types of intrinsic
evaluation tasks: word relatedness, word analogy and linguistic properties of words. In
each of these tasks, we use two different data sets.
Word Relatedness: The WordSim353 (WS353) [FGM+ 02] and MEN [BTB14] data
sets are used to evaluate pairwise word relatedness. Both consist of pairs of English
words, each of which has been assigned a relatedness score by human evaluators. The
WordSim353 data set contains 353 word pairs with scores averaged over judgments of
at least 13 subjects. For the MEN data set, a single annotator ranked each of the 3000
word-pairs relative to each of 50 randomly sampled word-pairs. The evaluation metric
is the correlation (Spearman’s ρ) between the human ratings and the cosine-similarities
of word vectors.
Word Analogy: The word analogy task is more sensitive to changes of the global
structure in embedding space. It is formulated as a list of questions of the form ”a is to
â as b is to b̂”, where b̂ is hidden and has to be guessed from the vocabulary. The data
set we use here was proposed by Mikolov et al. [MYZ13] and consists of 19544 questions
of this kind. About half of them are morpho-syntactical (wa-syn) (loud is to louder as
tall is to taller) and the other half semantic (wa-sem) questions (Cairo is to Egypt as
Stockholm is to Sweden). It is assumed that the answer to a question can be retrieved by
exploiting the relationship a → â and applying it to b. Since Word2Vec-embeddings
exhibit a linear structure in embedding space, word relations are consistently reflected
in sums and differences of their vectors. Thus, the answer to an analogy question is given
by the target word wt whose embedding w
~ t is closest to w
~ q = ~â − ~a + ~b with respect
to the cosine-similarity. The evaluation metric is the percentage of questions that have
been answered with the expected word.
Linguistic Properties: Schnabel et al. [SLMJ15] showed that results from intrinsic
evaluations are not always consistent with results on extrinsic evaluations. Therefore,
we include the recently proposed QVEC-evaluation17 [TFL+ 15] as additional task. This
evaluation uses two dictionaries of words, annotated with linguistic properties: a syntactic (QVEC-syn) dictionary (e.g., ptb.nns, ptb.dt) and a semantic (QVEC-sem)
dictionary (e.g., verb.motion, noun.position). The proposed evaluation method assigns to each embedding dimension the linguistic property that has highest correlation
across all mutual words. The authors showed that the sum over all correlation values can
be used as an evaluation measure for word embeddings. Moreover, they showed that this
score has high correlation with the accuracy the same embeddings achieve on real-world
classification tasks.
16
17

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20150112/
https://github.com/ytsvetko/qvec
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Figure 4.6: Mean relative loss of embeddings after (a) PCA: percentage of removed
dimensions, (b) Pruning: percentage of removed parameters and (c) Bit-Truncation:
remaining Bits. Scores on the QVEC datasets are not shown for PCA since they are not
comparable across different word vector sizes.

4.3.3

Results

Since we evaluate the robustness of word embeddings against post-processing, we report
the relative loss induced by applying a post-processing method. The loss is measured as
the difference between the score of original embeddings and the score of post-processed
embeddings. In case of the word relatedness task, the score is the Spearman correlation.
On the word analogy task, the score is given as accuracy. And on the linguistic properties
task, the score is the output of the QVEC evaluation method. We divide the loss by
the score of the original embeddings to obtain a relative loss that is comparable across
tasks.
Robustness of word vectors
In Fig. 4.6 we report the mean relative loss, averaged over the five word vector sizes on
all data sets. The percentage of reduction refers to the fraction of principle components
with lowest eigenvalues that were discarded after applying PCA and to the fraction of
parameters that were set to zero after pruning, respectively.
The word embeddings show a similar trend for all three post-processing methods.
A small relative reduction results in a small loss, whereas a large reduction leads to
a large loss. For all methods, the loss increases exponentially with the percentage of
reduction. On the word analogy data sets, the loss is consistently higher than on the word
relatedness and QVEC data sets. In particular, the relative loss on word relatedness
data sets is predominantly unaffected (relative loss < 10%) by post-processing up to a
reduction threshold of 40%. Compared to the naive Pruning approach, PCA-transformed
embeddings suffer lower loss on all tasks. Actually, on WordSim353 and MEN, PCAreduced embeddings exhibit slight negative loss (< 3%). Bit-Truncation produces no
loss on any data set until the Bit-resolution of the parameters is lower than 8-Bit. To
summarize, the Skip-Gram word embeddings are most robust against post-processing
with resolution-based Bit-Truncation and the dimensionality-based PCA-reduction.
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Figure 4.7: Relative loss of embeddings on the syntactic word analogy dataset (wa-syn)
after PCA (a), Pruning (b) and Bit-Truncation (c).
Memory efficiency
The percentage of reduction achieved by PCA is directly proportional to memory savings
induced by the smaller number of dimensions. There, the sweet spot is task-dependent
and the relative reduction can be rather high before word vector quality suffers a loss. In
contrast, the number of pruned values is not directly proportional to memory savings,
since the coding of sparse matrices requires additional memory. For instance, the row
compressed storage method (see [Saa03]) has, without further assumptions about the
shape of the matrix, a memory complexity of O(3k), where k is the number of non-zero
elements in the sparse matrix. Thus, the pruning method would only start to pay off in
terms of memory consumption above a pruning level of 23 , which would result in serious
quality-loss. Finally, post-processing the embedding matrix with Bit-Truncation does
not cause any loss on any of the evaluated data sets up to 75% reduction (24Bit). For
resolutions below r = 28 , all evaluated data sets respond to the low-precision embeddings
with abruptly increasing loss.
Figure 4.7 shows that higher-dimensional embeddings (d = 500) can be reduced more
aggressively than lower-dimensional ones before reaching the same level of relative loss.
Since a similar behavior holds on all tasks, the observation is two-fold: First, it suggests
that, the higher-dimensional the embedding space is, the more non-zero parameters
there are and the higher their resolution is, the more redundant is the information
that is captured in the embeddings. Secondly, the consistency across dimensionalitybased and parameter-based methods indicates that neither the number of dimensions or
parameters nor the continuous values alone but the number of distinguishable regions
in embedding space is crucial for accurate word embeddings.
With a sufficiently large Bit-resolution the accuracy of all embedding sizes approximates the same accuracy level as with continuous values. Thus, we can confirm the finding in [CPARS13] also for Skip-Gram embeddings: The same accuracy can be achieved
with discretized values at sufficiently large resolutions. Additionally, we state that this
observation not only holds for cosine-similarity on word relatedness tasks but also for
vector arithmetic on the word analogy task and for QVEC on the linguistic properties
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Questions
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

euro
euro
euro
euro
euro

:
:
:
:
:

Japan
Korea
USA
Brazil
Canada

?
?
?
?
?

Expected

3-Bit

4-Bit

5-Bit

6-Bit

7-Bit

yen
won
dollar
real
dollar

Nagasaki
Kim
Dusty
Alegre
Calgary

Taiwan
PRC
proposal
proposal
Calgary

yen
PRC
US
dollar
dollar

yen
PRC
euros
euros
dollar

yen
dollar
dollar
euros
dollar

Table 4.2: Answer words for several country-currency analogy questions from word embeddings at different resolutions. Finally, all answer words are currencies.
task.
To summarize, Skip-Gram word embeddings can be stored more efficiently using a postprocessing method that reduces the number of distinguishable regions R> = (2B )d in
embedding space. Pruning does so by producing increasingly large zero-valued regions
around each coordinate axis (2B − const.). PCA does so by mapping the word vectors
into an embedding space with fewer dimensions dˆ < d. And Bit-Truncation directly
lowers the resolution of each coordinate by constraining the Bit-resolution B̂ < B.
If an application can take a loss in word vector accuracy in favor of memory or
transmission times, Skip-Gram embeddings can be reduced with all three evaluated
methods. Thereby, pruning is the least efficient method as the overhead introduced by
sparse coding could only be compensated by pruning levels above 23 . Such an aggressive
pruning strategy would result in an average accuracy loss of more than 30%. In contrast,
the linear dimensionality reduction technique worked well on our tasks and it allows for a
consistent transition from higher to lower dimensional embeddings. The resolution-based
approach provides the greatest potential for memory savings. With only 8-Bit precision
per value, there is no loss on any of the tasks. A straight-forward implementation can
thus fit the entire embedding matrix in only 25% of memory.

Resolution and semantic transition
Another observation is depicted in Table 4.2. On the word analogy data set, the transition from lower to higher-precision values not only yields increasingly better average
accuracy but also corresponds to a semantic transition from lower to higher relatedness.
Even if the embeddings’ values have only 3-Bit precision, the retrieved answer words are
not totally wrong but still in some kind related to the expected answer word. It seems
that some notions of meaning are encoded on a finer scale in embedding space and that
these require more Bits to remain distinguishable.
For coarse resolutions (3-Bit) the regions in embedding space are too large to allow
an identification of a country’s currency. Because there are many words within the
same distance to the target location, the most frequent one is retrieved as answer to
the question. As the resolution increases, regions get smaller and thus more nuanced
distances between word embeddings emerge, which yields not only increasingly accurate
but also progressively more related answers.
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Summary

In this section, we explored three methods to post-process Skip-Gram word embeddings in order to identify means to reduce the amount of memory required to store
the embedding matrix. Therefore, we evaluated the robustness of embeddings against
a dimensionality-based (PCA), parameter-based (Pruning) and a resolution-based (BitTruncation) approach. The results indicate, that embeddings are most robust against
Bit-Truncation and PCA-reduction and that preserving the number of distinguishable
regions in embedding space is key for obtaining memory efficient (75% reduction) and
accurate word vectors.
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Fraud detection with augmented data

Initially, we evaluated the impact of injecting word embeddings from DBpedia and the
holiday feature alone with a feed-forward neural network and we found a slight improvement of the predictive performance through features. The work was published in the
proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Enabling Technologies [ZCG+ 17].
Within this thesis, we now provide a more extensive study of external data by considering also other types of demographic statistics (introduced in Section 4.2.1) and a second
source from which we derive country embeddings (see Section 4.2.2). For evaluating the
impact of these feature, we also resort to a random forest classifier and the evaluation
protocol described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
Experimental Setup We used transactions from the period 01.03.2015 - 30.04.2015
for model selection and reserved the remaining transactions from 08.05.2015 - 31.05.2015
for model evaluation. Model selection was performed via a random search over 20 points
on a hyper-parameter grid, spanned by: the maximum depth of the√trees ([4, inf]), the
maximum number of features to be searched for the best split ([1, 3, d]) - where d is the
total number of features in the feature set -, the minimum number of samples per leaf
node ([1, 10, 20]) and whether to bootstrap samples for each tree creation ([true, f alse]).
The number of decision trees was set to 300. We measured the performance of each grid
point by means of the mean AU CP R0.2 over 3-fold temporal cross-validation. The crossvalidation window was set to 30 days for training and 7 days for validation within the
model selection period.
For model evaluation, we selected the best hyper-parameters as obtained from the random search and trained a random forest classifier 10 times with one million accounts
drawn randomly from 01.03.2015-30.4.2015 at a re-sampling ratio 10:90 and we finally
evaluated the performance of each of the 10 models on the entire test period 08.05.201531.05.2015. We encoded categorical variables as integers and we normalized numerical
variables to zero mean and unit standard deviation. For replacing country codes with
their word embeddings, we created lookup tables that map DBpedia/GoogleNews country names to the 3-letter country codes18 . We extracted the country word embeddings
of the 207 different countries that appear in the data set and projected them on the first
5 principal components via Principal Component Analysis.

4.4.1

Demographic statistics

In the first experiment, we evaluate the impact of adding demographic statistics to
the transactions. We link all demographic statistics, including the holiday feature, to
both the card-holder’s country and the merchant’s country. A total of 16 new features
were added in this way. For comparability with domain knowledge features, we keep the
naming convention as introduced in Section 4.1: The set of raw features (BASE), the set
of raw features and the time delta between consecutive transactions (TDELTA), the set
18

The country codes in our data set comply with the Alpha-3 encoding as defined in the international
standard ISO 3166-1: https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#search/code/, Last access: 9.7.2019.
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of raw features and feature aggregates (AGG) and the union of all these feature sets (AGG
+ TDELTA). The set of demographic features is denoted by ext.
Dataset

Feature Set

Augmentation

ECOM

base

ext

0.2118 ± 0.0023
0.1877 ± 0.0015

0.1266 ± 0.0008
0.1218 ± 0.0010

tdelta

ext

0.2500 ± 0.0011
0.2920 ± 0.0027

0.1339 ± 0.0008
0.1375 ± 0.0014

agg

ext

0.3662 ± 0.0020
0.4163 ± 0.0018

0.1506 ± 0.0013
0.1617 ± 0.0012

agg+tdelta

ext

0.3755 ± 0.0025
0.4474 ± 0.0025

0.1509 ± 0.0017
0.1691 ± 0.0015

base

ext

0.1361 ± 0.0023
0.1415 ± 0.0033

0.0903 ± 0.0020
0.0883 ± 0.0029

tdelta

ext

0.1895 ± 0.0023
0.1968 ± 0.0039

0.1131 ± 0.0027
0.1138 ± 0.0025

agg

ext

0.2010 ± 0.0035
0.1939 ± 0.0056

0.1122 ± 0.0029
0.1001 ± 0.0041

agg+tdelta

ext

0.2140 ± 0.0037
0.2165 ± 0.0027

0.1134 ± 0.0027
0.1105 ± 0.0022

n+ =
r+ =

16960
0.00369

F2F
n+ =
r+ =

2545
0.00043

AU CP R (µ̂, ŝ) AU CP R0.2 (µ̂, ŝ)

Table 4.3: Classification performance of random forest classifier evaluated across time
and over different choices of feature sets with and without demographic country features
(ext). Scores are the mean and standard deviation of AUCPR/AUCPR@0.2 over the
entire test period averaged over 10 runs. n+ denotes the number of frauds and r+ the
ratio of frauds in the test set. The training set undersampling ratio was set to 10:90.
The maximum mean score within each scenario is marked in bold; standard deviation
is given in ± notation.
Table 4.3 displays the results. On face-to-face transactions (bottom half of the table)
we can not observe any influence of the demographic features. Over all feature sets, the
scores obtained when adding demographic features are comparable to the scores when
no such features are added. In contrast, on e-commerce transactions we can observe an
improvement of the predictive performance under the TDELTA, AGG, and AGG+TDELTA
features sets. The largest increase is observed when demographic features are added
to the joint set of feature aggregates and time delta, both in terms of AU CP R and
AU CP R0.2 . We hypothesize that the discrepancy between e-commerce and face-to-face
has to do with the larger variety of countries we see in a card holder’s sequence. The large
majority of card holders is registered in Belgium (95%) and the large majority of F2Ftransactions is issued against merchants in Belgium (66%) or some neighbouring country
like France (12%). For a detailed overview see Fig. 3.4. Therefore, the information added
along the card holder’s country of origin or along the merchant’s country is mostly
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the same for an overwhelming portion of transactions. However, in e-commerce we see
a larger variety of merchant countries in card holders’ accounts. The occurrence of
different merchants in a card holder’s account first leads to more nuanced country-based
aggregates and secondly opens a wider realm for finding useful correlations between
the countries’ properties and other features. This would at least explain the noticeable
improvement when demographic features are used jointly with aggregation features and
why, in case of the base feature set, the addition of demographic features deteriorates
performance.

4.4.2

Country embeddings

In the second experiment, we evaluate the impact of encoding countries with word
vectors derived from public knowledge bases. Both the card-holder’s country and the
merchant’s country are encoded with their corresponding word vectors.
We denote the augmentation with vectors derived from DBpedia as DBpedia and
the the augmentation with vectors derived from Google News articles as gnews. As
in the previous experiment, we report the results individually for the different domain
knowledge based feature sets. Table 4.4 summarizes the results.
Similar to the previous experiment, on face-to-face transactions there is no clear
difference between the integer encoding of countries and the word vector encoding of
countries within the different domain knowledge based feature sets. Even though some
augmentation strategies yield higher predictive performance together with individual
domain knowledge based feature sets, the improvement is not consistent across all feature
sets. The performance increase is dominated by the domain knowledge features and not
by the external features.
However, on e-commerce transactions we observe a consistent improvement when
external features are combined with feature aggregates. Within the AGG scenario and
the AGG+TDELTA scenario, all augmentation strategies improve the performance, both
in terms of AU CP R and AU CP R0.2 . Interestingly, the margin of increase is comparable between all augmentation strategies - whether we encode the countries with word
embeddings or explicitly add country-specific demographic features. Without feature
aggregates, we can not observe a consistent improvement through data augmentation.
Especially together with the raw features alone (BASE), the augmentation strategies
seem to severely deteriorate performance in one case (BASE + DBpedia + ext).

4.4.3

Daily evaluation

As we have seen in Section 3.7.2, the predictive performance of a classifier on future
transactions varies strongly from one day to another. This is not necessarily due to the
varying proportion of frauds that occur at some day but, as we suppose, more due to
the nature of fraudulent and genuine transactions.
The entire model selection and model evaluation process is subject to several sources
of randomness: The random sampling of compromised and non-compromised accounts,
the random search over hyper-parameters and the bootstrap sampling during random
forest creation. We have accounted for the randomness by running each experiment
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Dataset

Feature Set Augmentation

ECOM

base

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.2118
0.2036
0.2085
0.1280
0.2357

± 0.0023
± 0.0019
± 0.0021
± 0.0026
± 0.0012

0.1266
0.1250
0.1268
0.0995
0.1291

± 0.0008
± 0.0007
± 0.0010
± 0.0022
± 0.0008

tdelta

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.2500
0.2349
0.2498
0.2838
0.2751

± 0.0011
± 0.0018
± 0.0013
± 0.0018
± 0.0023

0.1339
0.1314
0.1355
0.1366
0.1364

± 0.0008
± 0.0010
± 0.0008
± 0.0009
± 0.0012

agg

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.3662
0.4195
0.4168
0.4287
0.4085

± 0.0020
± 0.0014
± 0.0023
± 0.0029
± 0.0024

0.1506
0.1638
0.1628
0.1640
0.1613

± 0.0013
± 0.0011
± 0.0015
± 0.0026
± 0.0017

agg+tdelta

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.3755
0.4470
0.4482
0.4358
0.4364

± 0.0025
± 0.0025
± 0.0019
± 0.0016
± 0.0033

0.1509
0.1689
0.1695
0.1683
0.1686

± 0.0017
± 0.0020
± 0.0014
± 0.0013
± 0.0024

base

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.1361
0.1358
0.1450
0.1322
0.1281

± 0.0023
± 0.0043
± 0.0030
± 0.0027
± 0.0021

0.0903
0.0856
0.0911
0.0814
0.0813

± 0.0020
± 0.0038
± 0.0032
± 0.0028
± 0.0021

tdelta

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.1895
0.1820
0.1973
0.1738
0.1993

± 0.0023
± 0.0053
± 0.0024
± 0.0054
± 0.0033

0.1131
0.1096
0.1137
0.1058
0.1140

± 0.0027
± 0.0043
± 0.0029
± 0.0045
± 0.0030

agg

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.2010
0.1951
0.1885
0.1913
0.1978

± 0.0035
± 0.0031
± 0.0043
± 0.0054
± 0.0043

0.1122
0.1034
0.1001
0.0984
0.1008

± 0.0029
± 0.0024
± 0.0045
± 0.0043
± 0.0035

agg+tdelta

DBpedia
gnews
DBpedia+ext
gnews+ext

0.2140
0.2090
0.2112
0.2123
0.2165

± 0.0037
± 0.0044
± 0.0035
± 0.0037
± 0.0055

0.1134
0.1092
0.1109
0.1084
0.1104

± 0.0027
± 0.0030
± 0.0026
± 0.0026
± 0.0043

n+ = 16960
r+ = 0.00369

F2F
n+ = 2545
r+ = 0.00043

AU CP R (µ̂, ŝ)

AU CP R0.2 (µ̂, ŝ)

Table 4.4: Classification performance of random forest classifier evaluated across time
and over different choices of feature sets with and with different data augmentation
strategies. Scores are the mean and standard deviation of AUCPR/AUCPR@0.2 over
the entire test period averaged over 10 runs. n+ denotes the number of frauds and r+
the ratio of frauds in the test set. The training set undersampling ratio was set to 10:90.
The maximum average score within each scenario is marked in bold; standard deviation
is given in ± notation.
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0.35
0.30

TDELTA
TDELTA + GNEWS

AUCPR

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
2015-05-08
2015-05-09
2015-05-10
2015-05-11
2015-05-12
2015-05-13
2015-05-14
2015-05-15
2015-05-16
2015-05-17
2015-05-18
2015-05-19
2015-05-20
2015-05-21
2015-05-22
2015-05-23
2015-05-24
2015-05-25
2015-05-26
2015-05-27
2015-05-28
2015-05-29
2015-05-30
2015-05-31

0.00

Days

Figure 4.8: Example: Evolution of daily AU CP R for the TDELTA feature set and
the TDELTA + GNEWS feature set. Star markers highlight test days on which the
orange model yielded a higher mean AUCPR than the blue model and the difference
is significant at significance level α = 0.05. The orange model is considered as good or
worse than the blue model since it improves the prediction score on less than 12 out of
24 test days.
10 times and reporting the mean AU CP R scores averaged over the 10 repetitions.
Each AU CP R score was calculated on predictions from the entire test set consisting of
transactions from 24 days.
We can imagine that there might be several globally suspicious transactions that
get assigned high fraud scores by the classifier. And when we calculate the AU CP R on
the entire test set, we effectively ignore that the collection of true-positives and falsepositives consists of transactions from completely different test days. Even though this
procedure is valid for the purpose of model comparison, in practice, we are interested
in the performance of the classifier on each individual test day. Now we can make use
of the 10 runs to determine whether the difference in average AU CP R scores of two
models on some test day can be regarded as a meaningful difference or just an oddity
introduced by the randomness of the process. To that end, we test the significance of
the difference of daily mean AU CP R scores between two models with the two-sample
t-test at a significance level of α = 0.05. Then, we count the number of days on which
the mean AU CP R of one model is significantly higher than the mean AU CP R of the
other model.
For clarity, figure 4.8 shows the evolution of the daily AU CP R over all test days of
the tdelta+gnews model (orange) and the tdelta model (blue). Since the difference
between the two curves is very small compared to the variation over days, we would not
be able to notice any difference between two models if we simply compared the averages
of their daily AU CP R scores. Therefore, we resort to an evaluation where we count the
number of days on which one model yields a higher AU CP R than the other. These days
are highlighted with a star-marker in the figure.
Figure 4.9 summarizes all pair-wise comparisons between models introduced in this
chapter. As we have already observed in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, data augmentation on
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Figure 4.9: Pairwise comparison of feature sets. Color indicates the number of test
days, among a total of 24, on which the ”row” feature set results in significantly higher
AU CP R scores than the ”column” feature set.
face-to-face transactions does not improve the predictive performance. Even the addition
of domain knowledge only improves the prediction scores on barely half of the test days.
The most consistent improvement comes from the time delta feature, which improves
the AU CP R on at least 16 out of 24 test days over the base feature sets. On the other
hand, the pairwise comparisons on e-commerce (Fig. 4.9, left) reveal three aspects: (i)
there is no consistent benefit from data augmentation when using the raw features alone
(base). (ii) there is a clear gain from data augmentation when combined with feature
aggregates and (iii) there is no consistent difference between augmenting transactions
with country embeddings or explicit demographic features.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, we explored domain knowledge and external knowledge that we extracted
from public knowledge bases for the purpose of augmenting transactions with contextual
information beyond the basic transaction attributes.
Regarding research question RQ1, we can confirm the findings from literature: Classic domain-specific feature engineering approaches produce highly informative features
for credit card fraud detection. We note that feature aggregates provide a simple and
yet efficient means to improve the predictive performance by a large margin with, on
average, 76% increase in terms of AU CP R on e-commerce transactions and a 53% increase on face-to-face transactions. Regarding research question RQ2, we identified the
country of the card holder, the country of the merchant and the date of the transaction
as the most promising links to data from external sources. We collected demographic
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statistics about countries from worldbank.org, numbeo.org and transparency.org,
public holiday information from calendars provided by the Thunderbird and Mozilla
Foundation. Regarding research question RQ3, we selected a natural language text
corpus and a semantic knowledge graph as external sources because they incorporate
implicit knowledge about countries and we employed the unsupervised feature learning
method Skip-gram to derive word embeddings for country names. We studied the robustness of Skip-gram word embeddings under multiple parameter reduction methods
and found that Bit-truncation can reduce the memory footprint of word embeddings
by 75% without incurring loss on synthetic word relatedness and word analogy tasks.
Finally, we used word embeddings of country names derived from GoogleNews articles
and the semantic knowledge graph DBpedia to encode the country codes in the credit
card data, thereby augmenting the data set with features that represent countries in
terms of word co-occurrences in text documents or in terms of node neighborhoods in a
knowledge graph.
The results reveal a mixed picture as to whether our data augmentation strategies improve fraud classification. On face-to-face transactions, we could not observe any
improvement that would be consistent across all domain knowledge feature sets. However, on e-commerce transactions we see some benefit in augmenting the transactions.
Therefore, regarding research question RQ4 we state: When combined with feature
aggregates the augmentation strategies (country embeddings or demographic features)
yield a small but consistent improvement between, on average, 13% (AGG) and 19%
(AGG+TDELTA) on e-commerce transactions. Interestingly, the improvement induced by
either explicit demographic features or by country embeddings from either knowledge
base is in a comparable range. This observation not only suggests that these unsupervised word representations contain a broad spectrum of information relevant to fraud
detection but it also shows that external data can be leveraged very easily with unsupervised learning methods.
From a practical point of view, it is questionable whether the small performance
increase justifies the additional overhead of having to review and select external sources
and having to maintain appropriate processes that keep the extracted features up to
date with the sources. In particular, a practical application would first need to assess
the performance margin throughout an entire year and then take appropriate decisions.
While the cost of maintaining manually extracted demographic statistics might be too
high, the unsupervised extraction of country embeddings from a text corpus or a knowledge graph seems much more promising. The extraction does not involve much manual
labor and it can easily be triggered repeatedly to update the embeddings.

Chapter 5
Sequence Classification for Credit
Card Fraud Detection
The work presented in this chapter was published in the journal Expert Systems with Applications [JGZ+ 18].

In the previous chapter we observed that feature aggregates improve the prediction performance by a large margin. In contrast to the raw transaction-specific features that
characterize a transaction in absolute terms and independently from any other transaction, an aggregate characterizes a transaction relative to its recent transaction history.
To see the implication of this subtle difference, we will disentangle the statement and
elaborate on the individual terms:
• ...recent transaction history: Transactions are real-world events and thus they occur at certain points in time, one after the other. At any point in time we can look
back and consider the entire set of all transactions that were ever issued as the
transaction history and then derive statistics from the set of historic transactions.
Apart from being practically impossible to handle the entire history, it might also
not be relevant for a decision at the current point in time. Purchases from years
ago are most likely outdated and no longer reflect the general purchase habits
of the population of all users. However, once we reduce the time window to only
one year, we might already feel tempted to ponder whether there exist recurring
patterns in a yearly cycle. Even if we had an oracle that determines some sweetspot on the size of a time window, the size would heavily depend on the actual
prediction task, the user or even the transaction itself. When we fit a classifier
on data from some training period, we fixed a global time window and estimated
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the parameters of the classifier from the corresponding set of historic transactions.
Now, when we calculate the values of one feature aggregate, we still use a fixed
time window but we center it on each and every transaction. The value of an aggregate for a single transaction is calculated from the transaction’s recent history,
no matter when the transaction occurred on the absolute time axis. Therefore,
each value of an aggregate is essentially a transaction-specific statistic in its own
right and it varies with that transaction’s recent history. In fraud detection, the
aggregation window is often set between 24 hours and a couple of days. Despite
being a rule of thumb, this choice can be motivated by the fact that frauds tend to
appear in bursts within short time intervals of up to 24 hours. And whenever the
number of transactions within the last few hours exceeds some expected count, we
might deem the most recent transaction to be suspicious.
• Relative to its...: Regarding the raw features, such as the country, payment mode
or the amount, a transaction assumes one value in the range of each of these
feature. Thereby, the value is absolute in the sense that it depends only on the
transaction itself and nothing else. In contrast, the value of an aggregate at one
transaction depends on the feature values of the transaction and the feature values
of the transactions in its recent history. Given the definition of aggregates in Section 4.1, we impose constraints on the set of transactions we select from the recent
history. We already discussed the temporal constraint of not looking further back
in time than a fixed number of hours or days. Another implicit constraint is to only
consider transactions from the same card holder. But apart from these, we can also
impose further constraints to select only those transactions that have been issued
in the same country, under the same payment mode or with a similar amount as
the current transaction. All these constraints are defined relative to the values of
the current transaction. Consequently, when we aggregate the selected transaction
history in terms of counting or summing, we obtain a relative quantity that depends on the transaction and its history. If the exact same transaction would occur
at a different point in time, the values of all its feature aggregates might change.
However, it is important to note that aggregates are invariant to permutations
of transactions within the selected history. They indicate the presence of similar
transactions but not the order in which these occurred.
To summarize, the value of one feature aggregate depends on both the transaction
and the transaction’s recent user history. It can be considered as an explicit description
of the state the user’s account is in, at the time when that transaction occurs. By
using several different feature aggregates, we effectively create a multi-variate state
that summarizes a user’s current activity and changes with each new transaction. A
consequence of the aggregation functions is that the multi-variate state is invariant to
the ordering of the transactions it represents.
In this chapter we are going to explore an alternative approach for summarizing a
user’s current activity in form of states associated with his transactions. But instead
of creating the states manually as a set of features, we choose a model-based approach
and integrate the recent history at an algorithmic level. For that purpose, we make use
of a classifier that assumes the observations to appear as an ordered sequence because
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we are particularly interested in the question whether the order of transactions conveys
additional information which we could exploit for fraud classification.
We provide an empirical study of the classification accuracy obtained with a Long
Short-term Memory network (LSTM) on e-commerce and face-to-face transactions. Also,
we discuss typical pitfalls encountered in the application of a LSTM in the context of
credit-card fraud detection. In particular, we raise the following questions:
• RQ1: What is the difference in predictive performance between a sequence learner
(LSTM) and a static learner (random forest) on the e-commerce and the face-toface dataset?
• RQ2: Does the LSTM benefit from feature aggregates comparable in magnitude
to the random forest or does it extract similar information such that aggregations
become redundant?
• RQ3: Does the LSTM detect the same set of fraudulent transactions as the random
forest classifier?

5.1

Methodology

For modeling transaction sequences of users, we collect k-element sequences from all
accounts and we treat each k-element sequence as input for the LSTM. While iterating
through a sequence, the network produces a sequence of latent states. We consider
the last state as a feature vector that comprises information about all previous input
transactions in the sequence and we train a binary Logistic Regression classifier on these
features to make a decision about whether the sequence is likely to end in a fraudulent
or a genuine transaction. The parameters of the LSTM and the Logistic Regression
output model can be trained jointly by minimizing the cross entropy loss between the
predicted label and the true fraud label via backpropagation through time. Within this
architecture, the LSTM models a set of completely diverse time series. Each k-element
sequence is a time series in its own right and we’re using one single LSTM, i.e. set of
parameters, to model all these different series. This is a gross over-complication of fraud
detection. In the optimal case we would fit one sequence model to each user’s account.
But such model would have to be very simple or, to put it in other words, it should have
very few parameters since we have to estimate them from the few dozens of transactions
each individual user has ever issued. There is also no obvious grouping of users which we
could exploit to model sets of time series with similar dynamics. In principle, recurrent
neural networks can learn from variable length sequences. The reason why we require a
fixed number of k elements in the sequences, is simply to enforce comparability of the
predictions at the k-th state after having observed k − 1 transactions. Consequently,
we model only p(yk |x1:k ) instead of p(y1:k |x1:k ) because we are not interested in the
succession of labels in a sequence but only in the label of the last transaction xk after
having observed x1:k .
One of the few studies that used LSTM networks for modeling sequences of transactions for the purpose of credit card fraud detection is the work of Wiese & Omlin [WO09].
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In a comparative study of an LSTM, a support vector machine (SVM) and a feed-forward
neural network (FFNN), the authors obtained significantly better results with an LSTM
on a small data set consisting of 31,000 transactions. Our work is different in the following regards: (i) We use a different LSTM architecture that is trained with only the
label of the last transaction of a sequence, (ii) we report results independently for the
e-commerce and the face-to-face scenario and (iii) we compare the LSTM results over
multiple domain knowledge based feature sets to a random forest classifier. Since we
have access to a much larger data set (47 million), we hope to complement the findings
from related work with performance estimates that reflect the real-world use case.

5.1.1

Recurrent neural network for sequence classification

A Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM) is a special type of recurrent neural
network (RNN). Before we introduce the model formulation of an LSTM, we briefly recap
recurrent neural networks in general. Recurrent neural networks have been developed
in the 80’s [RHW86, Wer88, Elm90] to model time series data. The structure of a RNN
is similar to that of a standard multilayer perceptron, with the addition that it allows
connections among hidden units associated with discrete time steps. The time steps
index the individual elements in a sequence of inputs. Through the connections across
time steps the model can retain information about the past inputs, enabling it to discover
temporal correlations between events that are possibly far away from each other in the
input sequence. This is a crucial property for proper learning of time series where the
occurrence of one event in the past provides information about future events.
A vanilla recurrent neural network is initialized with a state vector s0 , usually consisting of only zeros, and then receives a sequence x1:T of input vectors xt , indexed by
positive integers t. In our experiments we fix the length of input sequences to either
T = 5 (SHORT) or T = 10 (LONG). The RNN then runs through a sequence of state
vectors st , determined by the following recurrence equation:
st = σ(W · st−1 + U · xt + b),

(5.1)

where the trainable parameters of the model are the recurrent weight matrix W ,
the input weight matrix U and the biases b. The hyper-parameters of the model are
the dimensions of the vectors and matrices, and the non-linear element-wise activation
function σ – hyperbolic tanh in our case. The mapping from an input sequence to a
state sequence is typically referred to as a recurrent layer in neural network terminology.
RNNs can have several of such archetypes stacked on top of each other (see experiments
in Section 5.2). For the training, we now additionally specify a cost function and a
learning algorithm.
A cost function ET measures the performance of the network on some given task
after having seen T input vectors and transitioning to state sT . The distribution over
classes fraud and non-fraud given state sT is modeled with a logistic regression output
model outputting predictions ŷT = p(yT |sT ). We interpret the true label yt ∈ {0, 1} of
a transaction as the probability of xt to belong to class 0 or 1 and measure the cost
induced by the model’s predicted probabilities ŷt by means of the cross-entropy error,
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defined as:
ET = L(x1:T , yT ) = −yT log ŷT − (1 − yT ) log(1 − ŷT )

Et
W
...

Et

1

st-1

W

@Et
@st

st

@st
@st 1

U

U

xt-1

xt

Figure 5.1: Schematic of a recurrent neural network unrolled in time by creating a copy
of the model for each time step.
The model parameters θ = (W, U, b) are learned by minimizing the cost ET with
a gradient-based optimization method. One approach that can be used to compute
the required gradients is Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT). BPTT proceeds by
unrolling a recurrent network in time to represent it as a deep multilayer network with
as many hidden layers as there are time steps (see Fig. 5.1). Then, the well-known
Backpropagation algorithm [RHW86] is applied on the unrolled network.
While in principle, the recurrent network is a simple and powerful model, in practice,
it is hard to train properly with gradient descent. Among the many reasons why this
model is so unwieldy, there are two major problems that have been coined the vanishing
and exploding gradient problem [YPP14]. These problems refer to the fact that gradients
can either decrease or increase exponentially as the length of the input sequence grows.
Very small gradients cause the network to learn very slowly or even stop completely.
Very large gradients make the parameters diverge which leads to numerical problems
and consequently derails learning.
With the recurrent connection between latent states, the parameters θ affect the
error not only through the last but all previous states. Likewise, the error depends on
W through all states s. This dependency becomes problematic when we compute the
gradient of ET w.r.t. θ:
X
∂ET
=
∂θ
1≤k≤T

∂ET ∂sT ∂sk
∂sT ∂sk ∂θ

!

(5.2)

T
contains all component-wise interactions between state sk
The Jacobian matrix ∂s
∂sk
and state sT . It can be understood as a means to transport back the error from state
T to state k. It is given as a product of all pairwise interactions between consecutive
states:

Y
∂sT
∂si
=
∂sk
k<i≤T ∂si−1

(5.3)
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This product is the reason behind the difficulties to learn long-term dependencies
i
with gradient-based optimization methods. Each factor ∂s∂si−1
involves both the recurrent weight matrix and the derivative of σ. The number of factors in Eq. (5.3) is T − k
and Pascanu et al. [AZLS18] showed that it is sufficient for the largest eigenvalue of the
recurrent weight matrix to be smaller than 1 for long term components to decrease exponentially and necessary for it to be larger than 1 for gradients to increase exponentially
with T − k.
Several solutions exist to address these problems. Using an L1- or L2-penalty on
the recurrent weight matrix can ensure that the eigenvalue of largest magnitude never
exceeds 1, given an initialization with sufficiently small weights. Another proposal is
based on the assumption that if the model exhibits from the beginning the same kind of
asymptotic behavior as the one required by the target, then it’s less likely for gradients
to explode [Doy93]. However, it is not trivial to initialize a model in this specific regime.
Gradient-clipping is another rather practical approach that involves clipping elementwise components of the gradient when they exceed a fixed threshold [MDK+ 11]. Finally,
a solution for avoiding the vanishing gradient problem was proposed by Hochreiter et
i
al. [HS97]. They removed the direct dependency of ∂s∂si−1
on the recurrent weight matrix [Bay15] by introducing memory cells. This modified network structure is called a
Long Short-Term Memory Network and it has recently become the quasi-standard when
using neural networks for real world sequence modeling tasks such as in speech recognition [GJ14], hand writing generation [Gra13] or statistical machine translation [SVL14b].

5.1.2

The Long Short-term Memory architecture

LSTMs are explicitly designed to remember information over long periods of time to
eventually use that information when it is required at some later state. All recurrent
neural networks have the form of a chain of repeated neural network modules. In the
vanilla RNN described above, the recurrence module is a sigmoid layer that receives the
previous state vector and the current observation vector as input and outputs the new
state vector. The LSTM also exhibits this chain-like structure but instead of one layer,
its recurrence module consists of four interacting neural network layers that manipulate
the LSTM’s so-called memory, depicted by the straight horizontal line running through
the top in Fig. 5.2. The layers in the recurrence module can be thought of as three types
of logical gates that delete, write and read information to/from the memory.
The first sigmoid layer in the LSTM is called the ”forget gate” as it decides what
information to remove from the memory. It takes as input the previous state st−1 together
with the input xt and outputs a number between 0 and 1 for each component in the
memory vector ct−1 :
ft = σ(Wf · [st−1 , xt ] + bf )
A strict 0 means setting the corresponding component in the memory vector to zero while
a strict 1 would leave the memory unchanged. The second gate is called the ”input gate”
and consists of two neural network layers. The input gate decides what new information
we are going to store and where in the memory we are going to store the information.
Here, c̃t represents the new memory vector and it determines the proportion by which
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Figure 5.2: Computational graph executed within a LSTM cell. Black arrows depict
the data flow, i.e. the transfer of vectors. Red circles depict element-wise operations
on vectors and yellow boxes depict neural network layers together with their activation
functions, where σ denotes the logistic function and tanh the tangens hyperbolicus. The
figure was taken and adapted from a blog post on LSTMs1 .
the current data inside the memory will be overwritten by the new information c̃t :
it = σ(Wi · [st−1 , xt ] + bi )
c̃t = σ(Wc · [st−1 , xt ] + bc )
Once the outputs of the gates are calculated, we can use these outputs to manipulate
the current memory:
ct = ft · ct−1 + it · c̃t
Finally, the LSTM’s new state st is a function of the memory and, as in the vanilla
RNN, the previous state st−1 and the input xt :
ot = σ(Wo · [st−1 , xt ] + bo )
st = ot · tanh(ct )
All bold lower-case variables are vectors with d dimensions, i.e. the forget gate f ∈ Rd ,
the input gate i ∈ Rd , the output gate o ∈ Rd , the memory and its update c, c̃ ∈ Rd
and the state s ∈ Rd . The input variable x ∈ Rm can have a different number of
dimensions m. All upper-case W· ’s are parameter matrices, i.e. Wi , Wc , Wo ∈ Rd×(d+m) ,
which, together with the bias vectors bf , bi , bc , bo ∈ Rd , constitute the parameters
of the LSTM. The square brackets [·, ·] represent the concatenation of two vectors.
Although an LSTM contains a more complex recurrence module, its parameters can be
learned in the same way as the vanilla RNN, using backpropagation through time with
stochastic gradient descent as optimization routine. An exhaustive exposition of the
LSTM network is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, we forward the interested
reader to the original article of Sepp Hochreiter [HS97].
1

https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/, Last access: 16.08.2019.
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Experimental setup

Distinction of ECOM from F2F in the sequential setting Our assumption
is that the genuine behavior of card holders or, likewise, the malicious behavior of
fraudsters, is controlled by some latent, yet consistent, qualities. With its state variables,
the LSTM is in principle capable of identifying these qualities from the sequence of
observations.
In the real world, societal conventions, official regulations or plain physics impose
constraints on the possible variability of observations and thereby on the complexity
of the qualities that control them. For instance, opening hours strictly limit when and
where customers are able to purchase their goods or services. Geographical distances and
traveling modalities restrict the possibilities of consecutive transactions. We can assume
that face-to-face transactions respect, to some degree, these real world constraints. In
contrast, e-commerce transactions or rather their corresponding online purchases are
widely unconstrained, according to both time and place. There is hardly any attribute
that could not genuinely change in arbitrary ways from one transaction to the next.
We hypothesize that the presence of real-world constraints in face-to-face transactions gives rise to more obvious behavioral patterns with less variation. In that case, a
sequence learner should benefit from the more consistent sequential structure.
Sequence data sets We create the two sequence data sets in the following way: We
group all transactions by card holder ID and sort the transactions of each card holder
by time. As a result, we obtain a temporally ordered sequence of transactions for each
card holder. In the remainder of this chapter, we denote such sequence as the account of
a card holder and the entire set of all accounts as the sequence data set. We further split
the sequence data set into two mutually exclusive sets: One sequence data set contains
only e-commerce transactions and the other only face-to-face transactions.
As introduced in Section 3.7, an account is considered compromised if it contains at
least one fraudulent transaction and it is considered genuine if it contains only genuine
transactions. We employ the same account-based sampling process as in Section 3.7 to
build the training set. With probability pg = 0.9 we randomly pick an account from
the set of genuine accounts and with probability 1 − pg we pick an account from the
set of compromised accounts. This process is repeated 106 times to create a training set
with one million accounts. The de facto fraud ratio on transaction level is still smaller
than 1:10 but we found that this simple approach works well in practice. As in previous
experiments, we introduce one week gap between the end of the training period and the
start of the test period in order to account for the labeling delay in a production setting.
See Table 5.1 for details regarding dataset sizes and time periods.
Dataset alignment Both the random forest classifier and the LSTM are trained to
predict the label of individual transactions. However, there is one difference that we need
to take into account in the experiments. With an LSTM we can only predict the label
of a transaction after having seen several transactions that precede it, whereas with the
random forest we do not require any preceding transactions. To improve the compara-
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ECOM
F2F

Training set
(01.03.–25.04.)

Validation set
(26.04.–30.04.)

Test set
(08.05.–31.05.)

2.9 · 106
4.3 · 106

0.6 · 106
0.7 · 106

3.3 · 106
4.7 · 106

1.48%
0.81%

0.38 %
0.07 %

0.42 %
0.05 %

Table 5.1: Dataset sizes and fraud ratios.
bility of the results, we accounted for this difference by discarding all transactions that
were not preceded by at least 9 preceding transactions. The transaction for which we
predict the class label is the last transaction in such a sequence. The LSTM iterates
over all transactions in the sequence (without taking into account their class labels)
and finally makes a prediction on the last transaction. The random forest uses only the
last transactions during training and testing. With this protocol we can ensure that the
random forest and the LSTM can now be trained, validated and tested on identical sets
of labeled transactions.
To study the impact of the length of the input sequence on the LSTM prediction accuracy, we defined two scenarios: In one scenario the LSTM was trained with sequences
of length k = 5 (SHORT), in the other scenario the LSTM was trained with sequences of
length k = 10 (LONG).
Features We used the same feature sets as described in the data augmentation experiments in Section 4.4: The base set of raw features (BASE), a set which additionally
includes the tdelta feature (TDELTA) and a feature set that includes both the tdelta
feature and the feature aggregates (AGG). As before, we removed the identifiers of card
holders and merchants to encourage generalization to new frauds. The features were
encoded as follows:
• Ratio-scaled variables: We applied gaussian normalization to ratio-scaled variables such as the transaction amount or the credit limit to center the variable
on µ = 0 with a standard deviation s = 1. This normalization has no effect on
tree induction in the random forest classifier, but it accelerates the convergence of
gradient-based optimizers in neural networks.
• Categorical variables: In case of the random forest classifier, categorical variables can be used just as-is. We only mapped each value to an integer number.
In case of neural networks, we wanted to avoid having very high-dimensional onehot encoded feature vectors. Therefore, we employed a label encoding mechanism
which is quite popular in the domain of natural language processing and neural
networks [CWB+ 11b, RP04, TWY+ 15] and is applicable to arbitrary other categorical variables apart from words [GB16]. For a categorical variable with its
set of values C, we assigned each value a random d-dimensional weight vector v,
that was drawn from a multivariate uniform distribution v ∼ U([−0.05, 0.05]d ),
with d = dlog2 (|C|)e. The feature values and their corresponding vectors (vector
embeddings of the feature values) are stored in a dictionary. To encode a particular value of the categorical variable, we look up the value of the feature in the
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RF

LSTM

min-sample-leaf
{1, 3, 10}
splitting-criterion {gini, entropy}
max-features
{5, 10}
trees
{100, 600}

learning-rate
{10−2 , 10−3 , 10−4 }
dropout-rate
{0.2, 0.5, 0.8}
LSTM-nodes (per layer)
{20, 100}
hidden nodes
{50, 100}

Table 5.2: Hyper-parameters considered during grid search.
dictionary and retrieve its vector. The embedding vectors are part of the model’s
parameters and can be adjusted jointly during parameter estimation.
• Time feature: We considered the time feature as a composition of several categorical variables. For each temporal resolution of the time feature, i.e. year, month,
weekday, day, hour, minute and second, we defined a categorical variable in the
same way as described above.
Classifiers The Long Short-term Memory network had two recurrent layers, a single
hidden layer and a Logistic Regression classifier stacked on top of the hidden layer.
The Logistic Regression classifier can be trained jointly with the LSTM state transition
model via error back-propagation. We applied dropout [SHK+ 14] to the LSTM nodes to
regularize the parameters and trained the entire model by minimizing the cross-entropy
between the predicted and the true class distribution with the ADAM2 algorithm. Our
implementation is based on the deep learning library Keras (see Appendix B). We used
the random forest implementation from SciKit-Learn [PVG+ 12] (see Appendix B). The
hyper-parameters of both the LSTM network and the random forest were set via gridsearch over a coarse grid spanned by a subset of all hyper-parameters (see Table 5.2).
Then, we selected the configuration that maximized AU CP R0.2 score on the validation
set (see Section 3.3).
Jaccard Index To explore qualitative differences between the two approaches, we
used the Jaccard Index to measure the degree to which two classifiers are similar in terms
of the frauds they detect. Given two result sets (true positives) A and B, the Jaccard
Index is defined as J (A, B) = |A ∩ B| / |A ∪ B|. The two sets of true positives were
obtained by picking one point on the precision-recall curve - the point that corresponds
to a recall of 0.2. By fixing the recall at a particular value, the number of true positives
and the number of false negatives is defined implicitly. For instance, the F2F test set
(see Table 5.1) contains 2,350 frauds (0.0005 · 4.7 · 106 ). A recall, fixed at 0.2, partitions
the frauds into 470 true positives and 1,880 false negatives. With this analysis, we aim
to quantify the agreement of a pair of classifiers in terms of the identity of their 470
true positives. We quantify this agreement by means of the Jaccard Index.
2

ADAM is a gradient descent optimization method with an adaptive per-parameter learning rate
schedule
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F2F

LSTM

RF

LSTM

SHORT

Features

RF

AUCPR0.2 (µ)

BASE
0.138
TDELTA 0.170
AGG
0.241

0.200
0.231
0.246

0.086
0.095
0.112

0.107
0.118
0.113

LONG

AUCPR(µ)

BASE
0.135
TDELTA 0.172
AGG
0.242

0.229
0.217
0.236

0.084
0.095
0.112

0.106
0.102
0.110

Table 5.3: Classification results in terms of AU CP R and AU CP R0.2 on face-to-face
sequences.

5.3

Results

We trained a model for each combination of feature set, data set and sequence length
and then tested its classification performance on the hold-out test set. In case of random
forests, the length of the input sequence has no influence on the model since only the
last transaction from the input sequence was used. We evaluated the trained models on
each of the 24 test days individually and report their mean performance in terms of the
AU CP R and AU CP R0.2 .
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show a summary of the results for the face-to-face and ecommerce data sets. A first observation is that the overall detection accuracy is much
higher on e-commerce than on face-to-face, which can be explained by the higher fraud
ratio in e-commerce. Secondly, longer input sequences seem to have no effect on the
detection accuracy, neither for F2F nor for ECOM. Third, taking into account previous
transactions with an LSTM noticeably improves fraud detection on F2F. However, such
improvement is not observable on ECOM – rather are the results from the static learning
and the sequence learning approach surprisingly similar.
Another observation confirms the finding that feature aggregations improve fraud
detection. Their impact is much more evident on ECOM as it is on F2F. The observation
that feature aggregations help in cases where the sequence model does not, suggests that
these two forms of context representation are not correlated and that the approaches
are complementary. Whatever information LSTM-states are tracking in the transaction
history, it is not the same as what we manually added through aggregations.
The LSTM improves fraud detection on face-to-face transactions in terms of AU CP R
and AU CP R0.2 . We were curious where this improvement is coming from. Figure 5.3
displays the precision-recall curves of all model variants. In Figure 5.3a we can see, that
the PR-curves of the random forest models have a high peak in precision at low recall
levels but decay quickly as the recall increases. In contrast, the LSTM models have a
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ECOM

LSTM

RF

LSTM

SHORT

Features

RF

AUCPR0.2 (µ)

BASE
0.179
TDELTA 0.236
AGG
0.394

0.180
0.192
0.380

0.102
0.124
0.158

0.099
0.107
0.157

LONG

AUCPR(µ)

BASE
0.179
TDELTA 0.228
AGG
0.404

0.178
0.238
0.402

0.101
0.118
0.158

0.104
0.115
0.160

Table 5.4: Classification results in terms of AU CP R and AU CP R0.2 on e-commerce
sequences.
slightly lower precision for low recall levels but retain a higher precision as the recall
increases. However, there is one interesting exception: Once we add aggregated features,
the PR-curve of the random forest increases by a noticeable margin up to a performance
that is on par with the LSTM models. We can not observe such gain for LSTMs. On
e-commerce transactions (see Fig. 5.3b), the PR-curves of the random forests and the
LSTMs are almost identical across all feature sets. Random forests and LSTMs benefit
from aggregated features by the same margin.

5.3.1

Evolution of prediction accuracy

When plotting the AU CP R scores for individual test days, we can see in Fig. 5.4 that
the predictions from both classifiers exhibit large variations across days. However, since
the curves seem to follow the same trend, we have reason to assume that on some days
the detection problem is more difficult than on others. For instance, on face-to-face
transactions both classifiers have their minimum with respect to the AU CP R in the
time periods 9.05.–10.05. and 25.05.–26.05. Through manual inspection, we tried to link
transactions from these days to calendar or public events, but we could not find an
obvious answer that would explain the poor performance.
Nevertheless, the daily variation of the prediction accuracy on e-commerce and faceto-face transactions is not completely unexplainable. Starting from the observation that
the AU CP R curves in Fig. 5.4 seem to follow a common trend regardless of the choice
of algorithm or feature set, we conclude that the variation is an intrinsic property of the
data set. Thus, when we want to find explanatory factors for the variation, we should
not look for them in the features or models but in the data set itself. We made a first
step towards such inquiry by looking at the fraud density per day (see Fig. 5.5). This
simple statistic revealed that the fraud density can vary to a large extent from one day to
another. Looking at the density curve for face-to-face, we notice that the densities from
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Figure 5.3: Precision-recall curves averaged over all days in the test set.
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of AU CP R over test days in the sequence classification experiments. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the mean AU CP R for each curve.
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Figure 5.5: Fraud density on each test day. Density is given as the percentage of fraudulent transactions in all transactions of a day.
25.5. to 31.5. can be associated with the AU CP R values on the corresponding days.
Similarly, the e-commerce fraud densities in the first, middle and last test days seem to
be correlated with the AU CP R values on these days (more noticeable in the AGG curve).
In both scenarios, the nature of the correlation is not linear and we can always find an
exception that contradicts a general statement about the direct correlation between
fraud densities and prediction accuracy. However, we believe that the fraud density is,
among many others, one part of the answer explaining the variation in the quality of
predictions across days.

5.3.2

Overlapping predictions

In this analysis we take a closer look at the true positives the two approaches managed to
identify. From the set of all trained models, we select a pair of models and compared their
prediction vectors. The decision threshold is again chosen such that it corresponds to a
recall level of 0.2. All predictions with a score higher than the threshold are considered as
positive predictions and all others as negative predictions. By fixing the recall, we ensure
to have an equal number of true-positives in the result sets of a pair of models. We are
interested in whether the true positives of the random forest are actually identical to the
ones of the LSTM. We measure the overlap of the true positive sets of a pair of models
with the Jaccard Index. Figure 5.6 displays all pairwise comparisons as a heatmap.
On both heatmaps, we observe four quite distinct areas. The two areas that correspond to intra-model comparisons and the two areas that correspond to inter-model
comparisons3 . The Jaccard Indices suggest that both the random forest models and the
LSTM models are consistent in the frauds they detect. This property is slightly more
pronounced in the random forest comparisons. Moreover, the random forest models and
the LSTM models tend to detect different frauds. On F2F, the random forest models
agree on 50.8% of their true positives on average and the LSTM models on 37.8%. Between the two model classes we observe an average agreement of only 25.2%. This is
similar on the e-commerce data set with average intra-model agreements of 47.5% (RF)
and 50.8% (LSTM) and an average inter-model agreement of only 35.0%.
3

The Jaccard Index is symmetric and so is the matrix of all pair-wise comparisons. We kept the
redundant comparisons to ease interpretation.
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Figure 5.6: Pairwise comparison of the sets of true positives of two models measured
with the Jaccard Index and color-coded in a heatmap.
There is one exception to this general observation. The models that were trained with
aggregated features tend to detect a common unique set of frauds, that were neither
detected by random forests nor LSTMs without aggregated features. This property is
more pronounced on ECOM than on F2F.

5.4

Discussion

During our experiments we found that the application of Long Short-Term Memory networks to such structured data is not as straight-forward as one might think. Therefore,
we would like to share some observations that might be useful for practitioners.
Model regularization: When we are dealing with a temporal process for which we aim to
forecast some properties of future events, no collection of historic data points can truly
fulfill the requirements one would demand from a representative validation set. The
prediction accuracy on days right after the end of the training set is better than on days
further into the future, suggesting a time-dependency of the conditional distribution.
When we choose the days right after the training period as validation set, the results on
this set would suggest to apply small regularization on the model. But this choice has
the contrary effect on the performance on days further into the future. An exact and
highly-confident model of today’s data is probably badly wrong in a few days, whereas
a less confident model of today is still valid in a few days. This is less of a concern for
ensemble classifiers such as random forests, but it is for neural networks. A neat workaround is to use Dropout on the network structure. Dropout samples smaller networks
from the complete structure, trains these independently and finally averages the weights
of these smaller networks.
Online learning: Stochastic gradient descent and the many variants that have been
developed for training neural networks (ADAM, RMSprop, Adagrad) are capable of
iteratively updating the model even from imprecise errors that have been estimated
from small sets of training examples. This property blends in well with the requirement
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of businesses to keep their detection models up-to-date with the incoming stream of
transactions.
Remarks on LSTM training: Due to its recurrent structure, the LSTM is prone to overfitting on the training data even when the LSTM-layers have only few nodes. Therefore,
it’s recommendable to start off with a rather small structure and carefully increase the
size as long as there is reason to expect further generalization performance. We noticed,
that a `2 -penalty leads to much smoother convergence and consistently better optima
than a `1 -penalty. The ADAM optimizer worked much better than stochastic gradient
descent in our experiments since it estimates a proper learning rate schedule on the go.
Sequence modeling and feature aggregations: The unfortunate disadvantage of neural
networks is the fact that they are not surrounded by a rigorous reasoning framework
with clear semantics such as probabilistic models. They are powerful function approximators and we used them to approximate the conditional distribution over classes given
a sequence of transactions. However, the internal mappings from a transaction to a latent
state and from one state to the next are not equipped with an intrinsic interpretation
due to the lack of such framework. Therefore, we can not directly query it for interesting
details, i.e. finding the most likely state sequence given some transaction sequence or
the most likely next transaction given the current state. Considering the results we obtained when aggregating the transaction history through manually engineered features
or a sequence learner, we would need such inference mechanisms to better understand
which aspects of the history we are actually aggregating with a sequence learner and
why these aspects are so different from the hand-engineered features in some contexts.
Quantitatively, when we add aggregated features, the sequence model becomes redundant.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we employed Long Short-term Memory networks as a means to aggregate the historic purchase behavior of credit-card holders with the goal to improve
fraud detection accuracy on new incoming transactions. We compared the results to a
baseline classifier that is agnostic to the past. Our study showed that offline and online
transactions exhibit very different qualities with respect to the sequential character of
successive transactions.
Regarding research question RQ1, we can state that the summary of users’ purchase
sequences by means of an LSTM’s latent states improves the prediction performance on
face-to-face transactions in terms of AU CP R by around 50% over a random forest
classifier when it is trained on single transactions using basic features. However, we can
not observe any improvement on e-commerce transactions.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, feature aggregates strongly improve the
prediction performance and we asked ourselves the question whether the LSTM may
eliminate efforts of manually defining and extracting such features from the data. Based
on our results, we answer research question RQ2 as follows: Regardless of the data set,
the usage of feature aggregates produces the best prediction performances with both the
random forest and the LSTM. It is difficult to say whether the LSTM recovers similar
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information as feature aggregates since we can only judge by looking at the overall
performance. At least the results on e-commerce strongly contradict this hypothesis.
Whatever the LSTM learned to condense within latent states, it is not the same as
feature aggregates.
In part, this observation already answers our last research question RQ3: Our analysis of both classifiers’ predictions revealed that modeling the transaction history with
an LSTM yields a sets of true positives that differ consistently from the true positives
detected with a random forest across all feature sets. This might suggest a combined
approach in which an ensemble of several structurally different methods gets to perform fraud detection. However, a naive combination does not necessarily improve the
detection because the different approaches do not exhibit the same level of precision.
Therefore there is no simple means to determine a common threshold among both approaches such that we would collect the complementary sets of true positives without
also collecting the false positives from both approaches.
Our study required sequences of some fixed minimum length. However, from a practical point of view, we desire an algorithm that is able to make predictions on all transactions including the very first ones in an account. As in many other applications, new
accounts confront the system with the cold-start problem. We would need to assess actions of a user without having access to the user’s context. The cold-start is still an open
problem and it might require its own tailored solution.

Chapter 6
Searching Feature Aggregates
As observed in previous chapters, even structurally simple feature aggregates can serve as
good predictors for fraud detection. Thereby we employed manually defined aggregates
which represent, for instance, the purchase amounts summed over a set of previously
issued transactions of a card holder. These aggregates characterize single transactions
relative to the purchase context they appear in. The purchase context serves as a proxy
for a card holder’s previous activity against which the most recent transaction should be
compared. The aggregate itself is a statistic calculated on transactions in the purchase
context.
The aggregates used so far (see Section 4.1) were defined manually at best-effort
while taking into account suggestions about feature engineering from related work and
fraud experts. Such features are heavily used in production systems that operate in near
real-time and, as we have seen throughout this thesis, for quite a good reason: Without
requiring any extensive modeling or parameter estimation process they lift the detection
performance to a new level. However, a few questions remain as to why these features
work so well in practice. Have we been lucky with our manual selection of the 14 feature
aggregates or could we have chosen a completely different set and still obtain decent
performance? Wouldn’t just two or three features suffice or does every additional one
add a constant improvement? For answering these questions, we are going to explore a
space of aggregates spanned by their constituent characteristics, with the aim to identify
commonalities that result in good performance. To that end, we develop a concept for
describing the aggregation space, provide an algorithm for fast feature extraction and
finally explore the space by means of feature selection methods. Specifically, we address
the following two research questions:
• RQ1: Can we leverage feature selection methods for finding a set of aggregates
that yields superior predictive performance than the feature aggregates that have
been proposed in literature and also been used by practitioners in the domain?
• RQ2: Are there commonalities among the best feature aggregates?

6.1

Generalized feature aggregates

The aggregates we consider here are based on previous work from Whitrow et al. [WHJ+ 09]
and Bahnsen et al. [BASO16]. While Whitrow et al. proposed aggregations based on
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absolute feature values (e.g. counting all transactions where PIN authentication was
used), Bahnsen et al. modified the definition to relative feature values (e.g. counting all
transactions where the same authentication method was used as is used now) and they
also used combinations (pairs) of features to select identical transactions.
While several absolute aggregates together give raise to an absolute activity record
of an account, several relative aggregates together create a relative activity record of an
account in the light of a specific transaction. In both cases, the activity record changes
its state with each incoming transaction. It is important to note that, in an absolute
activity record, each statistic is equipped with well defined semantic and, most likely, it
has a simple distribution whereas in an relative activity record the statistic’s semantic
can change with each transaction and its distribution is a mixture of several distributions. In this sense, the relative activity record covers a broader spectrum of account
activity while, at the same time, requiring less a-priori expertise for feature construction. However, the relative record is only useful if combined with the raw transaction
features. And a subsequent classifier must be flexible enough to disentangle the connection between a transaction’s raw value and the statistic calculated on the basis of
that raw value. Since decision trees and multi-layer perceptrons can identify such higher
order correlations (i.e. class label, raw feature, aggregate feature) - and as we have seen
do they yield pretty much the same performance -, we assume insufficient flexibility to
not be a major concern. Therefore, we have used the ”relative” aggregation approach
throughout this thesis and, in this chapter, we are going to explore its corresponding
aggregation space.
Feature aggregates can be easily integrated in any existing classification process and
they seem to readily improve the prediction accuracy. However, the existing definition
of these aggregates (Section 4.1 from Bahnsen et al. [BASO16]) seemed a little clumsy
and unnecessarily limited in terms of the variety of possible aggregates we might want
to consider. Moreover, in real-time fraud detection there is a maximal time budget
of around 100 milliseconds until a transaction has to be either approved or rejected.
Any longer delay is perceivable by the card holder, lowering the quality of service and
can therefore not be tolerated. In order to incorporate aggregates in real-time decision
making, at least the corresponding extraction must finish in a fraction of the maximal
time budget.
Unifying a broad range of possible feature aggregates under a common concept is
not only organizationally appealing but it is also a structural prerequisite for an efficient
implementation. Therefore, we first conceptualize feature aggregates and then introduce
a small C-library with OpenMP1 and CUDA2 support, which enables fast extraction
through massive data parallelism. This concept assumes that aggregates are calculated
on a large number (> 107 ) of small (< 103 ) and independent groups. A group could be
the purchase history of a card holder or a merchant. A median card holder issues about
one transaction in eleven days. Thus, a purchase history of length 103 represents several
years of the card holder’s activity. We make two further assumptions about the data set
and its variables:
1
2

https://www.openmp.org, Last access: 18.08.2019.
https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone, Last access: 18.08.2019.
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• All variables can be converted to numerical types, such that <, == and − are
meaningful operations.3
• The instances of a group are ordered by time and some level of ignorance towards
instances from the distant past is acceptable.
Our aggregates are best described as identity aggregates: For a single transaction we
determine the set of transactions that are identical to the current one and then we
apply one of several aggregation operations on transactions in the set. In contrast to
manually defining specific aggregates as in the experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, we
conceptualize the constituents of such aggregates which allows us to easily express a
broad spectrum of possible aggregates. In practice, we use JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) to specify the parameters of an aggregate but, for the sake of an uncluttered
presentation, we explain the concept along an equivalent pseudo-syntax. The family of
aggregates covered by our concept corresponds to basic SQL queries and the syntax for
defining aggregates is also very similar. See Figure 6.1 for examples and the next section
for a detailed description of the constituents of this syntax.
(1) SUM amount FROM [-1000,0] | timestamp WITHIN [-24,0]
(2) COUNT . FROM [-100,0] | country WITHIN [0,0] AND merchant WITHIN [0,0]
(3) RANGE timestamp FROM [-1,0]
Figure 6.1: Three examples of aggregates expressed in the pseudo-syntax: (1) The sum
of amounts spent within the previous 24 hours, (2) The number of transactions issued
in the same country and at the same merchant (3), The elapsed time since the last
transaction. The statement before the conditioning bar ”|” defines the target variable
whose values get aggregated and the statements after the conditioning bar are used to
select transactions from the history to which the aggregation operator will be applied.
Executing equivalent SQL-queries on a single user’s transaction history takes roughly
around 0.3 milliseconds per query if issued against an in-memory MySQL database4 .
Since we have to issue one query per transaction, even on a small set of one million
transactions it would amount to 300 seconds for calculating only one single feature aggregate. Therefore, exploring a space of tens of thousands of different feature aggregates
in reasonable time is only possible with a sufficiently fast feature extraction method.

6.1.1

Concept

The examples in Fig. 6.1 already showcase the elementary constituents of an aggregate.
On a high level each aggregate is defined by two statements separated by a vertical bar
3

Even for a categorical variable, ”−” can be meaningful to indicate identity: xj −xi = 0 ⇐⇒ xj = xi
Tested with a single table of 57 transactions in MySQL Community Server 8.0.16 (storage engine
= MEMORY) on a MacBook Pro 15” Core i7 2.5Ghz. Certainly, by employing server hardware, proper
indexes and caching strategies one can shave off an additional factor from the execution time but the
timing will settle somewhere in the range of tenths of a millisecond. We are interested in the order of
magnitude and not the exact timing.
4
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|. The first statement defines the target and the second statement behind the vertical
bar defines the context:
• Target: A variable on which we compute a statistic
• Context: A set of constraints imposed on instances
We create a new feature by applying an aggregation to every instance in the data set.
To evaluate the aggregate for a particular pivot instance, we need to (1) select the set of
instances that comply with all constraints in the context and (2) apply an aggregation
operation on the target feature of all instances within the set.
Context The context is a set of constraints. An instance must comply with all constraints in the context to be part of the set of selected instances. Each constraint is a
boolean statement and all constraints are combined via a boolean conjunction with the
AND keyword. A constraint is a 2-tuple and it is defined on the values of a feature:
• A feature name
• A closed interval [p, q] ⊂ R
The interval [p, q] enables selection of instances by value. Since aggregates are calculated
relative to a pivot instance, a constraint’s interval sets the bounds for an accepted
difference between the pivot instance’s feature value and any other instance’s feature
value. In the pseudo-syntax, constraints have the form feature name WITHIN [p, q].
In the following notation, we use c to index the constraints within a context.
Target A target is a 3-tuple operating on the set of instances selected by a context
and it consists of the following components:
• An aggregation operator
• A feature name
• A closed interval [u, v] ⊂ N
The target feature can be any feature whose values can be reasonably aggregated with
one of the following operators: SUM, MEAN, COUNT, MIN, MAX, RANGE, MEAN-RANGE.
The interval [u, v] enables selection by index, relative to the index of the pivot instance.
In the pseudo-syntax, a target is defined by operator feature name FROM [u, v]. We
use a to index targets.
Aggregation Let X = {xj }1≤j≤N be the ordered sequence of N instances in a group,
e.g. the sequence of time-ordered transactions of a single card holder, indexed by j. The
xj ’s are multi-variate objects comprising values of several features and we loosely refer
to the value of target feature a or the value of constraint feature c in xj by xaj and xcj ,
respectively. By xi ∈ X we denote the pivot instance for which we wish to evaluate the
aggregate.
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We denote by Si the set of instances which comply with all constraints in the context.
The selection of these instances depends on their difference to instance i with respect
to their feature values and their indices. To that end, we make use of the value-based
interval associated with constraints [pc , q c ] and the index-based interval associated with
a target [u, v]. The intervals set the bounds for the allowed difference between two
instances. An instance xj is in Si if all (over all constraints c in the context) valuec
differences αji
= xcj − xci are in [pc , q c ] and the index-difference βji = j − i is in [u, v].
Therefore, the set Si is given by:
c
∈ [pc , q c ] ∧ βji ∈ [u, v]}
Si = {xj ∈ X |∀c : αji

The selection applies to both continuous and discrete features in the same way,
when discrete features are encoded as integers5 . Once we have Si , we can apply an
aggregation operator on the target feature to compute the value of the aggregate for xi
from all instances in Si . We define the following aggregation operators on a generic set
S of selected instances:
• SUM:

P

• MEAN:

x∈S
1
|S|

xa

P

x∈S

xa

• COUNT: |S|
• MIN: min({xa |x ∈ S})
• MAX: max({xa |x ∈ S})
• RANGE: max({xa |x ∈ S}) − min({xa |x ∈ S})
• MEAN RANGE:

1
(max({xa |x
|S|

∈ S}) − min({xa |x ∈ S}))

Calculating aggregates of this kind on a sequence of length N has time-complexity
T (N ) ∈ O(N 2 ), because for each instance in the sequence, we have to iterate through
all previous instances to find the ones that comply with all constraints. In our use-case,
transaction sequences of card-holders are either naturally short with N < 103 or they
can be artificially clipped with the FROM keyword to trade precision of the statistic for
performance. Notice that, regardless of the kind of aggregate, we only need to calcuc
late the quantities αji
and βji and perform comparisons against the interval bounds.
All operators can be calculated online with the use of few temporary variables. The
computations of different aggregates over millions of instances are entirely independent.
Therefore, we abstain from the usage of sophisticated index structures but instead parallelize the computation over aggregates and instances.
5

However, such selection does not make much sense for nominal variables except with singleton
intervals [0, 0] to indicate identity.
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6.1.2

Implementation

The above concept is summarized as pseudo-code in Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3. The algorithm is conceptually trivial but computationally heavy due to the cascade of five
for-loops. We split the pseudo-code in two procedures to point out the obtrusive potential of data parallelism. The first procedure in Algorithm 6.1 runs over all sequences,
features and instances in a sequence and calculates the value of a single aggregate on
a single pivot instance by means of Algorithm 6.3. The outer loops in the first algorithm are entirely independent of each other and therefore a parallel implementation
does not require any form of message passing, locks or synchronization that would negatively impact the total run-time. In parallel computing lingua, such a problem is called
embarrassingly parallel. If the aggregates were absolute, we could exploit dynamic programming to calculate the aggregate’s value at one instance from the aggregate’s values
at preceding instances. However, with relative aggregates, an instance’s set of context instances changes with the instance’s attribute values, which requires us to recompute the
context and the aggregate’s value for every instance. Only if several aggregates share the
same constraints, could we, theoretically, save some redundant computations. But this
minor gain will very likely get depleted by the penalty introduced through concurrent
memory access. Therefore, we preferred to keep the algorithm simple and flexible.
Algorithm 6.1 Computation of feature aggregates (Part 1)
Require:
Set of input sequences X = {Xg }1≤g≤G , Xg ∈ RNg ×D
Set of output sequences Z = {Zg }1≤g≤G , Zg ∈ RNg ×A initialized with zeroes
Specification of aggregates Θ = {θa }1≤a≤A
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure Agg(X , Z, Θ)
for a ← 1, A do
for g ← 1, G do
for i ← 1, Ng do
Zg [i][a] ← AggPivot(i, Xg , θa )
end for
end for
end for
end procedure

. Loop over feature aggregates
. Loop over sequences
. Loop over pivot instances

We implemented the feature extraction algorithm6 in C with OpenMP-support for
CPU-based parallelism and CUDA-support for GPU-based parallelism. The OpenMP
version parallelizes over different aggregates only, the CUDA version parallelizes over
aggregates and instances. Input sequences X = {Xg }, Xg ∈ RNg ×D of lengths Ng and
number of input features D and the corresponding output sequences of extracted aggregates Z = {Zg }, Zg ∈ RNg ×A are stored in contiguous blocks of memory. The specification of the a-th feature aggregate, θa , contains all the information about the target and
6

https://gitlab.padim.fim.uni-passau.de/jjurgovsky/feature-aggregations, Last access:
19.08.2019.
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the set of constraints as described in the concept above (Section 6.1.1), where feature
names have been replaced by column indexes (ax , cx ) of the input data matrix Xg and
the aggregation operation is indexed by af . In practice, the subroutines are inlined to
avoid unnecessary call overhead and the memory layout of specifications θa is adapted to
the respective parallelization scheme to avoid unnecessary memory fetches. The subroutines GetTargetParams and GetConstraintParams extract the definition of the
target and the definition of constraint c from θa , respectively. EvalAggOperator evaluates the aggregation operator on the selected instances (as described in Section 6.1.1).
For evaluating any of the listed aggregation operators, we require four temporary values: The minimum, maximum and the sum over target values of instances that matched
the pivot instance and the total number of matches. The subroutine UpdateTemps
updates these temporary values whenever an instance matches the pivot instance. Certainly, it is redundant to count the number of matches if we specified the sum-operator.
However, it is more efficient to update these values than to force different threads to
follow different execution paths.
Algorithm 6.3 Computation of the value of an aggregate for a single instance (Part 2)
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

procedure AggPivot(i, Xg , θa )
af , ax , u, v ← getTargetParams(θa )
sum, cnt, min, max ← 0, 0, 0, 0
js , je ← getSequenceLimits(i, Ng , u, v)
for j ← js , je do
. Loop over previous instances j ∈ [i + u, i + v]
match ← True
for c ← 1, Ca do
. Loop over constraints of aggregate a
cx , p, q ← getConstraintParams(c, θa )
α ← Xg [j][cx ] − Xg [i][cx ]
match ← match and (p <= α) and (α <= q)
end for
if match then
sum, cnt, min, max ← updateTemps(Xg [j][ax ], sum, cnt, min, max)
end if
end for
return evalAggOperator(af , sum, cnt, min, max)
end procedure

For ease of use, we compiled the extraction code as shared library and provide a
Python wrapper to call into the shared library. The set of aggregates, that shall be
extracted, is specified in form of a JSON file with equivalent syntax as introduced
above. As an example, the actual JSON specification of the aggregates from Fig. 6.1 is
given in the appendix in Fig. A.1.

6.1.3

Run-time evaluation

In order to get an idea of the run-time of the algorithm, we set up a small evaluation.
From the entire data set consisting of around 48 million transactions, we extract the same
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#cores

Python
1

Cython
1

total [s]
6100.514 316.663
sec / aggregate 435.751 22.619

C
1
147.634
10.545

14

CUDA
GPU

13.804 2.559 (1.159)
0.986 0.183 (0.083)

Table 6.1: Wall clock run-time for extracting 14 aggregates with a parallel CPU implementation and GPU implementation averaged over five runs. Timing is reported in
seconds. Run-times of Python and Cython implementations are added for matters of
comparison. The timings in brackets are pure run-times of the GPU kernel excluding
the time it takes to copy data from RAM to device memory.
14 aggregation features that we used in Chapters 4 and 5, and we report the average total
wall clock time over five repeated runs. We are aware that the wall clock time is a very
naive way of measuring the run-time of an algorithm and that it is subject to variations
introduced by the hardware, operating system and any concurrently executed tasks. An
in-depth evaluation is out of scope of this thesis and since we are only interested in the
algorithm as a tool to render feature selection on aggregates feasible, we hope the reader
bears with us and reads the results as indications of orders of magnitude rather than
exact timings.
The entire data set consists of 3.5 million card holder sequences with an average
length of 13.6. Half of the sequences are shorter than 8 transactions. The 14 extracted
aggregates cover sums and counts as operators and between one to four constraints
(one interval constraint on the timestamp and identity constraints on the terminal’s
country, the terminal’s MCC code and the card entry mode). The index interval was set
to [−1000, 0] for all aggregates. We ran the extraction algorithm on a single CPU core,
14 CPU cores and the GPU7 . The timings in seconds are summarized in Table 6.1.
First, it is interesting to see that the transition from the loosely typed and interpreted
language Python to the strictly typed and compiled language C results in a 43x speed-up.
Since the extraction algorithm mainly consists of nested for-loops, we suspect that the
overhead from boxing/un-boxing PyObjects in each iteration accumulates and finally
results in this drastic performance difference. As expected, the parallel implementations
scale well over several cores. The CUDA timings in brackets are the run-times of the
GPU kernel alone - without memory copies. About half the time is spent for data transfer
between RAM and device memory. As an inner loop of a feature selection process, the
feature extraction with the CUDA implementation is sufficiently fast because we can
keep the data set in device memory between consecutive kernel calls. In the beginning of
this section, we mentioned that an equivalent SQL query, issued against an in-memory
database, takes about 0.3 milliseconds to calculate the value of one aggregate for a
single transaction. With a tailor-made implementation, the same type of ”query” takes,
on average, 0.2 microseconds (C-1).
We consider the set of all aggregates, that can be expressed with our syntax, as
the aggregation space. We can now query the space at specific points (i.e. the param7

CPU: Intel Xeon Gold 5115 CPU x20@ 2.40GHz - GPU: NVIDIA Tesla P100 12GB x3584@1.33Ghz
toolkit version 9.1. - GCC 5.4.0. compiler with optimization level 3.
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eterizations of different feature aggregates), extract the aggregates and compare their
performances in terms of credit card fraud classification to find better features than the
ones we used so far.

6.2

Feature selection

Feature selection in supervised learning starts with a set of features and aims to select
a significantly smaller subset of maximally relevant and least redundant features for
a particular prediction task. Motivations for feature selection include a reduction of
computation time both during learning and inference, a better understanding of the
data and, in general, an improvement of the generalization performance of a classifier
due to fewer dimensions of the training instances. Feature selection provides solutions
to the problem of scoring, ranking and the selection of either individual or subsets of
features based on their relevance to the target concept (i.e. the true, unknown function
that maps instances to the class variable). Blum & Langley [BL02] compiled a list of
five definitions of feature relevance which researchers have either explicitly introduced
or implicitly assumed. We follow their definition of incremental usefulness as a means
to characterize relevance:
Incremental Usefulness: Given a sample of data S, a learning algorithm L, and a
feature set A, feature xi is incrementally useful to L with respect to A if the accuracy of
the hypothesis that L produces using the feature set {xi }∪A is better than the accuracy
achieved using just the feature set A.
Other definitions do not depend on a learning algorithm and its predictive accuracy
but instead they rely on some kind of scoring function that measures the statistical
dependence between a feature and the class variable. However, the definition above
describes a general end-to-end notion of relevance and it is especially natural for feature
selection methods that search the space of feature subsets by incrementally adding
or removing features to their current set. Exhaustively evaluating all feature subsets is
usually infeasible due to the combinatorial explosion, which is the reason why researchers
often resort to heuristic search methods. In the following sections, we provide a brief
overview of feature selection methods with particular focus on how they quantify feature
relevance and we review several common heuristics used to search the space of feature
subsets.

6.2.1

Feature selection methods

Blum & Langley [BL02] group feature selection methods into three classes: Embedded
methods incorporate feature selection as part of the training process and they are specific
to the type of learning algorithm. Filters consider feature selection as a pre-processing
step and they score and rank features independently of the chosen algorithm. And Wrappers utilize the classifier as black box and repeatedly probe its predictive performance
under varying features on a validation set.
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Embedded Methods in this class were not necessarily developed for performing explicit feature selection but they have been associated with this domain retrospectively
due to their side effect being feature selection. These methods refer to technicalities
within the learning algorithm and as such are classifier-specific. They consider the entire set of features as input and derive weights for features based on the influence they
have on the value of the objective function. Therefore, the objective function is usually
composed of (at least) two competing terms: the goodness-of-fit to be maximized and
the number of variables to be minimized. The latter term can be realized with a `p -norm
regularization term on the weights associated with features. In the limit as p → 0, the `p norm is just the number of weights or equivalently the number of features involved. The
regularization term can be understood as a penalty for using many features when maximizing the goodness-of-fit. Regularization (Ridge, LASSO) as a means for feature selection has been exploited in a variety of forms within classic machine learning methods,
such as SVMs [GWBV02, WEST03, NSS05] and neural networks [Hin86, RH97, GL98],
where the technique is also known as weight-decay.
In contrast to these regularization based selection schemes, decision tree algorithms
(e.g. ID3, Q4.5, CART) select features explicitly during tree induction. At each stage
during recursive partitioning, they evaluate all features in terms of their ability to discriminate among classes and select the one that maximizes the splitting criterion (e.g.
Information gain, Gini Index). Since the induction algorithm can select the same feature at several stages, the number of times the feature got selected can, together with
the average information gain incurred by that feature, serve as an indication of feature
importance for a post-hoc analysis [Bre01, SBZH06, GPTM10].
Filter methods Filter methods score and rank features in a pre-processing step before
fitting a classifier on the selected set of relevant features. These methods use general
characteristics of a training set to select some features and exclude others. They can be
used independently of the choice of classifier but they rely on a suitable scoring function
to rank the variables and a threshold to remove variables below a certain threshold.
Most filtering methods use scoring functions that asses the relevance of each feature
in isolation, in terms of its dependency with the target variable by using measures
of relatedness such as the Pearson correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination,
Fisher’s criterion or mutual information.
The Pearson correlation coefficient assumes a continuous target variable and it measures the linear dependency between a variable and a target. Similarly, the coefficient of
determination - the square of the covariance - can be used as variable ranking criterion
to measure the goodness of linear fit of individual variables. These measures are also
used in classification settings with a discrete binary target mapped to {−1, 1} and they
are related to Fisher’s criterion that measures the ratio of the between-class variance to
the within-class variance [GE03]. Correlation criteria can only reveal a feature’s linear
relation with the target.
Several feature selection approaches make use of the mutual information (MI) of a
variable and the target [KC02, BEWT03, DMK03, MSB08]. The MI is an information
theoretic ranking criterion that quantifies the dependence of two random variables in
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terms of the Kullback Leibler divergence between the joint distribution over two variables and the product of their marginal distributions. It measures the loss of information
incurred by modeling the feature-target pair as independent random variables when, in
fact, they are not independent. Calculation of the MI requires access to the joint and
marginal distributions which are unknown and especially difficult to estimate from data
when one or both variables are continuous. However, non-parametric density estimation
techniques such as the Parzen window method can be used [Par07]. Another filtering
scheme is to select features according to their individual predictive power under a classifier that was built with one feature. In the most extreme case, a feature itself serves
as discriminant function and it can be turned into a classifier by setting a threshold on
the feature’s range. Classical performance metrics such as accuracy, F1 or ROC can be
used to score and rank the features, as reviewed by Forman et al. [For03], for selecting
words in text classification. An extensive survey of different scoring functions and how
they are used for ranking features within the filtering paradigm is given by Lazar et
al. [SCB+ 12].
In order to lift the restriction of assessing a feature’s relevance in isolation, several
authors have developed holistic filter-based feature selection algorithms, with built-in
feature scoring functions and search strategies. Kira et al. [KR92] proposed the RELIEF
algorithm, that determines the relevance of a feature based on feature value differences
between nearest neighbor instance pairs. A large feature value difference between two
nearby instances from the same class decreases the feature’s relevance score, and a large
difference between nearby instances from different classes increases the score. RELIEF
and the many variants that have been proposed since then rely on a distance measure for
determining the closeness of instances in feature space. Almuallin et al. [AD90] proposed
FOCUS, an algorithm that looks for minimal combinations of features that perfectly
separate instances of different classes. It begins by scoring one feature in isolation, then
evaluates pairs, triplets and so on, until it finds a combination that induces a pure
partition of the training set. Although it does not consider combinations of features
for assessing relevance, Fast Correlation Based Filter (FCBF) [YL03] uses symmetrical
uncertainty, a information theoretic measure that draws from the concepts of Shannon
entropy and information gain, to select a set of relevant features while simultaneously
minimizing the number of redundant features in the set. A similar line of reasoning
applies to the method of minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) [DP03],
where the authors measure a feature’s marginal contribution to a set of features by
means of the ratio of MI between a feature and the target and the average MI of all
feature pairs in the set. A survey about filter methods in general is given in [MN16a]
and about mutual information in particular in [VE14].
Wrapper methods A third family of feature selection methods was coined wrapper
methods [JKP14]. They evaluate a feature subset by running a learning algorithm on the
training data and using the accuracy of the resulting classifier as their metric. Wrapped
inside a feature subset search, the learning algorithm gets called as a subroutine on
each feature subset. The general argument for wrapper methods is that the learning
algorithm that will later use the selected features should provide a better estimate of
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Figure 6.2: The elements of a space of feature subsets organized as states in a lattice.
Each state specifies the selected features (black circles) from the four possible features.
Connected states differ in exactly one selected feature. The figure was taken from [BL02].
the set’s usefulness for the classification task than a separate measure with potentially
different characteristics. Wrapper methods have been around in pattern recognition
for quite some time but their major disadvantage is always the computational cost of
running the learning algorithm as an inner loop. Therefore, researchers have developed
algorithm-specific techniques to speed up the evaluation by using caching strategies, e.g.
for decision trees [CF14], or by simply reducing the training set [ML94]. Similar to filter
methods, wrapper methods are sometimes tightly coupled to the actual search strategy
such as in the nearest neighbor-based OBLIVION algorithm [LS94].
The flexibility of wrapper approaches being used in conjunction with any learning
algorithm, without requiring adjustment of the algorithm itself, is appealing as long as
the computational overhead is acceptable. And as Stracuzzi et al. [SU04] state: ”Wrapper
methods do tend to outperform filter methods. This is not surprising given that wrappers
evaluate variables in the context of the learning problem, rather than independently.” A
survey of different wrapper methods is given in [JKP14, PS15].

6.2.2

Feature selection as search

For a set of features X, there are 2|X| different feature subsets we would need to evaluate to find the globally optimal subset of most relevant features. In many practical
applications (e.g. classification of text documents or DNA microarray gene expression
data), having to deal with tens of thousands of features is not uncommon although one
can expect that only very few of the features are actually relevant to the task at hand.
In order to be able to at least search parts of the space, researchers have developed
several heuristics for navigating and probing the space of feature subsets. On the basis
of Blum [BL02], any feature selection method can be characterized in terms of its stance
on four basic issues that determine the nature of the heuristic search process:
• Start One must choose a starting point (i.e. an initial state) in the search space.
The starting point influences the direction of the search and the operator used to
generate successor states. As Fig. 6.2 illustrates, there is a natural partial ordering
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on the space of feature subsets. Starting from left to right (right to left) each child
state has exactly one more (less) feature than its parent. This observation already
suggests an incremental procedure for traversing the state space. Either we start
with an empty set of features and incrementally add one feature or we start with
the entire set and remove one feature in each step. The former traversal strategy
is called forward selection and the latter one is called backward elimination.
• Step The second issue deals with the organization of the search. Since an exhaustive traversal of all states is infeasible, one requires an operator that generates
neighboring states (i.e. induces a certain connectivity on the lattice). A popular
strategy is to search greedily over successive states: In each iteration, one considers the local neighbors of the current state, selects one of them and then iterates.
Variants of greedy strategies differ in the way how they select a state from the
neighborhood. The hill-climbing strategy, known as sequential selection, selects
the best state among neighbors with one additional and one fewer feature, which
enables backtracking without having to explicitly keep track of the search path.
But one can also simply choose the first state from the neighborhood that improves accuracy over the current state. Apart from the greedy schemes, one can
also draw on more sophisticated search alternatives, such as best-first search, to
incorporate the expected gain in following a path beyond the direct neighbor. The
big disadvantage of local search methods is the so called ”nesting-effect” [Yus09],
which refers to the fact that these methods usually can not backtrack to arbitrary
previous states and therefore will return only a locally optimal solution. In an
attempt to avoid bad choices of locally selected feature subsets, researchers have
also explored distributed operators such as genetic algorithms [YH98] or particle
swarm optimization [XZB13].
• Score The third element of feature subset selection is the choice of a suitable metric to evaluate alternative subsets of features. As discussed in the previous section,
these metrics assess a feature’s relevance with respect to a training or validation
set. Many scoring functions are based on statistical correlation or principles of information theory but others directly measure a classifier’s accuracy on a validation
set after training it with the selected feature subset.
• Stop The last building block of a feature selection process consists in the choice
of a criterion for halting the search. For instance, one might stop when none of
the neighboring states improves the estimate of the classification accuracy; or
continue as long as the accuracy does not degrade below a certain threshold. Or
one can simply stop when none of the alternatives improves the estimate of the
classification accuracy by more than a pre-define system parameter.

6.3

Selecting feature aggregates

In this section, we turn towards selecting a set of feature aggregates that is most useful for
fraud detection. We make use of the feature selection principles and methods proposed
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in literature but we also have to take into consideration the particularities of our task
and thus apply reasonable care during the assembly of the feature selection process.
The first critical property of aggregates is that they exhibit minor relevance themselves but predominantly in combination with the constraint attributes they are defined
on. Knowing that someone issued three transactions at the same merchant type within
a day is only informative for predicting the class if we additionally know which merchant type that is. For restaurants or bars, such activity seems to be within a plausible
range but for an ATM it might raise suspicion. Also the class label might depend on
the aggregate and several other attributes in a complex way. In order to assess the usefulness of such a feature aggregate, we can not consider it in isolation but we have to
quantify the feature’s marginal contribution within a coalition that also contains the
aggregate’s constraint attributes. This problem severely limits our possibilities of using
simple filter methods for scoring the features. More advanced techniques such as FOCUS or RELIEF rely on some kind of distance measure between instances, but defining
a reasonable distance on the many categorical attributes is an open question in its own
right.
The second critical point is the fact that, in principle, we could instantiate an infinite
number of different feature aggregates. Although we have to constrain it in practice, even
with only a few targets and constraints the space quickly becomes massive. And this is
only the set of n different
  aggregates. In the end, we want to select the best k-element
subset A∗ among all nk possible k-element subsets A. And since it is impractical to
instantiate the entire set, we can not benefit from embedded methods directly. Due to its
computational cost, the wrapper approach is not an option. Fitting and evaluating tens
of thousands of random forests on millions of instances surmounts the computational
resources we have available.
Let X denote the set of raw features, e.g. payment mode, amount, merchant code,
and so forth, then, based on the above considerations, we define the following two
exploration strategies:
• Random: Repeatedly, we draw a set A from A randomly and use the test score
of a random forest classifier trained on the feature set X ∪ A as the score of
the subset A. This naive strategy shall serve as baseline. It falls into the class
of wrapper approaches with the search heuristic consisting in randomly sampling
from all possible k-element sets.
• Greedy sequential forward selection using Gini importance as relevance
score: Starting with an empty feature set F = {}, we incrementally add one
additional aggregate a∗ in each iteration until we reach the maximum number k of
aggregates. Which aggregate we add, is determined by a relevance score. In each
iteration, we instantiate a set of randomly chosen candidate aggregates {ac }1≤c≤C ,
assign a relevance score to each candidate and add the aggregate that yielded
the maximum relevance score, a∗ , to the current set, i.e. F = F ∪ {a∗ }. After k
iterations, we report F as the selected subset.
As discussed above, obtaining such a relevance score for an aggregate is tricky
as the aggregate is conditioned on the values of the constraint attributes. There-
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fore, we create a CART decision tree on each feature set X ∪ {ac } and quantify ac ’s relevance in the presence of all other features X by the Gini importance, which is a measure of a variable’s importance derived during tree induction
(see Eq. (3.4)). This statistic is often used to inspect and compare the influence
of features on the response variable (e.g. association of genotype expressions with
diseases [BDF+ 05]). We prefer to use the Gini importance because it allows us to
assess the relevance of a variable when used in conjunction with others and it is
comparably cheap to compute during tree induction as it does not require an additional evaluation cycle on some validation set. However, as Strobl [Str08] states,
the Gini importance as a criterion for feature selection can be misleading because of
its bias towards variables with many different values, i.e. continuous variables with
few ties or large categorical variables. Sub-optimal but high-cardinality variables
may be artificially preferred as split variables during tree induction, just because,
with more potential cutpoints, the chance that at least one of them maximizes the
split criterion increases. Since the Gini importance of a variable is calculated as
the mean improvement in Gini Index (the Gini gain) produced by that variable,
the selection bias in the CART method is reflected as bias in the Gini importance.
After extraction, all aggregates are continuous variables but their scale of measurement may vary, depending on the type of aggregate and the data. Therefore,
the relevance score of an aggregate may dominate others simply because of a
higher cardinality-dependent bias and not because of the aggregate being a more
informative feature. To compensate this bias, we borrow the idea of permutation
importance [CCS12] and adapt it to our needs. We calculate the permutation importance of a variable by first recording the regular Gini importance derived from
a decision tree. Next, we randomly permute the values of the variable, induce
a new decision tree and record again the Gini importance of the variable under
random permutation of its values. The difference between the Gini importance of
the correctly ordered variable and the Gini importance of its randomly permuted
version is used as a measure of feature relevance.

6.3.1

Experimental setup

In a small experiment, we create subsets consisting of 1 up to 15 aggregates with both
the random selection and the greedy forward selection approach. The subsets of aggregates are sampled from one of three aggregation spaces: Aggregates calculated on
sequences grouped by the card holders IDs (user-centric), aggregates calculated on sequences grouped by the terminal IDs (merchant-centric) and aggregates from either of
the two aggregation spaces (user-merchant-centric).
In accordance with the concept defined in Section 6.1.1, an aggregation space is
spanned by a set of targets T and a set of contexts, i.e. the power set P(C) of constraints
C. We create one aggregate by drawing one element randomly from both T and P(C).
The user-centric and the merchant-centric aggregation spaces are defined on the same set
of targets T , as listed in Table 6.2. The set of user-centric constraints Cu and merchantcentric constraints Cm are listed in Table 6.3. The choice of targets and constraints follows
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T (|T | = 12)
{
(sum, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(mean, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(count, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(min, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(max, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(range, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(mean range, amount, [-1000, 0]),
(count, timestamp, [-1000, 0]),
(range, timestamp, [-1000, 0]),
(mean range, timestamp, [-1000, 0])
(count, timestamp, [-1, 0]),
(range, timestamp, [-1, 0]),
}
Table 6.2: The set of targets considered during feature selection.
common sense but, apart from that, it is arbitrary. Of course, we could have chosen more,
less or different constraints. We proceed with these sets because they already cover a
large spectrum of aggregates, contain the manually engineered aggregates we had used
in Section 4.1 and they lead to aggregation spaces that can still be explored within
reasonable time.
In case of the greedy forward selection approach, we generate 1000 candidate aggregates in each round, extract their values, evaluate the relevance of each candidate by
means of the Gini importance, add the best candidate to the set of selected aggregates
and repeat until the set of selected features contains 15 selected aggregates. In each
round, we evaluate the predictive performance of the aggregates we have selected so far
with a random forest classifier. The data for feature selection with a decision tree and for
training the random forest classifier comes from the time period 01.03.2015 - 30.04.2015
and the score of the classifier is reported on data from 08.05.2015-31.05.2019. Due to
the high computational cost, we fix the hyper-parameters of both the decision trees
created during feature selection and the random forest classifier used for evaluating the
selected features (see Appendix A.2 for the list of hyper-parameters). As a consequence,
the performance estimates will necessarily be sub-optimal because neither the decision
tree nor the random forest model is adequately tuned to the specific set of features it is
learned on.
In case of the random selection approach, we simply generated increasingly large
sets of aggregates randomly without employing any sophisticated selection strategy. We
evaluate the predictive performance of each set in the same way as described above.
We select subsets of sizes ranging from 1 to 15 aggregates with each of the two
methods. The greedy selection is repeated 5 times (75 selection/evaluation cycles) and
the random selection is repeated 15 times for each subset size (225 selection/evaluation
cycles). The set of raw features X is the BASE feature set known from previous experi-
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User-centric constraints Cu
variable
value ranges
timestamp
hourOfDay
weekday
amount

[-1, 0], [-24, 0],
[-168, 0], [-672, 0]
[0, 0], [-1, 1]
[0, 0]
[0, 0], [-1, 1],
[-10, 10], [-100, 100]

cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
authentication

[0, 0]

terminalID
terminalCategory
terminalCountry

[0, 0]

Merchant-centric constraints Cm
variable
value ranges
timestamp
hourOfDay
weekday
amount

[-1, 0], [-24, 0],
[-168, 0], [-672, 0]
[0, 0], [-1, 1]
[0, 0]
[0, 0], [-1, 1],
[-10, 10], [-100, 100]

cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
authentication

[0, 0]

[0, 0]

-

-

-

-

userID
userCountry
gender
expiryDate
cardType

[0, 0]

-

-

age

-

-

creditLimit

[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]

[0, 0]

[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]

[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0], [-2, 2],
[-10, 10]
[0, 0], [-100, 100],
[-500, 500]

Table 6.3: The set of user-centric constraints Cu and merchant-centric constraints Cm .
The variable timestamp is measured in hours with corresponding value ranges covering
one hour, one day, one week and four weeks. The only possible value range for categorical
variables is [0, 0], to check for identity.
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Figure 6.3: Predictive performance of subsets of aggregates for e-commerce (top) and
face-to-face (bottom). Subsets were created either with the Gini importance-based
greedy forward selection method (blue) or the random selection method (orange). The
three columns show the mean AUCPR (± one standard deviation) on the test set when
the selection method is allowed to choose aggregates from the user space, the merchant
space or from both the user space and the merchant space.
ments. We carry out the greedy selection and the evaluation of the selected features on
the union of X and the aggregates.

6.3.2

Results

As usual, we report performance individually for e-commerce transactions and faceto-face transactions. As a reminder, the baseline prediction performance in terms of
AUCPR when using the 14 manually defined user-space aggregates from Section 4.1
was 0.398 on e-commerce and 0.203 on face-to-face. The plots in Fig. 6.3 reveal several
findings along two dimensions: The aggregation spaces and the subset selection methods.
We can observe that there is hardly any performance gain from merchant-space
aggregates in both the e-commerce and the face-to-face scenario. Even with the addition of several aggregates, the AUCPR stays in a comparable regime as it is when
using no aggregates at all (indicated by the measurement at location 0) and the ran-
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dom selection method appears to come up with slightly better aggregates on average
than the greedy selection. In contrast, the user-space aggregates exhibit much greater
discriminative power in both scenarios. The predictive performance clearly increases
as we add more user-space aggregates. Thereby, the greedy selection method reaches
higher AUCPR scores with fewer aggregates than the random selection method, until
the curves finally flatten out at an AUCPR between 0.35 to 0.40 (e-commerce) and 0.15
to 0.16 (face-to-face). Given that we did not perform any hyper-parameter tuning, these
performances are surprisingly close to the performance we obtained with the manually
defined aggregates from literature.
When we allow the methods to pick aggregates from both the user-space and the
merchant-space, the results are fundamentally different between e-commerce and faceto-face. In the e-commerce scenario (top, right), the performance curves are comparable
to the user-space performance curves (top, left) both in terms of the general trend
and the relative difference between the greedy selection method and the random selection method. This behavior is expected considering the poor discriminative power of
merchant-space aggregates. After inspection, we found that the subsets selected with
the greedy method consist almost entirely of user-space aggregates (98% on average)
whereas the random subsets contain the expected ratio of 51% of user-space aggregates.
However, in the face-to-face scenario, the greedy selection performance (bottom, right)
is unexpectedly below the user-space performance (bottom, left). The subsets selected
with the greedy method contain the same ratio of 51% user-space aggregates as does the
random selection method. Therefore, we suppose that the much higher class imbalance
present in face-to-face not only renders classification more difficult but also complicates
a reliable assessment of a feature’s relevance.
In the e-commerce scenario which exhibits moderate class imbalance, our custom
greedy forward selection method based on the Gini importance seems to work well for
choosing aggregates. The aggregate added in the first iteration yields the highest improvement compared to all subsequently added aggregates. We wondered whether these
highly discriminative aggregates are somewhat similar to the ones we have used in Section 4.1 and whether they are structurally consistent across several runs regarding their
aggregation operators, target variables or their set of constraints. Tables 6.4 and A.1
show the aggregates that have been added in the first iteration of greedy forward selection for all five runs in the e-commerce and the face-to-face scenario, respectively. The
aggregates found on face-to-face seem to be arbitrary and we can therefore not identify
any consistent pattern among them (Table A.1 can be found in the appendix).
However, on the more meaningful e-commerce dataset (Table 6.4), we notice two
consistently recurring patterns over the five runs: (i) Time is always part of the context.
This points out the importance of capturing some notion of recency and/or ensuring normalization of the aggregate’s extracted values. If there would not be any time constraint,
the values of the aggregate would not be comparable over different transactions because
the admissible index range by far exceeds the number of transactions in a user’s or
merchant’s history. (ii) The count operator is used in the majority of aggregates. When
using the count, the values of the target variable are ignored entirely8 , since the sole
8

The presence of a target variable is a mere artifact of the implementation and it should be ignored.
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Space

Run

Target
Variable

Operator

Index range

U

1

(
((
(
amount

count

[−1000, 0]

U

2

(((
amount
(

count

[−1000, 0]

U

3

(
((
(
amount

count

[−1000, 0]

U

4

(
((
(
amount

count

[−1000, 0]

U

5

(
((
(
amount

count

[−1000, 0]

U

1

timestamp

span

[−1000, 0]

U

2

(
((
(
amount

count

[−1000, 0]

U

3

timestamp

mean span

[−1000, 0]

U
U

4
5

amount
timestamp

span
mean span

[−1000, 0]
[−1000, 0]

Context
Variable

Value range

timestamp
terminalCategory
timestamp
emv
weekday
hourOfDay
timestamp
terminalCountry
cardEntryMode
timestamp
emv
authentication
timestamp
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv

[−24, 0]
[0, 0]
[−168, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 1]
[−24, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−24, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]

timestamp
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
authentication
weekday
hourOfDay
timestamp
cardEntryMode
emv
timestamp
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
weekday
timestamp
timestamp
hourOfDay

[−24, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 1]
[−1, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 0]
[−1, 0]
[−1, 1]

Table 6.4: E-commerce: Aggregate selected in the first iteration of the greedy forward
selection method from the user-space (U) and the joint user/merchant-space (U/M).
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between the set of 14 manually defined aggregates from Section 4.1 and sets of 14 automatically selected aggregates, in terms of the number of
features they have in common. The set of manually defined aggregates is denoted by
”Manual” and the five repeated runs of greedy forward selection are denoted by ”Run
1” to ”Run 5”. While the predictive performances are comparable, any pair of feature
sets shares at most one identical aggregate - all other aggregates are different.
number of matching transactions serves as the aggregate’s value. If not the count, either
the span or mean span operator is used. These operators calculate the delta between
the maximum and the minimum value of the target variable over the matching historic
transactions. And if applied to the timestamp, they capture different notions of time
delta - similar to the time delta feature that we have defined manually in Section 4.1.
While aggregates might differ in their constraints, manual inspection revealed that
the presence of time as constraint and the usage of count as operator appears to be
consistent across most of the selected aggregates. Due to the broad variety of different
aggregates, it is tedious to list or analyze all selected features, however we provide one
further comparison between the 14 manually defined aggregates from Section 4.1 and
the same-sized sets of automatically selected aggregates. Again, we focus on e-commerce
here but the same analysis for face-to-face can be found in the appendix (Fig. A.2).
While the predictive performance of the automatically selected sets of 14 aggregates is
comparable to the performance of the 14 manually defined ones (around 0.40 AUCPR),
the feature sets are mostly disjoint, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Not only do the manual
aggregates differ from the selected ones but also the selected ones vary over repeated
runs.

6.4

Summary

In this chapter, we studied feature aggregates as they have been proposed in literature.
We provide a canonical concept around their definition to leverage feature selection
from the aggregation space by means of a fast feature extraction algorithm and the Gini
importance as relevance measure. The results showed that greedy sequential forward
selection with Gini importance is able to select highly discriminative aggregates from
the user-space, as compared to a random selection baseline. According to the results,
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the merchant-space aggregates are less discriminative than the user-space aggregates.
Regarding our first research question RQ1, we could not find a set of aggregates
that would clearly improve over the manually engineered ones in terms of AUCPR on
the test set. On face-to-face transactions, the found automatically selected aggregates
yield consistently lower performance than the manual defined ones. On the e-commerce
dataset, we could discover several feature sets which are comparable in performance
to the manually defined set (around 0.40 AUCPR). We suppose there are at least two
reasons for these results. Firstly, due to the high computational cost we could not perform proper model selection for each choice of feature set but instead we resorted to one
configuration of hyper-parameters that was fixed across both the e-commerce and the
face-to-face scenario. And secondly, it is possible that we are reaching an upper limit on
the distinguishability between fraudulent and non-fraudulent transactions these aggregates, as we have defined them, are able to provide.
Our answer to research question RQ2 points in a similar direction but from a different angle. We could discover several sets of aggregates with good performance and yet
are these sets predominantly disjoint. We conclude that the manually engineered features are only one specific example from a large family of comparably good aggregates.
Manual inspection revealed that it is less the exact choice of aggregation operator or
the set of constraints but rather any notion of a count per time interval on a user level
which turns aggregates into valuable features for credit card fraud detection. We call
this relation the user’s event density in time, in which the event can be defined as any
combination of raw attribute values.

Chapter 7
Outlook
Before we conclude this thesis, we would like to raise awareness about some concerns
that should accompany the development of any data-driven product, especially in domains where these products are allowed to take far-reaching decisions that may, in one
way or the other, impact the everyday life of humans. With the broad availability of
machine learning libraries and frameworks which mask most technicalities of learning
algorithms behind easy-to-use APIs, a tremendous number of people have stepped into
this field in recent years and they are eager to use and deploy such algorithms in reality.
The past hype around deep learning and the current interest in automated machine
learning are results of a lively belief in the possibility to automagically discover the true
mechanics of an underlying process from the data it produces. Of course, given infinite
data and a set of functions large enough to contain the true mechanics as one of its
elements, it is possible to discover this element. However, if the data is finite and the
set of functions is not equipped with an interpretation in terms of real-world quantities,
there is a risk of discovering a seemingly correct mechanic which turns out to be wildly
wrong as more data becomes available. And as the set of functions did not arise from
human-interpretable or carefully chosen modeling assumptions, there is no principled
strategy to revise it accordingly. Instead, we resort to hyper-parameter search for revising the set of functions in the hope to find a better solution in the next evaluation cycle.
While the algorithm may then eventually learn something useful, the data engineers /
data scientists / machine learning engineers do not. By mimicking hypothesis creation
and falsification with progressively resource-demanding function search algorithms, we
deprive ourselves from the possibility to learn about the problem and risk to deploy a
solution which we can neither explain nor provide guarantees for.
Seeing black-box solutions being proposed for recruiting, social credit scoring, fraud
detection, autonomous driving, automated grading or medical diagnosis is unsettling.
At the time of writing, most of these applications are experimental and the decisions
made by these systems are reviewed by human experts before they take effect. And we
should not attempt to change this status quo until we have reliable means for assessing
not the capabilities but the limitations of such systems.
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Logistic Regression - ECOM - BASE
- BASE

Logistic Regression - ECOM - AGG
- AGG

Figure 7.1: Precision recall curves of a Logistic Regression classifier using the BASE
feature set (left) and the AGG feature set (right). Training period March-April and testing
period 8.05.-31.05. on the e-commerce data set.

7.1

Future work

For future work, we can imagine simpler, more transparent and more efficient methods
that provide secondary benefits for practical applications beyond the raw prediction
accuracy. Or, to quote Phua et al. [PLSG10] from their survey: ”There is too much emphasis by research on complex, nonlinear supervised algorithms such as neural networks
and support vector machines. In the long term, less complex and faster algorithms such
as naive Bayes [...] and logistic regression [...] will produce equal, if not better results
[...], on population-drifting, concept-drifting, adversarial-ridden data. If the incoming
data stream has to be processed immediately in an event-driven system or labels are
not readily available, then semi-supervised and unsupervised approaches are the only
data mining options.” In fact, the performance we obtained with a simple Logistic Regression classifier fitted to likelihood-ratio encoded variables is surprisingly close to the
performance of a random forest that averages over 300 decision trees (see Fig. 7.1). Considering that learning requires only one single pass through the data set to compute the
likelihood-ratios and a subsequent estimation of one parameter per variable (plus one
intercept term), an AUCPR of 0.190 is not too bad compared to the 23.2 we obtained
with a random forest classifier. Inference is even more efficient: To get the fraud score
of a transaction, we have to sum the likelihood-ratios of all variables weighted by the
coefficients of the Logistic Regression classifier - a sum over 19 numbers in our example.
When using parametric distributions to model the variables, the parameters possess
clear semantics allowing us to inspect the model (see Fig. 7.2 for examples). Of course,
if we wanted to integrate interactions of variables, we would have to do so explicitly by
modeling joint distributions over subsets of variables.
Obviously, the Logistic Regression classifier can not benefit as much from userspecific features (see AUCPR in Fig. 7.1 (right) compared to an AUCPR of 0.40 of
a random forest classifier) as a complex classifier that can exploit feature combinations. When fitting a single normal distribution to the transaction amounts across all
users, we essentially average out all peculiarities of different users. This is a gross over-
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amount

3DSecure

Figure 7.2: Fits of different parametric distributions: Normal(µ, σ 2 ) for the purchase
amount (left), Categorical(π1 , . . . , πk ) for the binary variable 3D-Secure (middle) and
Poisson(λ) for the number of transactions issued by the card holder in the last 24 hours
(right). Hence, modeling these three variables requires 4 parameters.
generalization of the diverse behavioral traits we observe across millions of different
users. Likewise, Juszczak et al. [JAH+ 08] point out that, regarding the distributions
over variables, there is a large extent of heterogeneity within and between accounts.
By using complex non-linear classifiers, we did not need to account for this heterogeneity because the tree induction algorithm would eventually discover rules that associate
amounts, merchants and quasi-identifiers of users. However, as we strive for simplicity and transparency, our goal should be to learn a small model for every single user
while still retaining the possibility to ”inherit” knowledge from similar users. Very recently, Carcillo et al. [CBC+ 19] explored several outlier detection methods operating on
a global, account and cluster level for credit card fraud detection. Even though they
monitored only the transaction amount, their conclusion is that outlier detection on
some intermediate level of granularity somewhere between the account level and the
global level seems most promising.
We would like to augment this perspective with our own ideas and considerations to
maybe inspire interesting future research.
The greatest challenge in modeling a single user is the small number of transactions
we have seen from him. In our three months of data, 50% of users have issued less than
8 transactions. Of course, in practice we have access to the entire history of all users
but even if we consider several years, a single user’s history probably amounts to no
more than a few hundred transactions. Regarding the variables we aim to model, we
have to consider that some of them exhibit a large number of levels. There are around
1000 different merchant category codes and around 200 different merchant countries.
If we were to model these variables with a categorical distribution we had to estimate
several hundreds of parameters from only a few hundred observations. And this is only
for a single variable. If we wanted to model joint distributions over several variables,
we have even less observations per parameter. This estimation problem is completely
ill-posed because we will only get meaningful estimates for merchant codes that showed
up several dozens of times - all others will effectively end up having zero probability
mass. Of course, we can think of a prior for the merchant code variable, but that is
tricky. How should we determine a prior for every single user? All we know about users
is what we see in the data, but exploiting this knowledge is not exactly an argument
for a particular choice of prior. Still, we can always assume a non-informative prior over
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the merchant category codes and hope that modeling errors in rare merchant codes are
not going to degrade the overall performance too much. However, it is risky to think
that rare codes won’t matter since, especially when we use the user model for anomaly
detection, it is exactly the rare events that inform us about anomalous activities. And
just because a user did not yet perform a certain action, it does not mean that he
could not legitimately do that. It would be much more plausible to ”derive” a user’s
distribution over such high-cardinality variables from the entirety of actions of all users
or, even better, from similar user groups.
One possible approach could consist in embracing probabilistic graphical models and,
in particular, techniques such as probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [Hof01]
or latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [BNJ01]. These techniques are often used in topic
modeling and they make the assumption that any word in a text document is generated
by one of K latent topics. Each topic is represented as a distribution over all words in
the vocabulary. And each document is represented as a distribution over the K topics.
PLSA and LDA estimate simultaneously the distribution over words and a document’s
assignment to topics by means of an expectation-maximization algorithm. In our case,
documents correspond to users u and words correspond to, say, the merchant IDs x.
Just as in PLSA, we can represent a user’s distribution over merchant IDs with a Kcomponent mixture distribution:
p(x|u) =

K
X
k=1

zk (u)p(x|θk );

zk (u) ∈ [0, 1],

X

zk (u) = 1

(7.1)

k

The neat property is that now we have ”global” user-independent component distributions p(x|θk ) and ”local” user-dependent mixture coefficients zk (u) that determine how
to mix the component distributions. Instead of having to estimate a ridiculous number
of |range(u)| · |θ· | parameters, we only have K · |range(u)| + K · |θ· | parameters for the
categorical variable x. Since the number of mixture components K is typically much
smaller than |θ· |, this makes quite a difference and could lead to much more meaningful
fits even though any single user has only very few observations.
From a practitioners perspective, we could simply apply EM-Clustering on the
account-level average of one-hot encoded merchant IDs, treat the K cluster centroids as
θk ’s and average over the cluster assignments of a user’s observations to obtain zk (u).
This procedure can be extended to other types of observed variables while still yielding
interpretable profiles of all users’ activities. Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 illustrate the mixture coefficients zk (u) of 100’000 card holders and, as an example, the associated distribution
p(x|u) when x is the amount or the hour of day, respectively. For instance, the variable
hour-of-day has 24 different values and if we wanted to model this variable for each
user independently with a categorical distribution, we would need to estimate and store
1000 000 · 23 parameters. With the decomposition in Eq. (7.1) of p(x|u) into 3 mixture
components, we only have 1000 000 · 3 + 3 ∗ 23 parameters to estimate and store.
Modeling p(x|u) is only half of the solution. Finally, we wish to flag suspicious transactions and, at this point, we have two options. Either we do not distinguish compromised user accounts from genuine user accounts and proceed in an unsupervised fashion,
flagging any observation as fraudulent whose likelihood under p(x|u) falls below some
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Figure 7.3: Mixture of three normal distributions where the mixture coefficients
z1 (u), z2 (u), z3 (u) are user dependent. The plot shows mixture coefficients z1 (u) plotted
against z2 (u) for 100,000 users (each blue dot corresponds to one user). Each user’s mixture coefficients parameterize a normal mixture distribution over the variable ”amount”
(location of lower left corner of inset axis parameterizes the displayed density). The little
clusters correspond to users who end up having a similar density.
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Figure 7.4: Mixture of three categorical distributions where the mixture coefficients
z1 (u), z2 (u), z3 (u) are user dependent. The plot shows mixture coefficients z1 (u) plotted
against z2 (u) for 100,000 users (each blue dot corresponds to one user). Each user’s
mixture coefficients parameterize a categorical distribution over the variable ”hour of the
day” (location of lower left corner of inset axis parameterizes the displayed probability
mass function).
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user-specific threshold. Or we estimate p(x|uf ) and p(x|ug ) independently from compromised accounts and genuine accounts, respectively. However, it is not clear yet, how
to contrast these two quantities in a meaningful way to derive a fraud score for a new
observation. The user IDs covered by ug refer to actual accounts and they are associated
with genuine user behavior. On the other hand, the IDs covered by uf are more of a
virtual nature because they do not refer to actual accounts but are only associated with
malicious behavior. Therefore, once we observe a new transaction with value x = x and
user ID u = u, the question we should really ask is, whether it’s more likely that the
transaction was generated by u’s behavior p(x = x|ug = u) than by any of the known
P
malicious behaviors uf p(x = x|uf = uf )p(uf ). We also have to consider that, depending on the number of observations per user, the estimate of the distribution parameters
contains different extents of error. For some users, the linear combination of global component distributions might come reasonably close to the user’s true distribution whereas
for others it might be quite off. Therefore, a user-specific decision threshold must reflect
the level of uncertainty we have in the user’s model, incorporating both the number of
observations and the goodness of fit.

7.2

Conclusion

In this thesis, we studied several means of exploiting contextual information of transactions to improve data-driven credit card fraud detection. Our analysis is based on a
large real-world credit card transaction data set provided by a leading company in this
area. We introduced the problem of fraud detection and the peculiar challenges inherent
to it: Class imbalance, feature engineering, sequence modeling, concept drift and performance evaluation. In regard of these challenges, we reviewed related work and provided
an overview of the spectrum of solutions that have been proposed to address them.
To mitigate the limitations of working with a proprietary data set, first we exposed
details about the volume, the available attributes and their distributions. We pointed out
the different qualities of card-present and card-not-present transactions and established
a fraud detection baseline by means of a random forest classifier. We analyzed the
influence of varying class re-sampling ratios on the predictive performance and showed
that the real-world task of forecasting is considerably more difficult than prediction.
Our first angle on the transaction context is based on external data. We augment
transactions with country related and time related demographic statistics, covering economical and social indicators as well as public holiday indicators. Additionally, we explore word embedding techniques to extract country related features from text corpora
and semantic knowledge graphs automatically. Our evaluations show that features from
external sources improve the fraud detection performance most noticeably on card-notpresent transactions when the features are combined with feature aggregates. In a second
approach, we integrate a transaction’s immediate past (account centered) on an algorithmic level with a Long Short-term Memory network. The results show that the LSTM
leads to improved fraud detection on card-present transaction sequences whereas there
is no benefit on card-not-present sequences. Our third approach to context integration
focuses on account-level and merchant-level feature aggregates. We wrap existing def-
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initions of feature aggregations in a uniform concept and present a feature selection
study for exploring and evaluating thousands of features aggregates. The results suggest
that account-level aggregates are more informative than merchant-level aggregates and
that the aggregation spaces contain many aggregates with similarly good performance
as long as the aggregates capture transaction volumes per time-intervals.
The key message to take away from this thesis is: Automated credit card fraud
detection is challenging in many regards and, most likely, there is no single method
that can address and solve all of the issues in one go. The abnormality of a transaction
depends on a number of factors, among which the card holder’s purchase history emerges
as the most important one. However, the demands for a fraud detection system to be
useful in practice go beyond raw detection performance. Companies require means to
inspect and trace back the decisions of such systems for being able to convince both
customers and stakeholders about the reliability of their systems. In order to emphasize
the importance of this aspect, we sketched a more transparent and simpler approach to
fraud detection as possible direction for future research.

Appendix A
Searching Feature Aggregates
A.1

Example of JSON specification

As an example, the actual JSON specification of aggregations from Fig. 6.1 is depicted
in Fig. A.1.

{
”name” : ” example−s e t −o f −a g g r e g a t e s ” ,
” aggregations ” : [
{
” t a r g e t ” : { ”name” : ”TX AMOUNT” , ” f u n c t i o n ” : ”sum” , ” l o w e r i d x ” : −1000 , ” u p p e r i d x ” : 0 } ,
” context ” : [
{ ”name” : ”INT DT TIMESTAMP” , ” l o w e r v a l ” : − 8 6 4 0 0 . 0 , ” u p p e r v a l ” : 0 . 0 }
]
},
{
” t a r g e t ” : { ”name” : ” None ” , ” f u n c t i o n ” : ” c o u n t ” , ” l o w e r i d x ” : −100 , ” u p p e r i d x ” : 0 } ,
” context ” : [
{ ”name” : ”TERM COUNTRY” , ” l o w e r v a l ” : 0 . 0 , ” u p p e r v a l ” : 0 . 0 } ,
{ ”name” : ”TERM MCC” , ” l o w e r v a l ” : 0 . 0 , ” u p p e r v a l ” : 0 . 0 }
]
},
{
” t a r g e t ” : { ”name” : ”INT DT TIMESTAMP” , ” f u n c t i o n ” : ” span ” , ” l o w e r i d x ” : −1, ” u p p e r i d x ”←:0} ,
” context ” : [ ]
}
]
}

Figure A.1: The specification of aggregations from Fig. 6.1 in JSON-Format. lower idx
and upper idx correspond to [u, v], lower val and upper val correspond to [p, q].

A.2

Hyper-parameters used in feature selection

• Decision tree: Implementation from scikit-learn with criterion=’gini’,
max depth=15, splitter=’random’, max features=’auto’. We kept all other parameters at their default values.
• Random forest: Implementation from scikit-learn with n estimators=300,
min samples leaf=3. We kept all other parameters at their default values. The
training set consists of transactions from 100000 randomly drawn genuine card
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A. Searching Feature Aggregates
(a) F2F - user-space

(b) F2F - user/merchant-space
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Figure A.2: Comparison between the 14 manually defined aggregates from Section 4.1
and 14 automatically selected aggregates, in terms of the number of features they have
in common. The set of manually defined aggregates is denoted by ”Manual” and the five
repeated runs of greedy forward selection are denoted by ”Run 1” to ”Run 5”. While
the predictive performances are comparable, any pair of feature sets shares at most one
identical aggregate - all other aggregates are different.
holders and all compromised card holders from the training period 01.03.201530.04.2015. The test set consists of all transactions in the test period 08.05.201531.05.2015.

A.3

Feature aggregates selected in the face-to-face
scenario

See Table A.1 for a list of aggregates selected in the first iteration. The pairwise comparison of sets of 14 selected aggregates in shown in Fig. A.2.
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A.3 Feature aggregates selected in the face-to-face scenario

Exp.
U

U/M

Space

Run

Target
Variable

Operator

Index range

U

1

amount

sum

[−1000, 0]

U

2

amount

max

[−1000, 0]

U

3

amount

max

[−1000, 0]

U

4

amount

sum

[−1000, 0]

U

5

amount

count

[−1000, 0]

M

1

amount

min

[−1000, 0]

M

2

amount

max

[−1000, 0]

M

3

amount

sum

[−1000, 0]

U

4

amount

sum

[−1000, 0]

U

5

amount

sum

[−1000, 0]

Context
Variable

Value range

timestamp
terminalCategory
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
timestamp
terminalCategory
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
authentication
weekday
timestamp
terminalID
terminalCategory
3DSecure
authentication
hourOfDay
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
authentication
weekday
hourOfDay
terminalID
terminalCountry
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
weekday
hourOfDay

[−1, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−24, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−672, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]

userID
age
gender
expiryDate
authentication
amount
timestamp
age
expiryDate
cardType
authentication
creditLimit
userCountry
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
weekday
hourOfDay
gender
expiryDate
userCountry
cardEntryMode
emv
weekday
hourOfDay
amount
cardEntryMode
3DSecure
emv
amount
timestamp
terminalID
terminalCategory
terminalCountry
cardEntryMode
emv
hourOfDay

[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 1]
[−672, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−100, 100]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 1]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−1, 1]
[−100, 100]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[−168, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]

Table A.1: Face-to-Face: Aggregate selected in the first iteration of the greedy forward
selection method from the user-space (U) and the joint user/merchant-space (U/M).

Appendix B
Implementation
The entire code base is written for Python 3.6.4. For building the C/CUDA library,
execute the makefile in the respective directory. The code is available from gitlab, hosted
at the chair of data science at the university of Passau. To get access, please contact the
author of this thesis or Professor Michael Granitzer.
• Credit card fraud detection experimentation framework:
https://gitlab.padim.fim.uni-passau.de/jjurgovsky/ADITS/tree/DEV-johannes
• Searching feature aggregates:
https://gitlab.padim.fim.uni-passau.de/jjurgovsky/feature-aggregations
Used packages:
• numpy, https://numpy.org/, version 1.16.1.
• pandas, https://pandas.pydata.org/, version 0.24.1.
• matplotlib, https://matplotlib.org/, version 3.0.3.
• scikit-learn, https://scikit-learn.org/stable/, version 0.20.2.
• keras, https://keras.io/, version 2.0.7.
• gensim, https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/, version 2.3.0.
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